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Abstract
Multi-target tracking is the process that allows the extraction of object motion patterns of
interest from a scene. Motion patterns are often described through metadata representing object
locations and shape information. In the first part of this thesis we discuss the state-of-the-art
methods aimed at accomplishing this task on monocular views and also analyse the methods for
evaluating their performance. The second part of the thesis describes our research contribution
to these topics.
We begin presenting a method for multi-target tracking based on track-before-detect (MTTBD) formulated as a particle filter. The novelty involves the inclusion of the target identity
(ID) into the particle state, which enables the algorithm to deal with an unknown and unlimited
number of targets. We propose a probabilistic model of particle birth and death based on Markov
Random Fields. This model allows us to overcome the problem of the mixing of IDs of close
targets.
We then propose three evaluation measures that take into account target-size variations, combine accuracy and cardinality errors, quantify long-term tracking accuracy at different accuracy
levels, and evaluate ID changes relative to the duration of the track in which they occur. This
set of measures does not require pre-setting of parameters and allows one to holistically evaluate
tracking performance in an application-independent manner.
Lastly, we present a framework for multi-target localisation applied on scenes with a high
density of compact objects. Candidate target locations are initially generated by extracting object
features from intensity maps using an iterative method based on a gradient-climbing technique
and an isocontour slicing approach. A graph-based data association method for multi-target
tracking is then applied to link valid candidate target locations over time and to discard those
which are spurious. This method can deal with point targets having indistinguishable appearance
and unpredictable motion.
MT-TBD is evaluated and compared with state-of-the-art methods on real-world surveillance
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datasets (static and moving cameras) by using the proposed evaluation measures. In the case of
online applications the inclusion of the ID in the particle state is effective, but it does not allow
the proposed tracker to outperform offline trackers. The proposed measures are compared with
existing measures for multi-target tracking and it is shown that the proposed ones comparatively
maintain a reliable evaluation of the performance without prior knowledge about the application.
The tracking of point targets in high-density scenes is evaluated on datasets containing insects and
compared with MT-TBD and alternative multi-target trackers. The proposed solutions achieved
the best results, especially in terms of ID maintenance on the targets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The demand for the automated analysis of the behaviour of people, animals and moving objects
such as vehicles has grown considerably in recent years. Multi-target video detection and tracking in populated scenes (high density of targets) play an important role in this since they are
necessary steps towards fully automated systems [27, 84, 90, 144, 170]. For example, systems for
the recognition of human actions and the detection of abnormal behaviours are key to support
surveillance tasks [37]. This is achieved by enabling the development of video trackers for motion pattern analysis of single and multiple targets [186]. Single-target trackers help the analysis
of motion patterns and behaviours of individuals separately. Multi-target trackers help in quantifying target interactions and comparing motion patterns of different objects simultaneously.
Surveillance systems (Fig. 1.1a) use trackers to monitor behaviour [165], to follow selected people and to recognise them in the view of other cameras [27, 117]. The analysis of collective and
individual trajectories can be exploited to recognise abnormal behaviours in crowds [146]. Trajectories can be used to recognise interactions among humans [162] and to monitor the activity
of people in order to analyse social behaviours [55]; to observe interactions among objects and
humans, to help studying collaborative behaviours in meeting rooms [175], or to monitor the
position of people with respect to abandoned objects [165]. Tracking is also used in video-based
sport analysis (Fig. 1.1b) for automatic summarisation [45] and statistics gathering [71, 167]. In
traffic scenes, tracking using fixed or airborne cameras [188] helps the automatic detection of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: Examples of video-based applications that benefit from multi-target tracking: (a)
surveillance; (b) sport analysis; (c) automatic pedestrian flow monitoring.
unlawful U-turns, vehicles driving in the wrong direction, people crossing roads [72] (Fig. 1.1c)
and to collect statistics on typical and atypical behaviours of vehicle and pedestrian flows [16].
In general, the tracking pipeline initially involves a feature extraction stage that generally
processes images using prior knowledge of targets (e.g. colour, shape, size) and provides estimated target locations using feature values and classification scores (confidence maps) [47, 156].
A confidence map is a (noisy) scalar representation of likely target locations [21, 159, J2] that
uses sparse [44] or dense [159] confidence values. Sparse values can be obtained with Support Vector Machines (SVM) through sliding windows [44]. Dense values can be generated
with multi-layer homographies [46] or derived from sparse values by low-pass filtering the confidence map [159]. Candidate target locations are then extracted by thresholding and clustering the sparse values with the highest scores [44, 51]. Target locations can also be highlighted
by first enhancing the intensity values of targets (target-intensity map) and then by localising
peaks [138]. Low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) maps may lead to erroneous estimations of candidate locations due to unreliable or noisy features. While a confidence map provides likely
target locations through feature extraction and classification, in a target-intensity map the target
intensities are simply enhanced. Trajectories can then be generated by temporally associating
candidate locations with multi-target trackers (tracking-by-detection) [20, 73, 140, 159, 181], directly from confidence maps (track-before-detect) [142,J2] or with generative methods (trackingby-learning) [182]. Tracking-by-detection approaches address the problem of generating candidate target locations by applying thresholds, clustering and Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS)
to the feature values [44]. However, weakly detected features of different parts of a target can
generate multimodal confidence values in the target area [51]. Multimodal confidence values
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or filter responses can be due to adjacent targets, and hence there is a need to define explicit
models to separately detect targets. In the case of high-density scenes with targets having the
same or similar appearance, multi-target tracking is addressed with strong priors on target motion [90] and appearance [73]. Alternatively, to deal with low-SNR videos, tracking can be
performed directly on confidence maps [J2] or on detections extracted from low-SNR targetintensity maps [140]. Tracking of multiple moving targets can use a point-target representation
(e.g. feature-point tracking) or an extended-target representation (e.g. in face or person tracking) [20, 27, 162, 165, 176, 181]. Point-target representations use target position information,
whereas extended-target representations also include information about the region covered by the
target in the image plane [110,181]. A tracking error can be quantified by computing the discrepancy between estimated and ground-truth target regions [81,124], or employing ground-truth-free
tracking evaluation frameworks by enforcing constraints such as time reversibility [149,180] and
feature consistency [32, 35] of the estimated tracks. In the case of ground-truth based evaluation,
the association among estimated and ground-truth tracks needs to be solved [24,28,81,143,187].
In this thesis, we present a method for multi-target tracking based on track-before-detect
(MT-TBD) and we evaluate it on real-world surveillance datasets with people. We then present
a framework for tracking compact targets, such as bees and ants, where MT-TBD and a novel
graph-based data association method for multi-target tracking are evaluated and compared with
alternative state-of-the-art approaches that can handle targets in crowded scenarios. Moreover,
we present three novel tracking evaluation measures for extended-target models and we compare
them with widely used multi-target evaluation measures.

1.2

Problem formulation

The goal of multi-target tracking in videos is to generate accurate estimations of target trajectories
(tracks) within the field of view of a camera.
Let V = {vk }Kk=1 be a video sequence, where vk is the kth frame and K is the total number of
frames. At time k the feature extraction stage generates a set Zk of B filtered features

Zk = {zb,k : k, b ∈ N},

(1.1)

zb,k = [xb,k yb,k Sb,k ιb,k ]T

(1.2)

where
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is the bth feature, xb,k and yb,k are the positions with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes,
respectively, Sb,k is the shape or scale of the feature, ιb,k ∈ R[0,1] is a scalar value between 0 and
1 that indicates the confidence of the feature representing a target, and T is the matrix transpose.
Features belonging to the same targets are linked over time in order to estimate tracks. In general,
target localisation or association is defined as a function f (·) such that

Ta,k = f (Zk−γ1 , ..., Zk+γ2 ),

(1.3)

where Ta,k is the ath track up to frame k and Zk−γ1 , ..., Zk+γ2 are the input features measured in
the interval [k − γ1 , k + γ2 ] (measurements), where γ1 , γ2 ∈ N0 . The track Ta,k belongs to the set
of tracks T = {Ta }Aa=1 , where A is the total number of tracks computed within the sequence V.
Tk represents the collection of uk (= |Tk | - cardinality of Tk ) tracks at frame k. The track of a
target a is a time series
Ta = {x̂a,k : 1 ≤ k ≤ K},

(1.4)

where x̂a,k ∈ Rn is the state of the target at frame k and n represents the dimension of the state.
The information encoded in the state x̂a,k is used to describe the status of the target at k. The
definition of x̂a,k is application-dependent, in fact x̂a,k may encode the position and velocity of
the target [142], or also shape information, such as width and height of the target [43]. For
example, a target on the image plane can be represented by its 2D-position with a certain shape
information and an identity (n = 4),

x̂a,k = [xa,k ya,k Sa,k ξa ]T ,

(1.5)

where xa,k and ya,k represent the target position on the horizontal and the vertical axes, respectively, Sa,k is the target region information on the image plane and ξa is the target identity (ID).
Sa,k may be represented in the form of a bounding box [27], a bounding ellipse [181] or a bounding contour [164]. In the case of point targets, the estimated state of the target a does not contain
Sa,k and it is denoted as x̂0a,k . Associated to T , x̂a,k , x̂0a,k , uk , ξa , Ta we have the corresponding
ground-truth track information that is defined as g T , g x̂d,k , g x̂0d,k , g uk , g ξd , g Td . The ground-truth
information is used to evaluate the accuracy of the tracking estimation [J1].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Example of colour variations of a target due to illumination differences: (a) in a shop;
(b) in a corridor.

Figure 1.3: Example of clutter: the person to be detected is not clearly distinguishable due to
appearance similarity with the background and with other objects (e.g. a mannequin).

1.3

Challenges

The challenges a tracker may face involve colour similarities among objects, illumination changes,
pose variations, size changes, occlusions, various noise components, abrupt or unpredicted motion variations, and the density of targets in the scene.
Colour similarities can mislead the target-background and the target-target discrimination.
When another region in the image has similar colour to that of a target, then a track can be
lost. Similarly, when targets with similar colour move close to each other, their identities can be
swapped [95,181]. Illumination changes caused, for example, by different light sources (Fig. 1.2)
lead to colour variations that can induce target losses. This problem can be addressed by using
illumination invariant features or by updating the colour model of the targets [148].
Shape similarities can also generate ambiguities (Fig. 1.3) between a target and an object
in the background, or among similar targets [179]. Examples include people tracking when the
shape is encoded as the head-and-shoulder or full-body outline [51]. Pose variations leading to
shape changes (Fig. 1.5) require a tracker to be capable of adapting the corresponding appearance
models to avoid track inaccuracies or losses [111].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Example of size variations of a target due to the camera perspective distortion: (a)
target area at close view; (b) same target area at far view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: Example of shape change due to pose variation: (a) front view; (b) side-rear view.

Figure 1.6: Example of a largely occluded person (man with the black jumper).
Size changes which are due to either perspective distortion (Fig. 1.4) or camera zoom can
lead to an erroneous target localisation. Similarly to the case of pose variations, tracking also has
to adapt the shape model (e.g. bounding box size) in order to extract correct appearance features
from the whole target area.
When occlusions happen (Fig. 1.6), the only data available to the tracker are the measured
target dynamics and the appearance features before (and after) the occlusion itself [27, 181].
Using this information, a tracker can estimate the likely location of a target by interpolating
spatio-temporal data when the target is not observable.
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Noise components can be introduced during video acquisition or compression, and may lead
to corrupted measurements that generate unreliable features for the estimation of the target locations.
Motion-related challenges can be due to abrupt variations (e.g. sudden accelerations) or unusual dynamics (e.g. deviations from a predicted path to avoid obstacles). Most tracking algorithms rely on prior models for motion prediction [27]. These models are mainly linear with
additional terms that represent small variations as noise components [142].
Finally, the difficulty of tracking depends on the density of targets in the scene. In the case
of people tracking, when the crowd motion tends to be coherent in one direction and does not
vary over time because of the high spatial density of people, crowded scenes are defined as
structured. In unstructured crowded scenes, instead, groups of people may move simultaneously
in different directions [144]. Successful trackers rely on part-based detectors and perform noncausal tracking using target re-identification [95].

1.4

Contributions

Given real-world video sequences containing multiple targets, our aim is to estimate their locations over time (trajectories) and to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated trajectories. The
proposed methods are evaluated on surveillance and biology scenarios. Both scenarios assume
extended targets being independent of each other. In the former we assume that the detections are
provided, whereas in the latter detections are not provided and targets have indistinguishable appearance. We do not assume any specific motion property of the targets other than that the targets
follow a linear motion within a short interval of time (e.g. ∼3 frames). The estimated trajectories are evaluated with respect to ground-truth information by using the set of new evaluation
measures.
The main contributions of the thesis are the following:
1. Online multi-target track-before-detect (MT-TBD) applied on confidence maps used as observations and assumed to be provided. The proposed tracker is based on particle filtering
and automatically initialises tracks. The main novelty is the inclusion of the target ID into
the particle state, enabling the algorithm to deal with unknown and large numbers of targets.
The problem of mixing IDs of targets close to each other is addressed using a probabilistic
model of target birth and death based on a Markov Random Field applied to the particle IDs.
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Each particle ID is managed using the information carried by neighbouring particles. The
assignment of the IDs to the targets is performed using Mean-Shift clustering and supported
by a Gaussian Mixture Model [J2]. The output of MT-TBD is postprocessed by introducing
latency that allows the algorithm to link short trajectories and to discard spurious ones. We
qualitatively show the effectiveness of embedding the ID inside the particle state to deal
with partially occluded targets and limitations when targets undergo full occlusions. The
proposed solution outperforms an alternative state-of-the-art solution throughout a range of
increasing latencies of postprocessing.
2. Three parameter-independent measures for evaluating multi-target video tracking which
assume that the ground-truth data are provided1 . The measures take into account target-size
variations, combine accuracy and cardinality errors, quantify long-term tracking accuracy
at different accuracy levels in terms of lost-track-ratio, and evaluate ID changes relative to
the duration of the track in which they occur. We show that these measures enable a more
detailed assessment of the tracking performance than alternative state-of-the-art measures
and can objectively evaluate tracking performance without relying on preset parameters.
3. Multi-target detection and tracking applied on low signal-to-noise-ratio images containing a high-density targets2 . We propose a gradient-climbing technique and an isocontour
slicing approach for intensity maps to localise targets with indistinguishable appearance.
The former uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo to iteratively fit a shape model onto the target
locations, whereas the latter uses the intensity values at different levels to find consistent object shapes. Trajectories are generated by recursively associating detections with a greedy
graph-based tracker on time-shifting windows. The edges of the graph are weighted with a
likelihood function based on location information. The proposed localisation methods outperform alternative solutions both in detection and tracking. As far as tracking is concerned,
the major improvement is achieved in terms of ID maintenance on targets.

1.5

Organisation of the thesis

The report is organised as follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction to multi-target tracking and its application to real-world problems. For1 This

work appears in [J1]. More details about my contribution are provided in Chapter 4.
work was submitted to IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technologies and
it is currently under review.
2 This
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mulation of the tracking problem along with the challenges that can be encountered on real-world
scenarios. List of contributions of the work presented in the thesis.
Chapter 2: Definitions of different levels of crowd densities, scale of observation and overview of
feature extraction methods in videos. Presentation of multi-target tracking methods by analysing
their main stages of processing. Definition of causal and non-causal methods. Discussion of the
predictive models used to estimate the location of targets. Description of sequential estimation
and batch association to generate tracks. Analysis of different methods for track initialisation and
track termination, and description of the use of contextual information to facilitate multi-target
tracking. Evaluation measures to quantify the performance of multi-target trackers in the case
of point and extended targets. Finally, discussion of the limitations of multi-target trackers and
performance evaluation measures.
Chapter 3: Method for multi-target tracking on confidence maps using Markov Random Fields
into the Bayesian formulation to keep targets separated during tracking. Experimental validations and sensitivity analysis of the method pipeline.
Chapter 4: Evaluation measures to calculate tracking performance in terms of frame-based accuracy, long-term tracking and robustness to ID switches. Comparison of trackers using the
presented measures and comparison of these measures with state-of-the-art measures.
Chapter 5: Feature extraction method to detect compact targets on low signal-to-noise-ratio images and a graph-based data association algorithm to perform multi-target tracking. Results about
the sensitivity of the methods and comparison with alternative approaches from the state of the
art.
Chapter 6: Summary of the achievements and future research directions.

Chapter 2
State of the art

2.1

Introduction

Tracking of multiple moving targets may involve point-target representations (e.g. feature-point
tracking) or extended-target representations (e.g. in face or person tracking) [20, 27, 162, 165,
176, 181]. Point-target representations use target position information, whereas extended-target
representations also include information about the region covered by the target in the image
plane [110, 181]. The tracking pipeline can be divided into four main stages (Fig. 2.1): detection
(composed of region detectors and feature extraction), localisation or association (which exploits
features to identify the position of the targets on the image plane), prediction (which models the
motion of targets to predict their future locations), and track postprocessing (to refine tracking
results). Moreover, the output tracks can be used to extract contextual information by learning
the environment [109] and by updating the model of the targets in order to boost the localisation
of targets [90, 148].
We perform an analysis of the state-of-the-art that is mainly focused on algorithms employing extended-target representation. Firstly, for each stage of the pipeline, we aim to describe
alternative solutions in order to infer effective tracking properties for dealing with challenging
problems, such as identity maintenance on targets in the case of high-density of targets. Then,
we analyse multi-target tracking evaluation methods in order to show that the literature is still
lacking a framework to enable a holistic analysis of the tracking performance independent of
applications and in a parameter-free manner.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a tracker with sequential localisation. The buffer accumulates measurements to allow processing over temporal windows. The localisation stage can be externally
initialised or can use contextual information, such as a map of the scene, and target model. The
track postprocessing stage improves the quality of the final result, for example by linking short
tracks or by deleting spurious tracks.
In this chapter, we present the state of the art for feature extraction that addresses extendedtarget detection, multi-target tracking methods and procedures to assess their performance in
videos containing extended targets. In Sec. 2.2 we characterise scenes based on the crowd density
and define the scale of observation. In Sec. 2.3, we briefly overview methods for detection
by dividing them into methods for region detection and feature extraction. The literature for
multi-target tracking methods (Sec. 2.4) analyses the parts related to prediction, localisation and
association, initialisation and termination, and scene contextual information. In Sec. 2.5, we
review methods for the performance evaluation of multi-target tracking methods in the case of
extended targets. Finally, Sec. 2.6 draws conclusions about the described methods.

2.2

Definitions

In this section, we provide definitions of crowd-density while giving examples of applications in
different contexts. Following that, we define the levels of observation that constrain the video
analysis on scenarios having different densities and view points.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Representative samples of crowd densities: a) high-density crowd, b) mid-density
crowd, c) low-density crowd.
2.2.1

Crowd-density models

The crowd density can be divided into three main categories: low-density (i.e. a scene with few
clearly distinguishable people), mid-density (i.e. enough people where occlusions are frequent
but there is room to move) and high-density (i.e. large number of people who are close to each
other and indistinguishable) crowds (Fig. 2.2).
In low-density scenes people are modelled as single entities [129, 150, 165, 185] and the detection stage is a very important step because it must provide reliable candidates to the tracking
stage. Sets of state vectors describing the moving people in the scene (e.g. position and velocity) are then generated via tracking [129, 150]. For example, change detection algorithms for
the detection of moving people [137] combined with Bayesian tracking [J2] are used in these
situations. The analysis of human interactions, such as meeting, walking together and splitting,
can be performed using information retrieved from the estimated state vectors [129, 162, 165],
and consistent target identities must be computed at the tracking stage to ensure discrimination
of each individual over time.
People in mid-density crowds are modelled with two different approaches: local recognition
of single entities [26,184] and global motion analysis [13,118,133,151]. In the former, detections
need to discriminate people well since occlusions are highly likely to occur [102, 184]. For
example, multiple target cues driven by detection can be combined and kept updated over time
in order to enhance the discriminative capability of a model of a person with respect to adjacent
people [184]. The person-model adaptation (model update) for detection enables supervision to
the single object trackers. Since the appearance of the person can gradually change over time, the
amount of lost tracks can be minimised thanks to the update stage. In order to avoid drifting due
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to the model update, in each target cue authors included the domain knowledge (e.g. the features’
position in the space) and the update was performed only with reliable detections. As far as
methods based on motion analysis are concerned, the crowd motion can be modelled with vector
fields in terms of principal direction, speed and crowd mobility [151]. For example, Andrade et
al. [13] considered the crowd as a global entity and the whole motion of the scene was used to find
pattern similarities over time. Mehran et al. [118] proposed a method based on social forces [63]
to model human interactions within a crowd. The scene was described by a dense force flow that
was generated by the moving people. Recently, approaches have merged the concepts of scene
motion analysis and recognition of single entities [85, 102]. The vector field approximating the
global motion can be extracted from human trajectories using spline interpolation [85]. Similarly,
motion patterns can be spatially segmented from trajectories using driving force models in order
to enable the recognition of human groups having similar behaviours [102].
High-density crowds can be modelled as fluids and analysed using fluid dynamics equations
[11, 76, 191]. A dense crowd can be modelled as clouds of particles transported under the action
of the flow field generated by the crowd motion [11]. A fluid that, for instance, flows in a pipe is
subjected to constraints such as barriers. The same concept can be extended to a moving crowd
that has to deal with a physical barrier in the scene. This consideration leads to the understanding
of the scene in terms of (i) heading direction, (ii) number of crowd segments and (iii) locations
at which segments merge or split. The flow field generated from the motion of a crowd can also
be described in terms of divergence (representing dispersion) and vorticity (linked to moving
around obstacles) [41]. When motion is described through these two terms, the detection of
obstacles becomes straightforward. Hughes et al. [76] formulated three hypothesis in addition
to modelling a crowd as a fluid: i) the speed of a person depends upon the surrounding people,
ii) people can have common destinations and iii) people seek to minimise their estimated travel
time. With these hypothesis, Hughes et al. [76] defined the basic governing equations for the
flow of a single person type. In this way it is possible to have a crowd of various types of people
walking toward different objectives or with various speed relationships. Assuming that people
behave according to optimal strategies (i.e. in a standard situation they do not make complicated
decisions between various alternative behaviours, but simply react to obstacles or other people)
when they are in a large crowd, it is possible to model their behaviour using so called social
forces [63]. The forces that affect people are caused by the repulsive inter-reactions that are
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generated among people within the crowd. Although the motion of the people is affected by the
environment (i.e. other people or barriers), the aims, destinations and dynamics in a crowded
scene are fairly predictable. Wang et al. [176] modelled the crowd locally, characterising each
pixel by its location and direction of motion. The information retrieved from the motion of the
objects (i.e. pedestrians and cars) was used to classify common patterns. Authors in [70, 89]
proposed a localised model of the scene. Kratz and Nishino [89] divided the scene into blocks
and for each block considered volumes of motion over time. Hence, the description of the crowd
motion was contained and localised within fixed spatio-temporal volumes. Hu et al. [70] did not
consider volumes but modelled the whole crowd in terms of motion direction.

2.2.2

Scale of observation

According to [118], models for crowd analysis can be microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic.
In microscopic scenarios it is possible to reach high resolution levels to distinguish single individuals and hence perform interaction analysis relying on their behaviours. The analysis is
performed considering humans as independent moving entities and their interactions are treated
as a self-organisation processes [62]. With the collection of individual behaviours, recognising
interactions is fairly straightforward [162, 165]. In macroscopic scenarios, it is exceptionally
hard (almost impossible) to reach high reliability and be able to distinguish individuals. The
individual body details (on occasions when they are fully visible) are not high enough to distinguish and associate them to a single person. It was demonstrated that it is better to model such
scenarios as problems of fluid dynamics and treat humans as particles in a fluid [11, 41, 76]. The
analysis of interactions is kept at a high level, and it mainly focuses on goal-oriented behaviours.
Mesoscopic scenarios [118, 193] inherit both previous models and the methods aim to study interactions among subgroups of people. It is still not clear which models perform best for the
retrieval of motion patterns. In fact, classes of methods in the literature are twofold: (i) based on
multi-person tracking [20, 27, 93, J2] and (ii) based on particle representation of people [118].
There is no sharp distinction of where a scenario needs to be treated with mesoscopic or
macroscopic models. The principal elements to take into account are the physical boundaries
imposed by the resolution of the cameras. In particular, there are some constraints that force
the employment of specific models for the analysis of scenes. Johnson’s Criteria [88] defines
four levels of discrimination for pixel resolution (Tab. 2.1). The reported numbers come out of a
military context, but are also applicable to general cases, and specifically applied to the retrieval
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Table 2.1: Four levels of discrimination for the specific tasks in head information retrieval.
Task
Detection
Orientation
Recognition
Identification

Area (pixels×pixels)
≈ 2×3
≈ 3×4
≈ 8 × 10
≈ 13 × 15

Description
Head presence
Symmetrical, horizontal or vertical
Object typology distinguishable, e.g. person vs. car
More detailed object description, e.g. man vs. woman

of heads in images. They are considered highly optimistic and estimated in quasi-ideal cases,
like a featureless background with ideal illumination conditions. In the presence of clutter, when
signal to noise ratio increases, such numbers might consequently increase.

2.3

Detection

The detection process is divided into region detection and feature extraction for the generation of
object descriptors. Detected regions can be elliptical and invariant to affine transformations [119].
For example, Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) can be used to define regions having
nearly the same support [115]. MSER are connected components generated from thresholded
images and can be used to detect objects in a scene [119]. Regions can also be fixed (e.g. rectangular) and dense features, for example Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [44], can be
extracted from the them [44].
Descriptors can be generated using colour histograms [94, 95, 135, 181, 189]. Colour histograms are used to distinguish targets over time while addressing the challenges of targets with
similar colour. In order to reduce sensitivity to light variations, histograms are generally quantised with 8 bins per Red-Green-Blue (RGB) channel [94]. Shapes can be used to represent
targets, for example in the form of HOG. This representation is popular for describing heads [20]
and bodies [27, 159]. Alternatively, edgelets, a large pool of short lines and curve segments
(based on intensity gradients), can be used to represent human shapes [179]. This method employs descriptors for head, torso, leg and full body that are combined to address the problem
of occlusions. Similarly, shapelets are combinations of oriented gradient responses learned in
a discriminative manner on local patches [147]. Targets can also be described with covariance
matrices as texture descriptors. In this case, a dense model of covariance features (e.g. spatial location, intensity, higher-order derivatives) is used inside a detection area [169]. A target
can be represented with several covariance descriptors of overlapping regions, where the best
descriptors are determined with a greedy feature-selection algorithm combined with boosting.
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The covariance matrix descriptor is applied on image patches to characterise and distinguish targets [94, 95]. The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [108] can also be used to capture
texture characteristics in order to describe, for example, human torso regions [184]. Textures
can also be described through non-parametric grey-scale invariant primitive statistics called Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [60, 61]. LBP has the advantage of tolerating considerable grey-scale
variations (e.g. illumination) so that no normalisation of input images is needed. Alternatively,
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) can be used to describe objects with
simple pair-wise pixel differences while allowing an inexpensive computation [31].
When the scene background is fixed, it is possible to detect moving targets by calculating
the difference between the current frame and a reference background frame (background subtraction) [131]. One can use a simple weighted frame difference between the actual and the
background frame [18, 37], or a mixture of Gaussians [190] where each component of the mixture belongs to a colour channel (e.g. three components for RGB). In this case, the mixture of
Gaussians is learned on the background and the probability of each pixel of a new incoming
frame being considered a part of background or of target is then calculated. Optical flow [163]
can also be used to extract candidate target location of moving targets [33, 98, 106]. The goal of
this technique is to find a motion field that describes the target motion in the scene and to discard static objects. Targets can then be accurately detected within regions with motion by using
appearance features, such as colour or shape [33, 98, 106].

2.4

Multi-target tracking

Tracks can be estimated either by extracting features in each frame and linking them over time,
or by extracting features at initialisation (i.e. when a target appears in the scene) and then by
letting the tracker generate future location hypotheses (prediction) and confirm them over time
(update) using the newly extracted features. The choice of the type of features provided to the
localisation or association stages is important regarding the use of a tracker with static or moving
cameras [47, 97]. If the feature extraction relies only on target information, such as outline of
targets [179], the tracker can be extended to moving camera applications [95]. However, if the
feature extraction relies on the background information (e.g. using background subtraction [190])
and if the localisation stage is highly dependent on this feature, major modifications to the localisation stage are needed to extend the tracker from static to moving cameras. An adaptation
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to moving cameras is also needed when contextual information (e.g. entry/exit points [181]) is
included in the localisation stage.
In the following sections we provide an overview of multi-target tracking methods by classifying them into causal and non-causal trackers. We then describe the predictive models used
by the trackers to generate target location hypotheses. This description is followed by an analysis of localisation and association methods that enable the estimation of the position of targets.
Finally, we discuss how the initialisation and termination of trackers is performed, and how the
contextual information is employed to aid tracking.

2.4.1

Overview

Some approaches formulate the problem of simultaneously tracking a number, A, of targets as
a problem of single-target tracking, A times. The target-tracker association is performed by an
external algorithm that guarantees that one tracker is exclusively associated with a target [65].
Alternatively, multi-target tracking can be formulated as the problem of jointly tracking all the
targets by using a single tracker [43]. When the number of targets increases, maintaining the
identities of all the tracks correctly associated with the targets becomes challenging. Interactions among neighbouring targets can be modelled in order to maintain the identities of the right
targets [65, 83].
Trackers can be causal or non-causal filters (Eq. 1.3). Causal trackers (γ1 > 0, γ2 = 0) (see
Sec. 1.2) only use features extracted from the past and the current frame k to estimate tracks
(see Fig. 2.3). Causal trackers, such as tracking methods based on particle filtering [17] and
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [14], are used for time-critical applications. Non-causal
trackers (γ1 ≥ 0, γ2 > 0) use also future frames, thus resulting in a delayed decision (Fig. 2.3).
Non-causal tracking [19, 74, 188, 189] is typically formulated as a global optimisation problem
to retrieve target tracks throughout the video sequence [139]: the candidate target locations for
the whole sequence [36] are obtained at the feature extraction stage and are then linked together
using optimisation processes [74, 101]. Motion models are implicitly included into the optimisation algorithm and they are commonly expressed as constant velocity models [36]. Non-causal
methods can be divided into two categories: (i) methods that iteratively compute long tracks by
associating time-independent features and (ii) methods that build long tracks in multiple steps, by
extracting short-term tracks either with causal or sub-optimal association trackers, and then by associating shorter tracks (i.e. tracklets) into longer tracks. Examples of non-causal trackers [135]
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Figure 2.3: Causal and non-causal multi-target tracking: (a) causal trackers operate using measurements from the current and past instants; (b) non-causal trackers generate the results using
past, current and future observations.
include detection association trackers such as Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [139] and
HybridBoosted tracker [103].

2.4.2

Prediction

Predictive models generate target hypotheses that the localisation stage validates using current
measurements [110, 142]. Predictive models can use, for example, kinematic equations (e.g.
constant velocity) [142] or motion estimation models (e.g. [121]), and can involve a training
phase of the target evolution [90]. Learning-based models mostly exploit a time interval at the
beginning of a video sequence for training [12]. One can calculate the state x̂a,k based on the
predicted state x̃a,k (see Sec. 1.2) and the current measurements [142]. The predicted state x̃a,k is
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calculated using a function Fx (·) applied on the state at the previous frame k − 1, such that

x̃a,k = Fx (x̂a,k−1 ).

(2.1)

The function Fx (·) is also known as the motion model or evolution model. The motion model is
used to draw state hypotheses from the current frame to the next, mostly using kinematic models [142]. These hypotheses are further validated using features extracted from the current image
frame. Hence, the state x̂a,k is estimated using the previous state x̂a,k−1 and the measurements
from the image at frame k. Motion models can be either pre-learned [12, 65, 90, 101, 144] or
fixed [10, 18, 20, 27, 43, 68, 71, 128, 159, 173, 184, 190].
Autoregressive motion models are used by particle filter algorithms [17] for linearly predicting future target locations [10, 27, 43, 65, 68, 128, 159]. Equation 2.1 for a generic autoregressive
motion model takes the following form:

x̃a,k = Fx x̂a,k−1 + ω k−1 ,

(2.2)

where Fx is an n × n matrix defining the linear function Fx (·) and ω k−1 is random noise with a
given distribution (e.g. Gaussian). Motion estimation algorithms often generate the motion flow
between consecutive frames [121], which in turn can be exploited to build predictive models. A
predictive motion model for consecutive features can be designed using a constant velocity model
with the contribution of Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) point tracks [20, 145, 168]. In particular,
the prediction state is defined as

x̃a,k = x̂a,k−1 + η ṽa,k−1 ,

(2.3)

where ṽa,k−1 is the velocity estimation coming from the KLT tracks in the frame prior to the
current state and η is the time interval between the states where the velocity is calculated.
Mode-seeking trackers such as the Mean-Shift tracker [38] follow neighbouring modes of
clusters generated with features extracted from the frames. Clusters are represented as modes and
tracking is performed by seeking the closest mode in the subsequent frame [18]. The predicted
location of the target in the subsequent frame lies in the area defined by a kernel that is dependent
on the target position in the previous frame. Each mode displacement is therefore assumed to be
smaller than the kernel size.
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Learned models are used to improve performance when motion is predictable, for example,
in the case of high target density [12,144]. Assuming that each target follows a coherent direction
with respect to the other targets, it is possible to learn motion models and to include them into the
tracker to help the prediction of target positions. For example, in crowded scenes a set of motion
constraints can be trained from the behaviour of humans [12]. These motion constraints are
properties retrieved from entry/exit regions and common paths of people, influences generated
by barriers or walls, and the behaviour of people surrounding the tracked person. The tracker can
rely on a grid of particles over the image plane and tracking can be performed by maximising
the transition probability of a particle from one cell to another. The transition probability can be
determined by two factors: (i) the colour similarity between the current and the next location and
(ii) the influence of the learned motion constraints in this location.
Scene dynamics can be learned using optical flow features [121] (i.e. position and velocity)
and encoded according to a codebook, where each word of the vocabulary is associated to a specific dynamic [144]. The target location is computed using a weighted mean of the displacement
of the observations based on the learned dynamics and the predicted displacement. Alternatively,
time-varying dynamics of people across different spatial locations can be modelled using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [90, 136]. The hidden states of the HMM encode possible motion
patterns that are likely to be present at each spatial location.

2.4.3

Localisation and association

Localisation and association stages rely on the measurements generated by the feature extraction
stage and validate feature similarities over time to estimate reliable tracks. The validation can be
performed sequentially or as a batch process (Fig. 2.4). Sequential localisation extracts tracks recursively, whereas batch processes optimise links among features collected within a time interval
to generate tracks.
Sequential localisation
A Particle filter recursively finds targets using Bayesian recursion for the sequential estimation of
the target states over time [78, 142]. The Bayesian recursion involves the estimation of the target
state1 x̂k calculated by constructing the posterior probability density function (pdf) using motion models (prior distribution) (see Sec. 1.2) and measurements (likelihood function) gathered
1 The

subscript a has been removed to generalise the problem.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between a sequential localisation and a batch association approach. (a)
Sequential localisation uses predictive motion models to explore potential target areas. (b) Batch
association generates track hypotheses (coloured lines) that are selected based on an optimisation
procedure.
from the current frame. The prior is often calculated by neglecting the most recent measurements as in the CONDENSATION algorithm [34, 78]. The posterior pdf can be a multimodal
distribution, where the modes of the distribution represent likely target locations. In order to
make the Bayesian recursion computationally tractable, the posterior pdf is approximated with a
Monte Carlo method [48], which consists of a set of random samples, or particles, drawn from
the posterior pdf with associated weights.
The extension from single to multi-target particle filter requires the size of the state to be
0

made proportional to the number of targets, i.e. x̂k ∈ Rn where n0 = n · uk , with uk being the
number of targets at k [75]. Generally, when a single particle filter has to deal with multiple
targets and the distribution of the states is represented with a mixture of distributions, one of
the major problems is the maintenance of the multi-modality [171]. Hence, a mechanism based
on AdaBoost can be included into the tracker in order to maintain the multi-modality [128].
Alternatively, a baseline version of the particle filter is applied on confidence maps generated with
Cascade Confidence Filtering which incorporates constraints on the size of the objects, on the
background importance and on the smoothness of trajectories [159]. A feature extraction stage
relying on geometric structures along with background filtering produces preliminary confidence
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maps for a certain time interval. Spurious features within this time interval are filtered out with
a temporal smoothing method based on the Vessel filter [52]. The resulting confidence maps
are used as observations for the multi-modal particle filter. Lastly, trackers can also rely on the
detections generated, for example, by an AdaBoost classifier [128, 172].
Trackers can be composed of multiple particle filters, each operating on one target [10]. The
communication among particle filters can be carried out with a heuristic method relying on the
spatial locations of the extracted features. Each detection is associated to the spatially closest
trajectory, whereas each unassociated detection leads to the generation of a new trajectory. When
particle filters are considered dependent, the association among detections and trajectories can
also use past state estimates of multiple particle filters as observations in order to aid tracking [65]. Features are combined with the probability of a target being in a certain location with
respect to (i) its predicted state estimate, (ii) colour similarity with respect to trained templates,
(iii) dissimilarity with the background, (iv) penalty scores with target regions overlapping each
other and (v) neighbouring targets. Furthermore, the Hungarian algorithm [92] can be used to
associate particle filters to detections [184]. Here, the assignment matrix is constructed using
a Bayesian formulation among features and track states. The association between features and
tracks can alternatively be performed with greedy algorithms [27]. A single particle filter is employed for each target and an on-line AdaBoost classifier is trained for each target against all the
others in order to better discriminate the tracked targets.
Random Finite Sets (RFS) can also be used along with the Bayesian formulation in order
to perform multi-target tracking [110, 112]. RFS treat states and measurements as realisations
of random variables and the Bayesian formulation with RFS can be approximated with Monte
Carlo methods [68]. The feature extraction stage can be embedded into the tracker to define the
appearance model and, like the motion model, it is defined a priori.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods can alternatively be used to draw samples
from posterior distributions since, with a particle filter, it is very hard to deal with large number
of targets and hence large state spaces. In fact, maintaining the multi-modality requires very
precise mathematical methods [171] and the computational cost for handling high-dimensional
state spaces is still prohibitive. For these reasons, in order to avoid expensive integration steps,
MCMC methods have been introduced [14]. For example, Smith et al. [157] used MCMC to deal
with 10-dimensional states. Moving humans can be represented with 3D models using camera
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calibration parameters after being detected via background subtraction. The information about
their locations is employed to build a multi-person joint likelihood function and used to find
person locations in consecutive frames, leading to a dimensionality of the space proportional to
the number of persons in the scene [190]. Kalman filters are then used to build the posterior
pdf for consecutive frames employing a fixed motion model describing people moving with constant velocity and affected by Gaussian noise. Since a joint likelihood is used, which involves
both discrete and continuous variables, MCMC is employed to sample from the posterior pdf
and to obtain the estimation of the target states calculating the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP).
Alternatively, track hypotheses can be extracted within a four-second window using Minimum
Description Length [20]. Features such as scale, location and motion computed with KanadeLucas-Tomasi (KLT) are associated over time using likelihood functions. A refinement stage
relying on the likelihood functions is built to allow two types of modifications to track pairs,
namely the move of certain features from one track to the other or the swapping of all the features belonging to both tracks at a chosen time instant. MCMC is then used to make decisions
about the acceptance of such modifications and to confirm the final track decision.
Finally, sequential localisation can be performed with ad-hoc methods, either based on thresholds or on combinations of different algorithms. For example, the link between two features can
be defined by a probability (i.e. the link probability) calculated as a product of three independent
affinities calculated from feature characteristics, such as position, size and appearance [74]. The
final linking between two features is then confirmed by using a two-threshold strategy. The first
threshold is used to check if the link probability is high enough; whereas the second threshold
is used to determine if the affinity of any of their conflicting pairs is high enough. Alternatively, a template-matching approach can be used in dense crowds leveraging the prominence of
clearly distinguishable people (determined by the extracted features) and using social forces [63]
to bound the movement of people due to limited room within the crowd [77]. The tracking
framework updates first the positions of prominent people and then the positions of people with
lower prominent features. The incorporation of the influence of neighbours is crucial to achieve
a reliable tracking in scenes with high-density crowds in order to avoid tracking drifts.
Batch association
Features can be associated over time with a batch process through maximisation algorithms applied on posterior probability, which quantifies the likelihood of the tracks given the set of fea-
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tures [189]. Let the set of B features Z = {zb }Bb=1 be gathered from the video sequence and T ∗
be the set of track hypotheses obtained by associating features over time. The goal is to maximise
the posterior probability of T ∗ given the set Z (Fig. 2.4b), that is
B

T = arg max
p(T ∗ |Z) = arg max
p(Z|T ∗ )p(T ∗ ) = arg max
p(zb |T ∗ )p(T ∗ ),
∗
∗
∗ ∏
T

T

T

(2.4)

b=1

where T = {Ta }Aa=1 is the set of tracks and the likelihood probabilities are assumed to be conditionally independent given the hypothesis T ∗ . Such maximisation can be calculated with optimal
algorithms such as dynamic programming (e.g. Viterbi) [9,126,132,178]. Dynamic programming
allows one to find the global optimal solution by decomposing the problem into subproblems in
order to reduce the complexity. For example, target detections in a video sequence can be represented with nodes. The optimal association among all nodes can be found by applying the
Viterbi algorithm every two consecutive frames and then by repeating the same operation for the
other frames [178]. Alternatively, optimal solutions between each consecutive frame pair can
be found through iterative methods that cycle through the sequence [36]. The iterative cycling
method, similar to the Iterated Conditional Modes algorithm [23], can be used to update joint
solutions of multiple variables in order to find stronger local optima, and the iterations continue
until no further improvement are achieved. Two-frame optimal solutions are calculated by using
2D target locations with the Hungarian algorithm [92]. There are methods to iteratively compute
optimal tracks using the complete set of features [36], and methods that reduce the complexity of
the problem by pruning negligible hypotheses and by finding sub-optimal solutions in multiple
steps [74, 103].
An alternative method is formulated with a cost-flow network [29, 74, 132]. Instead of using
thresholds to link features [74], it is possible to use the algorithm for min-cost flow networks
proposed by Goldberg [57]. The log-likelihood linking is calculated by taking into account size,
position, appearance and time gap of the features by considering independence among them.
Within such network formulation, each node is a detection and each flow through the network is
interpreted as a track of a single target. The cost of the flow corresponds to the log-likelihood
of the link hypothesis [132]. It is also possible to consider each node as a pair of detections
with the advantage of adding high-order constraints (velocity) into the edges of the network [29].
These constant velocity constraints allow one to evaluate track smoothness over three consecutive frames instead of two [132], in order to highly penalise hypothesised tracks that locally have
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sudden speed variations. In scenes, such as sport, where appearance features are less discriminative (people dressed the same) and where velocity variations are more frequent, additional
related context features can also be employed within the network [107]. These features involves
the distribution of the players over the court, relative distances among players within a certain
radius, likely future location of the ball [133] and chasing links to detect if a player is marking
another. Alternatively, features can be associated within a temporal window using Mean-Shift
clustering [38] on the feature space [19]. For each cluster, which ideally represents a target, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied and the features are associated by considering the
direction of the principal components. PCA allows one to represent the local trend in the data
distribution and measure the reliability of the associated features.
Final tracks can be obtained by tracklet association. On the one hand, this problem can be
formulated as a joint problem of ranking and classification [103] by using HybridBoost, a combination of RankBoost [53] and AdaBoost [152]. The role of RankBoost is to build the tracklet
affinity model considering relative preferences over any tracklet pairs as well as low values for
those tracklet pairs that should not be associated. AdaBoost is composed of weak classifiers
relying on a single type of feature for tracklet affinity measurements, such as appearance, motion or frame gap between a tracklet pair. On the other hand, the association can be performed
with a network flow formulation (as described above) by considering each node as a tracklet
and the edges as the links among tracklets. It is possible to constrain solutions to have a fixed
number of trajectories, A, by pushing A units of flow between the source and sink nodes in the
network [107].
An algorithm for optimal tracklet association (OLDAM) [94] uses a temporal shifting window for the online learning of discriminative appearance features. Positive samples are extracted
within the same tracklet and collected for all the tracklets in a temporal window. Negative samples are collected by extracting features from tracklets not belonging to the same target and by
taking into account their spatio-temporal properties. The model learning problem is formulated
as a binary classification problem using AdaBoost. Affinity measurements of appearance features
(i.e. colour and HOG) are adopted in AdaBoost to learn weak classifiers. The predicted confidence output of AdaBoost is combined with motion and time features in order to compute the link
probability between tracklets. OLDAM has been further improved with PIRMPT [95], which includes a method to automatically select the most discriminative features from each tracklet by an
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online learning method based on appearance descriptors. Such descriptors are used to create a
target model for each tracklet and further employed to link consecutive tracklets [74]. Tracking
improvements can be achieved with the Explicit Occlusion Model (EOM), which includes occlusion hypotheses in the tracking problem [189]. The EOM method generates a set of occlusion
hypotheses and constraints and combines them with the input associations. This combination
avoids errant associations due to large temporal gaps between the associated features.
In order to make the tracklet linking generic, methods should be independent of feature extractors, for example, by employing an optimisation process based on common affinity models
along with social grouping behaviours [135]. The nonlinear equations used for the association
can have terms approximated with Lagrange theory and solved using an iterative algorithm that
employs the Hungarian algorithm and K-mean clustering [49].

2.4.4

Track initialisation and termination

Initialisation and termination of tracks are two important track management issues. The initialisation for causal trackers can be performed automatically, i.e. a new track starts when new
features are available and are not associated to any of the existing tracks. The initialisation for
non-causal trackers can be performed as for the causal trackers or with an implicit modality, i.e.
when the initial location is associated to a track obtained as the optimal solution. An alternative
is manual track initialisation, used for example in tag-and-track applications [12, 90].
Tracking methods performing batch association of features or tracklets [36, 94, 95, 181, 189]
implicitly initialise and terminate tracks. In fact, when the optimal track solution is computed,
the start and the end of each track are implicitly encoded into the solution. Instead, methods
performing sequential localisation need criteria for track initialisation and termination.
Trackers such as Track-Before-Detect based on particle filter [142] perform joint detection
and tracking of targets without relying on any external mechanism for initialisation or termination. The initialisation and termination of tracks are embedded in the filter and modelled
using a Markov chain [130], where the number of states corresponds to the number of targets in
the scene. Alternatively, if the target states are represented as a collection of random variables
that create a finite-set-valued state modelled with a multi-Bernoulli RFS [110], the tracker can
handle track initialisation and termination by relying on probabilities of target appearance and
disappearance [68]. The RFS framework can handle a time-varying number of targets as well
as missing and noisy features by employing, for example, the Probability Hypothesis Density
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(PHD) filter [113].
External mechanisms for track initialisation or termination can be based on the extracted
features [10, 27, 128, 172]. New tracks are initialised when none of the running trackers are
associated to the localised targets [10,128]. This process can be enhanced when multiple features
are generated along the image borders, which is an indication on new incoming targets in the
scene [27]. The termination of a track occurs when the tracker is unable to validate the features
for a number of consecutive frames. Also, ad-hoc methods for initialising and terminating tracks
can be used by implementing clustering strategies on the extracted features and comparing the
number of clusters in the current frame with those in the previous frame [18].

2.4.5

Scene contextual information

Context is exploited to distinguish targets from clutter [109] and to improve initialisation and
termination of tracks [181]. For example, background information can be used to enhance the
separability between target features and background features [159], or object-level information
can be used to model spatio-temporal relationships in order to improve tracking in indoor scenarios [87, 104]. Scene contextual information includes the knowledge of the scene background,
occlusion areas, entry/exit regions, and dynamic textures (Fig. 2.5).
Contextual information can be extracted by learning the environment from user annotations
or automatically from the output of the tracker. User annotation of entry/exit regions [181] may
be required in order to provide the tracker with reliable contextual information. For example, detections of targets located in manually selected entry regions can be used to initialise tracks [27].
Alternatively, entry/exit regions, typical paths and stopping regions can be automatically extracted from long-term tracks [82,114] or tracklets [181,192]. In unstructured scenes, contextual
information can be used to perform online learning of motion maps [181]. A motion map can be
constructed by relying on entry/exit regions of the scene and by using motion patterns gathered
from tracks. Entry/exit regions are used to draw likely target paths when reliable target features
are collected. The learning of non-linear motion patterns is used to enhance the diversity among
different track hypotheses, to improve the affinity estimations among extracted features and to
build robust appearance models [181]. In structured scenes, scene context can be incorporated
by automatically learning floor fields [12], which model directions of people on dominant paths
and towards preferred exit regions, and to improve the motion prediction in these regions. Finally, with an interactive learning environment, models can be learned for cluttered areas and
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Figure 2.5: Examples of scene contextual information. Multi-target tracking can be enhanced by
exploiting knowledge about the scene layout and objects such as trees that may occlude targets
or may generate dynamic textures. Typical walking paths can also be used to narrow the search
of human targets. Entry and exit regions can help track initialisation and track termination. (Key:
D: Dynamic textures; W: Walking path; E: Entry/exit regions.)
for initialisation areas. The clutter model improves the tracker’s capability to discard noisy measurements. The initialisation model can reduce the delay of track initialisation in locations where
targets are likely to appear [109].
Scene contextual information can also be modelled and used to improve tracking accuracy
when linking tracklets [74, 181]. For example, the scene model (i.e. entry/exit regions and static
occluders) projected on the ground plane with homography from the image plane [59] can be used
to reduce track fragmentation and prevent identity switches of linked tracklets. Long-range trajectory association is performed using an Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. The E-step
estimates the scene model in terms of entry/exit regions with a Bayesian inference. These regions
are then used to specify initialisation and termination of each tracklet. The M-step links tracklets
using the information from the E-step and long tracks are obtained through the Hungarian algo-
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rithm [74, 181, 188]. The assignment matrix used by the Hungarian algorithm is formulated as a
MAP problem, relying on link probabilities calculated with associated detection responses.

2.5

Multi-target tracking evaluation measures

The evaluation of multi-target tracking methods generally quantify the discrepancy between estimated and ground-truth target regions [81, 124]. Unlike single-target tracking evaluation [99,
124], multi-target tracking evaluation requires solving the assignment problem to establish the
associations between estimated and ground-truth targets [24, 28, 81, 143, 187], which is different from single-target tracking evaluation where only one track estimation has to be assessed
[99, 123, 124]. The association can be computed using position only (point-based assignment)
or region information as well (region-based assignment), and can be solved at frame level [20]
or at sequence level [143]. Point-based assignment is based on distance minimisation between
estimated and ground-truth tracks [24, 143], whereas region-based assignment can be based on
the amount of overlap between estimated and ground-truth target regions [81, 187] or on their
coincidence [28]. Coincidence occurs when the centroid of an estimated target lies within the
region of a ground-truth target.
In the following sections we analyse state-of-the-art multi-target tracking evaluation measures by classifying them into four categories: Application-Dependent Assignment-based (ADA)
evaluation, Point-based Assignment and Position-based (PAP) evaluation, Region-based Assignment and Position-based (RAP) evaluation and Region-based Assignment and Size-based (RAS)
evaluation.

2.5.1

Application-Dependent Assignment-based measures

ADA measures can use position-based and region-based assignment, and provide tracking evaluation by taking into account target-size changes and target position only. The association between
target estimation and ground truth is performed on a frame-by-frame basis. Examples of ADA
measures include Precision (P), Recall (R) or F-Score (F) [141].
P and R use True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) track matches
to compute the tracking accuracy, whereas F averages, with a weighting factor, P and R in order
to obtain a single score value. TP, FP and FN can be defined in different ways based on the
application. On the one end, they can be defined using position information only [105], where
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a TP (FP) track match occurs when the distance between estimated and ground-truth states is
below (above) a certain threshold distance, similar to the cut-off distance used in Optimal SubPattern Assignment metric [143] (see Sec. 2.5.2). On the other end, P and R can be defined using
region information, where a TP (FP) track match occurs when the overlapping region between
estimated and ground-truth states is above (below) a certain threshold overlap, similar to τT P
used in Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy [20, 27] (see Sec. 2.5.4). In general P is calculated as

P=

TP
,
T P + FP

(2.5)

R=

TP
,
T P + FN

(2.6)

and Recall as

where T P is the number of true positive tracks of the sequence, FP the number of false positive
tracks and FN the number of false negative tracks. F is then often calculated as

F =2

P·R
.
P+R

(2.7)

These measures are often used in the literature due to their generic formulation, and they can
be employed in different fields such as information retrieval. Due to this, parameters have to be
set and justified dependent on the application to evaluate.

2.5.2

Position-based Assignment and Position-based measures

PAP measures use a point-based assignment and evaluate target position only, without considering temporal size-changes. Examples of PAP measures include Object Tracking Error (OTE),
the Wasserstein’s distance-based metric, the Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) metric,
Tracker Detection Rate (TRDR), False Alarm Rate (FAR), Track Detection Rate (TDR) and
Track Fragmentation (TF).
OTE [24] computes the average positional distance between each ground-truth and estimated
track pair t. The association between the estimated and ground-truth tracks is performed by
minimising the average Euclidean distance across the frame when they both exist [154]. For
each t, OTEt is calculated as

OTEt =

1
Kt

kt,e

∑
k=kt,s

q
(xt,k −g xt,k )2 + (yt,k −g yt,k )2 ,

(2.8)
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where Kt = kt,e −kt,s is the number of frames that are common in both ground-truth and estimated
tracks and kt,s and kt,e denote the initial and final frame numbers, respectively, of the pair t.
The Wasserstein’s distance-based metric [66], Wp (Tk ,g Tk ), computes the p-norm between
estimated and ground-truth tracks as
uk

Wp (Tk ,g Tk ) = min
C

gu
k

!1/p

k
d(xa,k ,g xd,k ) p
∑ ∑ Ca,d

,

(2.9)

a=1 d=1

where d(·) p denotes the p-norm (p ∈ [1, ∞)) and C is the transportation matrix defining the
association costs among all possible pairs of estimated and ground-truth tracks at frame k. The
associations that minimise the overall cost determine the error value and are calculated by using
the Hungarian or Munkres algorithms [92, 122].
Similarly to the Wasserstein’s distance, OSPA [143, 153] defines the tracking error as
"

1
D p,c (Tk ,g Tk ) =
max(uk ,g uk )

gu
k


p
min ∑ Dc (g x̂0d,k , x̂0π(d),k ) + |uk −g uk | · c p

π∈Πuk

!#1/p
, (2.10)

d=1

where Πuk represents the set of permutations each containing g uk elements taken from {1, 2, . . . , uk },
π(d) indexes the elements with each permuted set Πuk , Dc (g x̂0 , x̂0 ) = min(c, D(g x̂0 , x̂0 )) is the cutoff distance (defined below) between two states with c>0 representing the cut-off parameter and
p ∈ [1, ∞) is the order parameter of the OSPA-based metric. D(g x̂0 , x̂0 ) denotes the base distance
that quantifies the discrepancy between generic estimated and ground-truth states, and includes
localisation and labelling errors [143]:

1/p0
0
D(g x̂0 , x̂0 ) = ||g x̂0 − x̂0 || p0 + α p δ̄ [g ξd , ξa ]
,

(2.11)

where δ̄ [g ξd , ξa ] is the complement of the Kronecker delta such that δ̄ [g ξd , ξa ] = 0 if g ξd = ξa and
δ̄ [g ξd , ξa ] = 1 if g ξd 6= ξa , and α ∈ [0, c] is the penalty applied to the labelling error if the framelevel assignment (determined as a result of the minimisation in Eq. 2.10) does not correspond to
the global assignment of tracks computed a priori. The global assignment is determined based
on the minimisation of the average distance between estimated and ground-truth tracks [54,143].
p0 ∈ [1, ∞) denotes the order parameter of the base distance. Typically, p = p0 = 1 [143]. Unlike
OTE and the Wasserstein’s distance-based metric, OSPA incorporates the cardinality error in the
evaluation procedure, which otherwise would not be taken into account by the minimisation term
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of the distance error in Eq. 2.10.

TRDR, FAR and TDR [24] evaluate the accuracy using true positives (TcPk ) and false posic k ) at each frame k determined with the coincidence criterion. Although these measures
tives (FP
use target-size information in the evaluation, they do not evaluate target-size changes over time,
hence we consider them as PAP. For TRDR, FAR and TDR, the assignment between estimated
and ground-truth tracks is solved as for OTE. In particular, TRDR quantifies the overall performance as
TRDRk =

TcPk
,
gu
k

(2.12)

which is the ratio of the number of correctly-tracked targets (true positives) to the number of
ground-truth targets at k. An estimation is considered a true positive if the centroid of the groundtruth bounding box lies within the estimated bounding box (coincides). If none of the centroids
of ground-truth bounding boxes coincides with an estimated bounding box, the estimation is
considered a false positive.
FAR quantifies tracking performance as

FARk =

ck
FP
,
ck
TcPk + FP

(2.13)

which is the ratio of the number of incorrectly-tracked targets (false positives) to the sum of
correctly- and incorrectly-tracked targets.
TDR quantifies the tracking performance at track level as

TDRa =

TcPa
,
Ka

(2.14)

which is the ratio between the number TcPa of true positive targets in the estimated track a and
the number Ka of frames where the corresponding ground-truth track exists.
The evaluation of the consistency of the IDs of targets is provided in the form of TF [24],
where the number of ID changes with respect to the ground-truth track is measured as the number of times a ground-truth track is associated with different estimated tracks. The association
between estimated and ground-truth tracks is determined as for OTE.
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2.5.3

Region-based Assignment and Position-based measures

RAP measures use a region-based assignment and provide a position-based evaluation. Examples
of RAP measures include T P track matches, FP track matches and FN track matches. Their
formulation is different from that described in Sec. 2.5.2.
The computation of T P, FP and FN [28] is based on the spatial and temporal overlaps between estimated and ground-truth tracks and involves the computation of an implicit assignment.
If the estimated track overlaps any ground-truth track both spatially and temporally, the estimation is considered a T P track match. A spatial overlap is achieved in a frame when the centroid
of the estimated track coincides with the corresponding bounding box of the ground-truth track.
At track level, it is measured for each ground-truth track as the percentage of frames having
coincidence between estimated and ground-truth bounding boxes.
The temporal overlap ŌT P for the case of T P between the ground-truth track d and the associated estimated track a is defined as

ŌT P =

ov
Nd,a

Kd

,

(2.15)

ov is the number of frames when ground-truth track d and estimated track a both exist.
where Nd,a

If the spatial or temporal overlap of the estimated track with any ground-truth track is smaller
c match, the
than a threshold τFP , the estimation is considered to be a FP track match. For a FP
temporal overlap, ŌFP , between the estimated track a and the corresponding ground-truth track
d is defined as
ŌFP =

ov
Nd,a

Ka

.

(2.16)

Given all estimated tracks, if the spatial or temporal overlap of the ground-truth track with any
estimated track is smaller than a threshold τFN (different from τFP ), the estimation is considered
a FN match.

2.5.4

Region-based Assignment and Size-based measures

RAS measures use a region-based assignment and provide tracking evaluation that accounts for
target-size changes over time (size-based evaluation). Examples of RAS measures include Correct Detected Track (CDT), False Alarm Track (FAT), Track Detection Failure (TDF), Multiple
Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA), Normalised
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MODA (N-MODA), Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and ID changes (IDC).

CDT, FAT and TDF [187] are conceptually similar to T P, FP and FN tracks [28]. Although
they include the variations of target sizes in the evaluation, they do not individually evaluate
the cardinality error. Differently from the coincidence-based methods [28], the spatial overlap
is measured as the number of common pixels between estimated and ground-truth bounding
boxes. For MOTP, MODA, Normalised MODA and MOTA, a one-to-one assignment is achieved
at frame level between estimated and ground-truth tracks based on the maximisation of spatial
overlap values (computed as for CDT, FAT and TDF) between pairs using, for example, the
Hungarian algorithm [81, 92].
MOTP [81] is a spatio-temporal measure that computes the amount of overlap between estimated and ground-truth tracks:
0

MOTP =

|g St,k ∩St,k |
|g St,k ∪St,k |
,
∑Kk=1 A0k
kt,e

A
∑t=1
∑k=kt,s

(2.17)

where A0 is the number of associated estimated and ground-truth track pairs in the sequence,
kt,s and kt,e denote the initial and final frame, respectively, of the common time interval of one
associated track pair t. |g St,k ∩ St,k | is the number of common pixels in g St,k and St,k , |g St,k ∪ St,k | is
the number of pixels in g St,k ∪ St,k , and A0k is the number of associated estimated and ground-truth
target pairs at frame k. The pairs with an overlap greater than a fixed threshold value τT P are
considered in the evaluation procedure.
MODAk [81] computes tracking performance at frame k by combining the information about
the number of false negative estimations FNk and the number of false positive estimations FPk :

MODAk = 1 −

c1 FNk + c2 FPk
,
gu
k

(2.18)

where c1 and c2 are fixed a priori. FPk and FNk are determined by comparing the amount of
overlap between estimated and corresponding ground-truth targets with the threshold τT P . Note
that MODA is not numerically lower bounded. For example, let c1 = c2 = 1, FNk = 2, FPk = 6
and g uk = 6; hence MODAk = −0.33. As FNk and/or FPk increase, MODAk keeps decreasing
without lower bound. A sequence-level formulation of MODA, the Normalised MODA (N-
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MODA) [81], is defined as

N-MODA = 1 −

∑Kk=1 (c1 FNk + c2 FPk )
.
∑Kk=1 g uk

(2.19)

MOTA [81] is a sequence-level measure that evaluates tracking performance by including
also the information about the number of ID switches (IDSk ) in each frame, in addition to FNk
and FPk . FNk , FPk and IDSk contributions are determined by manually setting the corresponding three application-dependent parameters, c1 , c2 and c3 , respectively. The contributions are
accumulated across the sequence and normalised as follows:

MOTA = 1 −

∑Kk=1 (c1 FNk + c2 FPk + c3 IDSk )
,
∑Kk=1 g uk

(2.20)

where FPk and FNk are determined as in MODA and, as with MODA, it is not numerically lower
bounded. For example, let c1 = c2 = c3 = 1 and k = 1, 2; at k = 1, FN1 = 0, FP1 = 2, IDS1 = 0,
gu

1

= 3; at k = 2, FN2 = 0, FP2 = 5, IDS2 = 2, g u2 = 3; hence, MOTA = −0.50.
IDC [187] counts the number of ID changes corresponding to all ground-truth tracks. At

each frame, each estimated bounding box is assigned to the ground-truth bounding box with an
overlap larger than a predefined threshold. An ID change occurs when the amount of overlap
between an estimated and ground-truth track goes below the threshold.

2.6

Discussion

In this chapter we presented state-of-the-art multi-target trackers, discussing their major processing stages, which include detection algorithms, prediction models, localisation and association
methods, and techniques for track initialisation and termination. We discussed how contextual
information can be employed to improve tracking performance. We also observed that some algorithms explicitly define locations in the scene where the tracking should be initialised (e.g. [27]).
Table 2.2 summarises state-of-the-art methods of multi-target trackers. We aim at formulating
an online and buffered multi-target tracking algorithm where the initialisation and termination of
tracks will be implicitly performed by the algorithm in any location of the scene. Unlike [90], we
do not use any trained or tailored motion model (prediction), so that the algorithms will be flexible for different scenarios such as surveillance and biology. In the case of surveillance scenarios
we use a postprocessing stage which embeds the knowledge that the tracked objects are people
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Table 2.2: Taxonomic summary of multi-target trackers. Key: Ref: Reference; TI: Track initialisation; TT: Track termination; BS: Background subtraction; RGB: Red Green Blue colorspace;
HSV: Hue Saturation Value colorspace; HOG: Histogram of Oriented Gradients; ISM: Implicit
Shape Model; WFD: Weighted Frame Difference; SIFT: Scale-Invariant Feature Transform; I:
Implicit; A: Automatic; T&T: Tag and track; ‘-’: no information provided.
Ref.
[74]
[189]
[103]
[94]
[95]
[181]
[36]
[135]
[190]
[128]
[43]
[18]
[20]
[145]
[144]
[12]
[90]
[184]
[27]
[65]
[10]
[159]
[68]
[J2]

BS

Gaussian

Feature extraction
Colour
Shape
RGB
Edgelets
RGB
Edgelets
RGB
Edgelets
RGB
Edgelets+HOG
RGB
Edgelets+HOG
RGB
Edgelets+HOG

Texture

Covariance matrix
Covariance matrix
Covariance matrix

HSV
RGB
HSV
RGB

WFD
HOG
HOG
RGB
-

RGB
HSV

Gaussian+Vessel
HSV

Gradient
Elliptical model
HOG/ISM

SIFT

Motion model
Pre-learned Fixed
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Sequential
localisation
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Batch
association
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

TI

TT

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A
A
A
A
I
T&T
T&T
T&T
T&T
A
A
A
A
A
A
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A
A
A
I
A
A
A
A
I

and the colour feature is used to distinguish targets. In the case of biology, the colour cannot
be used as a distinguishing feature since targets have the same appearance, hence only location
information will be used and more effort will be put into dealing with the association of noisy
data.
Moreover, we presented the state-of-the-art procedures for the assessment of multi-target
tracking performance in the case of extended targets. We analysed measures for applicationdependent assignment measures, point-based assignment and position-based measures, regionbased assignment and position-based measures, and region-based assignment and size-based
measures. Table 2.3 compares the state-of-the-art multi-target tracking evaluation measures.
Existing frame-level measures do not take into account the evaluation of target-size changes
[24, 66, 143] and require presetting application-dependent parameters [81, 141, 143]. Additionally, frame-level measures ignore the cardinality error [24, 66]. Sequence-level measures do
not evaluate target-size changes (e.g. OTE, TDR [24] and the measures presented in [28]) and
use application-dependent thresholds (e.g. P, R, MOTA, MOTP [81] and the measures presented
in [187]). These measures aim only to evaluate the accuracy while not considering the cardinality error [24, 28, 81, 187]. Existing sequence-level measures are generally not employed to
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Table 2.3: Comparison of multi-target tracking evaluation measures. Key: PI: parameter independence; SE: size-change evaluation; APS: assignment problem solution; PB: point-based; RB:
region-based; FL: frame-level measure; SL: sequence-level measure; AE: accuracy error; CE:
cardinality error; Prop.: proposed; T Pm : T P matches; FPm : FP matches; FNm : FN matches.
Ref.
[141]
[141]
[141]
[143]
[66]
[24]
[24]
[24]
[24]
[24]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[187]
[187]
[187]
[187]
[81]
[81]
[81]
[81]
[J1]
[J1]
[J1]

Measure
Precision
Recall
F-score
OSPA
Wp (·)
OTE
TRDR
FAR
TDR
TF
T Pm
FPm
FNm
CDT
FAT
TDF
IDC
MODA
N-MODA
MOTA
MOTP
METE
MELT
NIDC

PI

SE
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

APS
PB, RB
PB, RB
PB, RB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB

Type
FL, SL
FL, SL
FL, SL
FL
FL
SL
FL
FL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
FL
SL
SL
SL
FL
SL
SL

AE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CE
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

analyse tracking at varying accuracy levels, which would be desirable and useful to determine
the suitability of trackers for different applications or scenarios. ID-change evaluation measures
simply incorporate the information about the total number of ID changes or switches in the sequence [24, 81, 187]; however it would be desirable to evaluate ID changes relative to the track
duration.
Interesting open challenges in multi-target tracking may also include the effective extension of feature selection for target-background separability from offline [160] to on-line approaches [148], defining motion models that are flexible to deal with different dynamics of a
scene [145], and predicting tracking failures by identifying image regions where trackers are
likely to fail [79]. These failures can be detected by employing interaction models based on
track information [83] and potentially solved by strengthening the trackers with methods for
self-tuning parameters [100] (e.g. a resampling strategy for a particle filter [142]). Removing the
dependence of user interaction is also desirable to make the environment learning stage flexible
to context changes [82, 114] and independent from user feedback [109].

Chapter 3
Multi-target tracking on confidence maps

3.1

Introduction

Tracking methods employ target localisations as measurements, either directly as unthresholded
data (confidence maps) [27, 84, 96, 159] or as binary maps (target/non-target information) obtained by thresholding the confidence values [20, 74, 93, 101]. Target localisations can be gathered from sensors (e.g. laser, sonar, camera) that provide multiple measurements per target and
carry information in the form of confidence values over space (Fig. 3.1). These confidence values are affected by different types of noise on background areas and/or on the targets themselves, thus resulting in inaccurate (noisy) position estimations. Although the latter strategy is
the most commonly used, relevant data may be lost with this process. Tracking-by-detection
methods [27] perform target-tracker association, and initialisation and termination of tracks with
greedy algorithms. Track-before-detect (TBD) methods perform tracking of targets using unthresholded data [142] and target-tracker association is implicitly computed by the tracker. TBD
is a Bayesian filter, generally built on the concept of particle filters, and commonly used for radar
tracking [30, 142]. In fact tracking is performed on noisy confidence values and the targets are
assumed to be point targets. Initialisation and termination of tracks are performed by the tracker
using target birth and death models.
In this chapter, we propose a multi-target tracker based on TBD [142] and applied to confidence maps1 . The confidence maps are assumed to be given. To enable multi-target tracking, we
1 The

work in this chapter appears in [J2].
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y

x

Figure 3.1: Sample confidence map that we use as input (observation) to simultaneously track
multiple objects. In this example, the confidence map is obtained with a head localisation method
based on [44].
Sunday, 15 July 2012

develop a method where target identities (IDs) are assigned based on Mean-Shift clustering [39]
and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [49]. The birth and death of targets are modelled with a
Markov Random Field (MRF) [87].
The chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we describe how the Bayesian estimation is
performed. In Sec. 3.2.1 we define the confidence map and the TBD framework. Section 3.2.2
explains the inclusion of the multi-target identity into the Bayesian estimation and Sec. 3.2.3 describes how the Monte Carlo estimation is performed. The ID management via MRF is explained
in Sec. 3.2.4. Section 3.3 and 3.4 give an example of likelihood modelling and postprocessing,
respectively, in the case of extended targets (i.e. people), and in Sec. 3.5.3 we validate the performance of each part of the method. In Sec. 3.6, we summarise the achievement of the proposed
multi-target tracker.

3.2
3.2.1

Bayesian estimation
Confidence maps and track-before-detect

Let a confidence map M provide the information on the estimated position of targets through
spatially-localised confidence values (Fig. 3.1). The ideal representation of the target position on
a confidence map is a Dirac delta (a point target), with maximum confidence. In practice, such
Dirac delta is a spread function centred in the target position and affecting neighbouring pixels.
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Let the state vector xk ∈ X, where X is the state space, be defined as
xk = [xk ẋk yk ẏk Ik ]T ,

(3.1)

where (xk , yk ) is the position, (ẋk , ẏk ) the velocity, Ik the confidence of the point target and T is the
symbol for the transposed matrix. TBD is a discrete-time system that observes multiple moving
targets on a 2D image. The evolution of the targets at each frame k is described by a discrete and
linear Gaussian model [142]:
xk = Fx xk−1 + ωk−1 .

(3.2)

The transition matrix Fx describes the evolution of the target at a constant velocity:


1 K 0 0 0


0 1 0 0 0






Fx = 0 0 1 K 0 ,




0 0 0 1 0




0 0 0 0 1

(3.3)

where K denotes the sampling period. The noise of this evolution is normally distributed and
defined as ωk−1 ∼ N (0, Q), with variance


q1 3
3K


 q1 K2
2


Q= 0


 0


0



q1 2
2K

0

0

q1 K

0

0

0

q1 3
3K

q1 2
2K

0

q1 2
2K

q1 K

0

0

0

0 

0 



,
0 


0 


q2 K

(3.4)

where q1 and q2 are noise levels in target motion and confidence, respectively.
Let the spread function of the estimated positions of targets (over the 2D image) be modelled
as
(i, j)
hk (xk )

(i − xk )2 + ( j − yk )2
= Ik exp −
2Σ2



,

(3.5)

where Σ is a known parameter that represents the amount of blurring (i.e. the spread of the
confidence) and (i, j) is the pixel position.
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The recursive Bayesian filtering involves the calculation of the posterior probability density
function (pdf) p(xk |Zk ) of xk given the observations up to frame k, Zk = {Zk0 }kk0 =1 . The posterior
is calculated in two steps: prediction and update. In the prediction step, the probability density
function is calculated through a prior distribution, which determines the state evolution through
the motion model. In the update step, when observation Zk is available, the prediction is updated
using the likelihood function. The posterior pdf is thus obtained with Bayesian recursion as
p(Zk |xk )p(xk |Zk−1 )
,
p(Zk |Zk−1 )

p(xk |Zk ) =

(3.6)

where p(Zk |xk ) is the likelihood function, p(xk |Zk−1 ) is the prediction density and p(Zk |Zk−1 )
is a normalising constant calculated as

p(Zk |Zk−1 ) =

3.2.2

Z
X

p(Zk |xk )p(xk |Zk−1 )dxk .

(3.7)

Multi-target identity

The framework for single-target tracking described in [142] (Ch. 11) includes in the state vector
xk an existence variable Ek ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 (1) indicates a target’s absence (presence). The
global existence of a target over time (i.e. birth and target) is modelled with a two-state Markov
chain. The further extension to multi-target [43] leads to the expansion of the state vector xk and
of the Markov chain proportionally to the number of the targets. Since the number of states of a
Markov chain is fixed, the maximum number of targets must be known a priori. In addition to
this, the Markov chain may not allow transitions from zero to two targets, and vice versa [43].
Alternatively, birth and death of multiple targets can be modelled either with greedy algorithms,
where a target is declared born if the tracker receives its measurements within a certain period of
time [125], or by a multi-Bernoulli distribution defining birth and death probabilities, and used to
declare a target birth when the existence probability of a candidate target is larger than a certain
threshold [68].
In order to be independent of the number of targets, we include in xk the state variable
ξ for representing the target identity (ID). IDs are represented by the set of random variables
Lk = {Lξ }ξ ∈Ξk , where Ξk is the set of IDs at frame k and p(Lξ = ξ ) = p(Lξ ). The IDs within Ξk
at frame k depend on two factors: the IDs at k − 1 and xk . Hence, we define Ξk = gID (Ξk−1 , xk ),
where gID (·) represents the function that (i) maintains target IDs; (ii) assigns new IDs to ap-
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pearing targets (target births); and (iii) removes the IDs of targets that have disappeared (target
deaths). Targets can move in any locations of the observed area and they might cross or move
close to each other. By considering the IDs as random variables, we can assign the probability of
having the corresponding ID to each target, such that

p(xk , Lξ ) = p(xk |Lξ )p(Lξ ).

(3.8)

A target may spatially interact with other targets in its vicinity (neighbourhood). When targets
are close to each other, there is uncertainty in assigning IDs. The main goal is to keep their identities separated and associated to the correct targets by maximising the probability of having their
assigned ID. To this end, we take into account the selected targets with respect to the neighbouring ones in the calculation of the probability p(Lξ ) ∀ ξ . The probability of a target having an ID
depends only on the spatially close targets and, hence, the dependencies for the calculation of the
probability follow the Markovian property. For this reason, to consider the state and its neighbourhood, we model the set Lk as a Markov Random Field (MRF). With such definition of gID (·)
and p(Lξ ), the proposed method of target birth and death lies between greedy and probabilistic
methods.
Let us denote the neighbourhood of Lξ as N(ξ ), where the Markovian property of Lξ is
defined via local conditions
p(Lξ | Lk \ ξ ) = p(Lξ | N(ξ )).

(3.9)

The information about the target identity within the state leads to the calculation of the likelihood
and the prediction depending on the set Lk , such that

p(xk , Lk |Zk ) =

p(Zk |xk , Lk )p(xk , Lk |Zk−1 )
.
p(Zk |Zk−1 )

(3.10)

By construction Lk is conditionally independent of the time and the observations Zk , and hence
Eq. 3.10 can be rewritten as

p(xk , Lk |Zk ) =

p(Zk |xk )p(xk |Zk−1 )p(Lk )
,
p(Zk |Zk−1 )

(3.11)

where the prediction term p(xk , Lk |Zk−1 ) = p(xk |Zk−1 )p(Lk |Zk−1 ) = p(xk |Zk−1 )p(Lk ) and the
update term p(Zk |xk , Lk ) = p(Zk |xk ).
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the proposed multi-target track-before-detect. The filter receives as
input the confidence map (Zk ) and draws the distribution of the target states using the Bayesian
estimation with Monte Carlo approximation (particles). The weights of the particles are carried
throughout the framework and used in the state estimation stage to find the target locations (x̂l,k ).
The states marked with the superscript ∗ are generated after resampling. After the multi-target
management stage, the weight distribution is uniform with respect to the number of the targets,
Ok , at frame k.

3.2.3

Sequential Monte Carlo estimation

In order to make the Bayesian recursion of Eq. 3.11 computationally tractable, we use the Sequential Monte Carlo estimation to approximate the probability densities with a set of particles [142] (Fig. 3.2). The N particles used to describe the posterior p(xk , Lk |Zk ) at frame k are
denoted as {xnk , ξ n , wnk }Nn=1 , where wnk is the importance weight of the nth particle.
In the prediction step there are two sets of particles: existing and new-born (Fig. 3.3(a)).
The set of Qk existing particles are drawn from the motion model of Eq. 3.2 and the set of Jk
new-born particles are drawn from the proposal density qk (xk |Zk ); both are chosen a priori and
N = Qk + Jk . The proposal density qk distributes particles in Zk proportionally to the confidence
values of the input confidence map, thus resulting in a high concentration of particles in highconfidence regions. The proposal density for the velocity is uniformly distributed for both x and
y components, e.g. for x, qk (ẋk ) = U[−υmax , υmax ], where υmax is the maximum target velocity
and U[·] indicates a uniform distribution in the interval defined within the squared brackets. The
proposal density for the confidence component is qk (Ik ) = U[Imin , Imax ], where Imin and Imax are
the minimum and maximum confidence values, respectively. ξ is initialised with null value.
In the update step, the importance weights wnk are computed using the likelihood function.
The likelihood modelling is performed in two steps: the extraction of confidence values of true
and false target locations over time using ground-truth data from a training set (Sec. 3.3), and
the fitting of a function on the collected data that minimises the distance between measured
and predicted values [49]. The distribution of confidence values of true locations over time is
referred to as signal-plus-noise, the distribution of confidence values of false locations as noise.
The ideal case is with a Dirac delta in 0 for false locations (no noise) and a Dirac delta in 1 for
true locations (clean signal). The likelihood is calculated as the ratio between the distribution
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Figure 3.3: ID assignment, from prediction to state estimation. (a) Monte Carlo representation at
the prediction step (red particles: existing particles propagated with the motion model from the
previous time step; black particles: new-born particles). (b) Mean-Shift clustering result on the
particles approximating the posterior distribution (blue markers: centroids of the clusters; yellow
particles: particles kept in the resampling process). (c) Distribution of the particles with different
IDs (colour-coded) superimposed on the actual observation (the confidence map).
Wednesday, 25 July 2012
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(i, j)

of the target signal-plus-noise pS+N (zk

(i, j)

|xnk ) and the distribution of the noise pN (zk

). In the

former case, we use a Normal distribution and in the latter case a Pareto distribution [69].
(i, j)

Given the observation Zk , the likelihood `(zk

|xnk ) for the nth particle at frame k and position

(i, j) is calculated as
(
(i, j)
`(zk |xnk )

=

arg max

(i, j)

pS+N (zk

i∈Ci (xnk ), j∈C j (xnk )

|xnk )

(i, j)

pN (zk

)
,

(3.12)

)

where Ci (xnk ) and C j (xnk ) are the set of pixels (the kernel) centred on pixel (i, j) and affected by
the uncertainty mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1 during target localisation. The importance weights are
finally calculated as
wnk =

(i, j)
p(Lξ n )
`(zk |xnk )
·
,
N
N
∑n=1 `(zk |xnk ) ∑n=1 p(Lξ n )

(3.13)

where p(Lξ n ) is the ID probability of the nth particle (Sec. 3.2.4). The importance weights approximate the updated posterior p(xk , Lk |Zk ) whose modes represent the estimated state of the
targets (Fig. 3.3(a)). To avoid the degeneracy problem [142], the particles are resampled using
multinomial resampling. Resampling eliminates (duplicates) samples with low (high) importance weights. To retrieve the modes of the posterior distribution, we perform Mean-Shift (MS)
clustering [39] using the position of the particles, i.e. (xkn , ynk ) ∀ n (Fig. 3.3(b)), without any prior
knowledge on the number of clusters or their shape, and with a fixed cluster size.
k
Let us define the size of the cluster as λΨ and the set of clusters at frame k as Ψk = {ψr }R
r=1 ,

with ψr the generic rth cluster and Rk the number of clusters at k. At this stage, the function gID (·)
introduced in Sec. 3.2.2 assigns a different ID to the particles belonging to different clusters at
k = 1. At k > 1, if a cluster contains only new-born particles, they are all initialised with a new
ID. Otherwise, the ID is assigned to the new-born particles with a method based on Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM), as explained in the next section.

3.2.4

ID management with Markov Random Fields

We address now the issues of managing multiple target identities in the presence of interactions,
target births and target deaths. We use the random variable Lξ as a contribution to the posterior
distribution of Eq. 3.11 for penalising particles belonging to one target that either mix with particles of other targets or move far from their own target. Since the target measurement is spatially
spread in a region (i.e. Ci (xnk ) and C j (xnk )), particles belonging to a target are in turn spread over
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IDs. (a) Red and yellow represent existing particles belonging to different targets, whereas black
represents new-born particles. (b) Corresponding Gaussian mixture fitting on the particles.
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the kernel (Fig. 3.3). Hence, when targets get close to each other, particles are likely to mix
(Fig. 3.4(a)), thus creating a challenging situation to manage in order to separately maintain the
identity of multiple targets.
To address this problem, let us characterise the set Lk and the joint probability distribution
p(Lk ). Since Lk is a MRF, in order to construct the joint distribution of Lk considering the
Markovian property of Eq. 3.9, we employ the Gibbs distribution [87],

p(Lk ) =

1
exp{U(Lk )},
D

(3.14)

where D is a normalisation factor and U(·) is the energy function

U(Lk ) =

∑

VN(ξ ) (Lξ ),

(3.15)

N(ξ )∈N

where N represents all the possible neighbourhoods in the state space and VN(ξ ) is the potential
function defined for the neighbourhood N(ξ ). Since a potential function is defined on a single neighbourhood, it ensures that it is possible to factorise the joint probability such that the
conditionally independent variables, for instance from non-connected neighbourhoods, do not
contribute to the same potential function.
Given a particle xnk , the probability of ξ n is p(Lξ n ) and its neighbourhood N(ξ n ) corresponds
to the domain defined by the pixels affected by the blurring introduced during target localisation,
i.e. Ci (xnk ) and C j (xnk ) (Eq. 3.12).
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The potential function of ξ n at frame k associated to particle xnk is calculated as
00
0
VN(ξ n ) (Lξ n ) = VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) +VN(ξ n ) (Lξ n ),

(3.16)

0
where VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) evaluates the agreement of the ID as particle n with respect to the IDs in
00
N(ξ n ) and VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) evaluates the distance between the ID of particle n and the centre of mass

of particles with the same ID of particle n. We define
0
VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n )


n
n κk
= exp −α1 (1 − δk )
,
ρ

(3.17)

where κkn quantifies the agreement of the IDs and α1 regulates the strength of the agreement.
For instance, a high value of α1 leads to a low probability of having an ID when a particle is
surrounded by particles with different IDs. Conversely low value of α1 keeps the probability
p(Lξ n ) high when a particle is surrounded by particles with different IDs. ρ normalises the
agreement value over the number of particles in the neighbourhood,
N(ξ n )

κkn = dk

N(ξ n )

ρ = dk
N(ξ n )

with dk

N(ξ n )

− ak

N(ξ n )

+ ak

N(ξ n )

as the number of different IDs and ak

,

(3.18a)

,

(3.18b)

as the number of same IDs with respect to

ξ n within the neighbourhood N(ξ n ). δkn is the Dirac function that indicates if n is a new-born
particle or not,
δkn

=




1

if ξn = 0



0

ξn

.
if

(3.19)

6= 0

In fact, if n is a new-born particle, then p(Lξ n ) = 1 with null ID. The ID will be assigned to the
00
new-born particles at the multi-target management stage (Fig. 3.2). The potential VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) is

defined as
00
VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n )

−(1 − δkn )(ϕkn )4
= exp
2α2



,

(3.20)

where the rise (·)4 and α2 are used to regulate the decreasing trend of the function. The higher
α2 , the higher the probability of having an ID far from the group of particles with the same ID.
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Figure 3.5: Potential VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) used for evaluating the distance between particle n and the
centre of mass of particles with the same ID. (a) Decreasing trend of the function when changing
the order of the exponent of ϕkn . (b) Changes at different distances from the centre of mass of the
particles with the same ID.

ϕkn is the normalised Euclidean distance from the centre of mass and δkn is defined as in Eq. 3.19.

Figure 3.5 shows the trend of the function with different parameters: the horizontal axis
00
n
represents the variation of ϕkn and the vertical axis represents VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) as a function of ϕk .

Figure 3.5(a) shows the decreasing trend of the potential function when changing the order of ϕkn ,
00
whereas Fig. 3.5(b) shows how the potential VN(ξ
n ) (Lξ n ) changes at different distances from the

centre of mass. The centre of mass is calculated by utilising the geometric mean of the position
of the particles with the same ξ n and the normalisation is calculated by taking into account the
area of the pixels affected by the blurring introduced during target localisation,
v
!2
!2
u
r
r
1 u
n
t
M
M
n
n
m
m
ϕk =
xk − ∏M
+ yk − ∏M
,
m=1 xk
m=1 yk
4Σ

(3.21)

where the normalising factor 4Σ takes into account the 95% of the area affected by the blurring
and M = |N(ξ n )| is the number of neighbours of the nth particle. Finally, the value D in Eq. 3.14
used to normalise the energy function for each particle is defined as

D(Lξ n ) = exp{α1 (1 − δkn )}.

(3.22)

The computation of the probability of ξ n leads to the ID assignment to the new-born particles. The general concept is to assign the same ID as the existing particles within a cluster to the
new-born particles that join a cluster. This assignment is based on the probability of existing IDs.
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Figure 3.6: Two sample
cases of ID assignment to the new-born particles (black) using MeanShift clustering. (a) Cluster (green)70 containing existing particles with the same ID (red) that is
assigned to all the new-born particles within the cluster. (b) Cluster (green) containing existing
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this cluster using a GMM approach (see text for details).
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are new-born particles and existing particles with different IDs in a cluster, we use a method of
ID assignment based on GMM2 . By fitting a GMM with mean components placed on the centre
of mass of each group of particles with same ID and variance proportional to the probability
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the cluster. As shown in Fig. 3.4, the widest GMM component belongs to the target with the
widest spread function. Likewise, the narrowest GMM component belongs to the target with
narrowest spread function. Each fitted Gaussian approximates the spatial distribution of particles
sharing the same IDs, and the assignment of the ID to each new-born particle within the cluster
is performed according to the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP).
Let us define the set Xr = {(xkn , ynk , ξ n ) : xkn , ynk ∈ ψr } of particle locations and IDs belonging
to the rth cluster at frame k. Using Xr , we calculate the mean position of the respective IDs,
θξ ∀ ξ n ∈ Xr . Let us denote the set of mean positions as Θr = {θξ : ξ n ∈ Xr }. We then define the
2 We

choose a probabilistic model, rather than an ad-hoc assignment, since it can be easily extended or
replaced with other probabilistic models in the case of different applications of the tracker.
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covariance matrices using the total probability of each ID p(Lξ n ), such that


1 0
φξ = p(Lξ n ) · 
,
0 1

(3.23)

and, as for the mean positions, we define the set of covariance matrices Φr = {φξ : ξ n ∈ Xr }. In
this way, the fitting is performed using Gaussians with covariances proportional to the probability
of the IDs within Xr . Note that |Θr | = |Φr |, where | · | is the cardinality of a set. The GMM is
defined as a weighted sum of Gaussian densities given by
|Θr |

fGMM (Xr ) =

∑ πm N (Xr |Θr,m , Φr,m ),

(3.24)

m=1

where Θr,m and Φr,m denote the mth mean and covariance component of the corresponding sets,
respectively, and each ID ξ ∈ Xr is associated with each component m, i.e. ξ → m. The best
fitting of the mixture is performed through the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [67]. Figure
3.4(b) shows an example of GMM fitting when two nearby targets are present. Once the GMM
is fitted to the particle locations, the affiliation of the new-born particles to the targets is derived
through the calculation of the MAP and the ID assignment is performed with respect to such
information. Hence, ∀ (xkn , ynk , ξ n ) ∈ Xr with ξ n = 0, the ID is assigned using the MAP
ξ n = ξ¯ : ξ¯ → m0 , m0 = arg max {p(m|(xkn , ynk ))} ,

(3.25)

m=1,...,|Θr |

where ξ¯ is the ID associated with the component with the highest probability and
p(m|(xkn , ynk )) =

p(m)p((xkn , ynk )|m)
πm N ((xkn , ynk )|Θr,m , Φr,m )
= |Θ |
.
n
n
r
p((xk , yk ))
πm N ((xkn , ynk )|Θr,m , Φr,m )
∑m=1

(3.26)

The state estimate x̂k|k = (x̂k|k , ŷk|k ) computed at k given the update is calculated using the
weighted sum of the particle positions on their relative weights,

x̂ξ ,k|k =

∑n wnξ ,k · [xξn ,k ynξ ,k ]T
∑n wnξ ,k

,

(3.27)

where the subscript ξ is used to indicate that the state estimate is calculated among particles
sharing the same ID. The calculation of x̂ξ ,k|k is used to build the state of each track, where
∀ξ ∈ Ξk , we generate the state
x̂l,k = [xl,k yl,k ξl ]T ,

(3.28)
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where the subscript l indexes the ID within the set Ξk . Note that the information about the shape
is not used by the particle filter. It will be introduced later in Sec. 3.4.
Once the IDs are assigned, the resampling of the particle weights is performed for each
cluster independently by assigning the same number of particles to each cluster. Ideally, each
cluster contains a single target, hence by resampling each cluster independently we ensure that
all clusters/targets evolve over time with the same number of particles.

3.3

Example of likelihood modelling

The likelihood function (Eq. 3.12) for MT-TBD is modelled using automatically generated confidence maps filtered by ground-truth information (Sec. 3.2.3). The confidence distribution of
true locations is referred to as signal-plus-noise, since manifold factors may affect the response
of the target localisation method, such as objects with similar shape or colour. The confidence
distribution of false locations is referred to as noise. Ideally, a specific likelihood function should
be modelled for each scenario. However, in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed
MT-TBD in different scenarios and for different targets, a single likelihood function is defined
and used throughout our experiments. In particular, we model the likelihood function using
highly noisy data, such as head locations obtained by Support Vector Machine (SVM) [49] and
by using HOG features [44] in the TRECVID dataset. The distribution of head/non-head confidences is shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Figure 3.7(b) shows the fitted curves on the data for modelling
the likelihood function. The signal-plus-noise distribution is fitted by a Normal distribution and
the noise distribution by a Pareto distribution [116]. Since the exponential function goes quicker
to zero than the Pareto function, the Pareto distribution is more suited for modelling the noise in
Eq. 3.12 (at the denominator). In fact, very high values of likelihood for high values of observed
intensities would lead to a divergence in the estimation of the posterior distribution (Eq. 3.11).
The final likelihood ratio (Eq. 3.12) is calculated as
(i, j)

pS+N (zk

|xnk )

(i, j)

pN (zk

)

σ2
=√
2πσ1

(i, j)

z
1+ς k
σ2

!(1+ ς1 )

(
exp −

(i, j)

(zk

(i, j)

− hk (xk ))2
2σ12

)
,

(3.29)

where σ1 is the standard deviation of the Normal distribution, and σ2 and ς are the scale and tail
parameters of the Pareto distribution, respectively.
Figure 3.8 shows the effect of the parameter variations on the numerator and denominator
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(i, j)

of Eq. 3.29. When pN (zk

) quickly decreases to zero, i.e. small σ2 and small ς , the likelihood
(i, j)

ratio gives high values. Conversely, when pN (zk

) slowly decreases to zero, i.e. if σ2 and ς are

large, the likelihood gets more biased on the value of the numerator.

3.4

Data-driven postprocessing

We use a shifting temporal window of length τw frames that overlaps of one frame over time.
The tracks within this temporal window are collected into the set

w
: Kτl w = [ks , ke ], K ⊆ [k − τw + 1, k]},
Tτkw = {tτl,K

(3.30)

w
where tτl,K
is the generic track with ID ξl within the interval Kτl w = [ks , ke ] and ks , ke are the starting

and ending instants of the track within the temporal window, respectively.
Since we apply postprocessing to an example with extended targets (i.e. people), we include
the shape information into the track state. Let the track be defined as

w
tτl,K
= {[xl,k yl,k Sl,k ξl ]T : k ∈ Kτl w },

(3.31)

where (xl,k , yl,k ) corresponds to the top-left corner of the bounding box and Sl,k is the bounding
box estimated using the scene calibration information. Note that the postprocessing introduces a
delay in the tracking output that is analysed in detail in Sec. 3.5.4.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of the parameters of the fitted distributions (left) along with the ratios for
the likelihood function (right) (Eq. 3.29): (a) σ1 , (b) σ2 and (c) ς .
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The postprocessing stage for multi-person tracking is divided into (i) track pruning to remove
tracks with a score s less than 3 within a temporal window τw1 = 25 frames, (ii) track fusion within
a temporal window τw2 = τw and directly proportional to τw1 , and (iii) track pruning to remove
fused tracks with score less than τw2 /10 for a temporal window of τw2 .
τ1

w
For track pruning, let us consider a generic track tl,K
with generic ID ξl that exists within a

τ1

temporal interval of τw1 frames. A score sl w is assigned to each l th track, such that
τ1

w
=
sl,K

∑

τ1

r(tl,kw ),

(3.32)

τ1
k∈Kl w

τ1

where r : Rm → {0, 1} and m is a set of rules used to define the score. This leads to sl,kw being equal
τ1

τ1

τ1

to the duration of a track (in frames) if r(tl,kw ) = 1 ∀ k ∈ Kl w , otherwise, if r(tl,kw ) = 0 for some
τ1

τ1

k ∈ Kl w , the score sl,kw is smaller than the duration of the track. The same process is performed in
the temporal window τw2 .
In the case of moving cameras, the function r(·) only evaluates the duration of the track in
frames, whereas in the case of static cameras, the function r(·) is modelled as a logic AND of two
τ1

rules, r1 (·) and r2 (·), obtained from a background subtraction step. Given B(tl,kw ), a patch within
each bounding box from the difference image between the current frame vk and the background,
we define
τ1
r1 (tl,kw )

=




0

if µ(B(tl,kw )) < T1



1

otherwise

τ1

,

(3.33)

where µ(·) calculates the mean pixel intensity and T1 = 20 or T1 = 25 depending on the contrast
between targets and background, and

τ1
r2 (tl,kw )

=




0

if σ (B(tl,kw )) < T2



1

otherwise

τ1

,

(3.34)

where σ (·) calculates the standard deviation of the pixel intensities in grey level and T2 = 5 to
remove false positive tracks on flat surfaces such as walls. For the specific case of head tracking,
we define an additional rule, r3 (·), to calculate the relative distance and size between bounding
boxes in order to remove false tracks originated due to shoulders, when they are erroneously
detected as heads.
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We formulate the track fusion process as a re-identification problem. The last available position of a track, the velocity and the colour extracted from the upper-body patch [117] are used to
find the best match between the final position of a track and the initial position of another track
ahead of time.
Let us define a function κ(·) that calculates the cost between each track pair within the
τ2

τ2

w
, tl 0w,K ) is the affinity between track ξl and track ξl 0 , ∀ ξl 0 ∈ Ξk \ ξl .
temporal window τ2 . κ(tl,K

τ2

w
Using the temporal gap between two tracks and the last available position of tl,K
, we predict the

target position with a linear motion model. The affinity is thus calculated from the end point
τ2

τ2

of a track (tl,kw e ) to the start point of another track (tl 0w,ks ), with ks > ke . The calculation of the
affinities is based on the Euclidean distance between predicted and current starting point, and the
Bhattacharyya distance of the image patch at ke and that at ks . The Hungarian algorithm [122] is
then iteratively computed to link all the possible track pairs and the set of new tracks is defined
as
T = {Ta }Aa=1 ,

(3.35)

where each Ta is generated by the associated track pairs within Tτkw throughout the sequence.

3.5

Analysis of the tracker

In this section, the proposed MT-TBD is tested as multi-person tracker on confidence maps generated by four person localisation algorithms (see Dallar et al. [47] for a complete survey on person localisation). In particular, we retrieve person locations using information of: head [20, 44],
full-body based on parts [51] and full-body from multiple views [50]. We firstly use reliable confidence maps obtained (i) from head locations guided by the ground truth and (ii) from multiple
views of the same scene. Then, we comparatively assess the proposed method with state-of-theart approaches by employing automatically generated confidence maps on single-view.

3.5.1

Datasets

The experiments are performed on three surveillance videos and two sport videos (Fig. 3.9). The
first set of reliable confidence maps are extracted from 2400 frames of size 720 × 576 pixels from
Camera 1 of the London Gatwick airport dataset that is recorded at 25Hz [2] (Fig. 3.9a). The
confidence maps are generated as the output of a SVM trained with HOG features [44], where
false positive confidences are removed using ground-truth information. Let us call this dataset
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.9: Sample frames of the datasets used in the experiments: (a) TRECVID, (b) APIDIS,
(c) TownCentre and (d) iLids Easy.
TRECVID-HOG+GT. In addition to this, we perform tracking on two different cameras of a
basketball scenario (APIDIS dataset [4]) composed of 800 frames of size 800 × 600 pixels and
recorded at 25Hz (Fig. 3.9b). Let us call them APIDISC1 and APIDISC2. Here, the reliable
sets of confidence maps are obtained by a multi-layered homography method [50] that exploits
the seven cameras available in the dataset. Results on TRECVID-HOG+GT, APIDISC1 and
APIDISC2 are reported in Sec. 3.5.3. The results are analysed using MOTA, MOTP, Precision
and Recall (Sec. 2.5.4).
MT-TBD is then tested on automatically generated confidence maps on single views (Sec. 3.5.4).
Firstly, we use the TownCentre dataset [6] composed of 4500 frames of size 1980 × 1080 pixels
at 25Hz (Fig. 3.9c). For a fair comparison with Benfold and Reid [20], we use the head locations
provided by the authors, which are generated using HOG features and SVM. The ground truth
has 231 head/person-tracks with an average of 16 people per frame. As the provided person
locations have already been thresholded, they are not in the form of confidence values. For this
reason, the input to MT-TBD is a confidence map with 2D Dirac delta in correspondence to each
localised head. Moreover, we use the iLids Easy dataset [5] composed of 5220 frames of size
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Table 3.1: Summary of the datasets and person localisation methods used for validation. Key: H:
Head; B: Body; P-B: part-based.
Dataset
TRECVID-HOG+GT
APIDIS
TownCentre
iLids Easy
TRECVID

Image size
720 × 576
800 × 600
1920 × 1080
720 × 576
720 × 576

Localisation method
HOG + SVM [44] + GT
Multi-layer homography [50]
Binary (HOG + SVM) [44]
HOG + SVM [51]
HOG + SVM [44]

Body part
H
B
H
B, P-B
H

720 × 576 pixels at 25Hz, where we obtain person locations using an approach based on bodyparts proposed by Felzenszwalb et al. [51] (Fig. 3.9d). The ground truth has 17 person-tracks
with an average of 1.9 people per frame. Another localisation method based on HOG features
and SVM [44] is trained on head patches of 24 × 24 pixels, and applied to the London Gatwick
airport dataset that has the same specifications as above. Let us call this dataset TRECVID to
distinguish it from TRECVID-HOG+GT.
Table 3.1 summarises the datasets and the localisation methods used for testing.

3.5.2

Parameters

This section describes the parameters used for MT-TBD. Similarly to Breitenstein et al. [27],
some parameters are set experimentally.
The choice of the maximum values of velocity, υmax , used to propagate the particles by the
proposal density qk (·) (Sec. 3.2.3) depends on the frame resolution. Higher resolutions lead
to higher values of the maximum velocity. TRECVID and iLids Easy datasets have the same
frame resolution and, because they contain walking people, the variance of motion is low. For
this reason, we set q1 ≈ 0.3 and υmax ≈ 3. Similarly, the TownCentre dataset contains walking
people, but the frame resolution is much higher (Tab. 3.1), thus leading to larger displacements on
the image plane. Hence, we set q1 = 4 and υmax = 12. The noise q2 associated to the confidence
value of the confidence map is then chosen according to the specific confidence map given as
input to MT-TBD. The confidence maps of TRECVID, iLids Easy and APIDIS datasets are not
thresholded, and we set Imin = 1, Imax = 3 and q2 ≈ 0.3 for all of them. In the case of TownCentre,
the confidence maps are thresholded (there is no variation of confidence) and we set Imin = Imax =
2 with noise q2 = 10−5 . The amount of blurring introduced in the target localisation process is
modelled by Σ in Eq. 3.5: its value is dependent on the precision of the person localisation
method and on the resolution of the confidence map where higher resolution leads to a higher
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the likelihood function (Eq. 3.29) used in the experiments.
Dataset
TRECVID-HOG+GT
TRECVID
iLids Easy
APIDIS
TownCentre

σ1
0.70
0.60
0.15
0.70
0.80

σ2
0.10
0.30
0.40
0.16
0.20

ς
0.60
0.15
1.70
0.25
0.04

spread in confidence values. For example, Σ = 1.3 for both TRECVID and iLids Easy datasets
that have the same person localisation method and the same frame resolution. On the other hand,
in the case of the 2D Dirac delta confidence maps where blurring is absent, Σ = 4 in order to
have a similar spread of the particles over space. The values of α1 and α2 for the MRF modelling
(Sec. 3.2.4) depend on the desired strength level for maintaining the particles alive in the case of
mixing with different IDs. We use α1 = 0.2 and α2 = 0.02 for all the datasets.
The value of σ1 , σ2 and ς of Eq. 3.29 are provided in Tab. 3.2. The values of σ1 used in
TRECVID-HOG+GT and TRECVID datasets are similar because the same person localisation
method is used in both datasets, while the variation of σ2 and ς is due to the employment of
the ground-truth information in TRECVID-HOG+GT. Since in TRECVID-HOG+GT, the noise
due to false localisations is absent, we set σ2 and ς such that the numerator (signal-plus-noise)
of the likelihood function is predominant on the denominator (noise). Conversely, in the case
of TRECVID, the confidence maps are more noisy, and σ2 and ς are set in order to take into
account also the contribution of the denominator. The person localisation method used in iLids
Easy [51] provides a more stable signal-plus-noise compared to the method used in TRECVID,
thus leading to a smaller variance of the confidence values and hence to a smaller σ1 . However,
the noise is still high and σ2 is set as for TRECVID. The value of ς is large, in order to avoid
the divergence of the likelihood function in the case of large confidence values. For APIDIS and
TownCentre the confidence maps are provided as 2D Dirac delta functions and this justifies the
similarity of σ1 and σ2 values. The parameters are chosen such that the likelihood function does
not diverge. Unlike TownCentre where the 2D Dirac deltas are binary, in APIDIS the 2D Dirac
deltas represent confidence values and, similarly to the iLids Easy, we keep the value of ς large
in order to avoid the divergence of the likelihood function for large confidence values.
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Analysis of the steps

The validation of the proposed method is performed with the tracking results generated by (i)
MT-TBD without any postprocessing, (ii) track pruning on the tracks from MT-TBD, (iii) track
fusion on the tracks from the previous track pruning, and (iv) track pruning on the tracks from
the previous track fusion.
The analysis of the tracking results generated by MT-TBD without any postprocessing shows
the behaviour of the proposed filter, especially in situations with close targets where the MRF
modelling helps to avoid particles of different targets being mixed together. The first dataset we
employ is the TRECVID-HOG+GT. In Fig. 3.10, a situation of a significant overlap (> 50%)
between two targets is shown. In Fig. 3.10(a), all targets in the scene are correctly tracked.
Subsequently, when two targets get closer (Fig. 3.10(b)), the target further away from the camera
gets almost completely occluded, however, since the confidence map still localises the target,
MT-TBD correctly tracks it. In Fig. 3.10(c), when the targets are completely overlapped, the
confidence values on the confidence map appear as a single target with a large spread. Even if
the tendency for mixing of particles with different IDs is visible, the MRF modelling consistently
assigns the correct ID to each particle. Figures 3.10(d-f) finally show how the particles remain
associated to the correct target over time.
Figure 3.11 shows an example of incorrect ID assignment leading to an ID switch generated
by MT-TBD without any postprocessing. In this case, the confidence values are completely overlapped with a mixing of IDs. Initially, two close targets move in the same direction (Fig. 3.11(a))
and suddenly one target changes direction and becomes completely occluded (Fig. 3.11(b)). Although both IDs remain alive for a few time steps, the particles with magenta ID die (Fig. 3.11(d))
and the green particles move on the visible target. When the occluded target becomes visible
again on the confidence map (Fig. 3.11(e-f)), MT-TBD immediately initialises a new track and
correctly tracks the target in the following frames. Note that MT-TBD is not designed to reinitialise a target track with a previously existing ID, hence a different ID is assigned to a target that
disappears and reappears in a scene, thus leading to an ID switch.
Quantitative results for MT-TBD and postprocessing are reported in Fig. 3.12(a). After the
first track pruning, Recall and MOTA are slightly decreased because the short tracks are removed
due to their low score. However, after track fusion has been applied, Recall reaches a higher
value because short but reliable tracks are correctly fused. Lastly, by pruning the unreliable
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.10: Example from TRECVID-HOG+GT dataset which represents a situation of a significant overlap (> 50%) between two targets (red and grey colour-codes). Before the occlusion
occurs (a) the targets are correctly tracked with unique IDs. When the occlusion starts (b) particles start mixing but the IDs are still well-separated. During the occlusion (c), particles and
IDs are mixed, but it is possible to notice that the mixing remains limited. When the targets
start splitting (d), there is a tendency for the particles to mix (the red particles mix with the grey
particles). When the split of targets occurs (e-f), the particles are again well-separated with their
own IDs.
tracks generated by the fusion stage, it is possible to keep the same value of Recall while increasing Precision. An improvement in terms of ID switches that is due to the linking (fusion) of
fragmented trajectories can be seen throughout these steps.
The second validation of MT-TBD and postprocessing is presented using APIDISC1 and
APIDISC2 (Fig. 3.12). By analysing the results shown in Fig. 3.13(a-d), we see the tracking
succeeding in most cases even while players are very close to each other. The main challenges
here are the sudden movements of players. Recall is larger than 90% in both datasets even if
some of the tracks are lost (Fig. 3.13(d)). A possible solution for this problem is the use of multidynamic model particle filters [142], which are able to perform nonlinear filtering with switching
of dynamic models.
We qualitatively showed the behaviour of the proposed particle filter in the case of full and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d )

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.11: Example from TRECVID-HOG+GT dataset which represents a situation of significant overlap (≈ 100%) between two targets where an ID switch occurs. Before the occlusion
(a), the targets are correctly tracked with unique IDs. During the occlusion (b), the particles are
mixed and the algorithm cannot maintain the correct IDs. When the targets start splitting (c),
the number of magenta particles start getting smaller. Then particles belonging to the magenta
target die (d) and the green particles swap target (they get attached to the target in front). When
the target that is behind becomes visible, MT-TBD immediately starts tracking it again but with
a new ID (e-f).
partial mixing of the particles. On the one hand, when the confidence values of two different
targets fully overlap (one target gets fully occluded) and the particles mix, it is likely to lose one
of the targets. This loss depends on the total probability of the particles assigned to each of the
targets, and the target with the lowest ID probability is the most likely to be lost. On the other
hand, when the confidence values of the two targets partially overlap and some of the particles
mix, it is likely that the tracker is able to maintain the target identities. We then quantitatively
showed how postprocessing tailored for a specific application (i.e. people tracking) can improve
the results, especially in terms of ID switches (IDS) (Fig. 3.12). From the results, we can infer
that most of IDS are due to fragmented tracks and false positives. In fact the fusion and pruning
process was effective in reducing the number of IDS.
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Figure 3.12: Tracking results of the proposed method at different stages of computation: MTTBD, Track pruning τw1 , Track fusion τw2 and Track pruning τw2 . Left: evaluation performed in
terms of MOTA, MOTP, Precision and Recall. Right: variation of ID switches (IDS). Dataset:
(a) TRECVID-HOG+GT, (b) APIDISC1 and (c) APIDISC2. The numbers in brackets refer to
the length of the temporal window and to the threshold applied on the minimum track length in
the track pruning stage.
3.5.4

Sensitivity analysis

As far as the TownCentre dataset is concerned, we show how our method outperforms the recent
work by Benfold and Reid [20] by using the same observations for tracking. We name their
method as MCMCDA. TownCentre is fairly challenging as it contains very close targets and the
field-of-view of the camera is very large, hence ID switches are likely to be frequent. For compar-
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(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 3.13: Sample tracking results of the proposed method on (a-d) APIDISC2 and (e-h) iLidsEasy datasets. The visualisation of tracks for APIDISC2 are truncated to the last 50 frames to
make the examples clearer. The tracks for iLids are shown from the initialisation of the track.
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(a)
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Figure 3.14: Sample tracking results of the proposed method on (a-d) TownCentre and (e-h)
TRECVID datasets. The visualisation of tracks for TRECVID are truncated to the last 50 frames
to make the examples clearer. The tracks for TownCentre are shown from the initialisation of the
track.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of our results on TownCentre dataset with the Benfold and Reid
method [20] (MCMCDA). The graphs show the variation of the scores as a function of the latency
introduced by the postprocessing: (a) MOTA, (b) MOTP, (c) Precision and (d) Recall.
ison, we present the results with the same latency used in [20] for postprocessing, specifically 1,
2, 3, and 4 seconds (1 second = 25 frames). In order to show the global improvement of our proposed method, we also include the performance of MT-TBD without any postprocessing. Note
that, unlike our tracker, MCMCDA cannot work with no latency. Figure 3.15 shows the quantitative results. The superior performance of the proposed method is highlighted by the value
of Recall that is consistently higher than MCMCDA at various latencies. For MT-TBD without
latency (and no postprocessing), the value of Recall is already comparable with that of 4-second
latency. However, Precision in this case is lower due to the short and false tracks generated by
the temporally-consistent false positive head locations. By applying the proposed postprocessing, Precision drastically increases. Figure 3.14(a-d) shows sample tracking results where the
method is robust under severe occlusions with few fragmented tracks.
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The results of iLids Easy and TRECVID are quantitatively evaluated in Fig. 3.16. For these
two cases, the input confidence maps to MT-TBD are given as scalar confidence values. For
this reason, it is possible to analyse the results in detail by comparing the accuracy of target
localisations with the accuracy of MT-TBD. In the graphs of Fig. 3.16(c)-(d), the variation of
Precision and Recall of the localisation results with respect to the threshold variation on the
confidence maps is shown, and the improvement that MT-TBD achieves can be appreciated.
With the iLids Easy dataset, an indoor video surveillance scenario is analysed where the main
challenges are due to (i) the perspective of the scene (which leads to occlusions among targets),
(ii) a column in the middle of the scene (which causes complete occlusions), and (iii) a dynamic
background (which does not allow an effective background subtraction). Since a full-body person
detector [51] is used, half-visible people in the scene cannot be localised, thus leading to the
failure of our multi-person tracking in the lower part of the image (Fig. 3.13(h)). The graph in
Fig. 3.16(c) shows that the maximum value of Precision is about 0.6 in person localisation and
the maximum value of Recall is about 0.8. The MT-TBD, in this case, can achieve Precision
of 0.490 and Recall of 0.676, while the postprocessing considerably increases Precision while
maintaining high values of Recall. In Fig. 3.13(e-f)) it is possible to see how track fusion allows
tracking in the case of complete occlusions.
On the TRECVID dataset, we validate the proposed method using a confidence map built
on head localisations. The head localisation reduces the effect of occlusions among targets in
crowded scenarios, but since many objects in the scene have shapes similar to heads (e.g. bags,
shoulders and luggage), the localisation contains a large number of false positives (Fig. 3.16(d)).
In comparison with the iLids dataset (Fig. 3.16), Precision remains higher since the spread function of the localised heads is smaller than the person localisations in iLids. Hence, head localisation turns out to have higher Precision than that for bodies at same Recall values. Qualitative
tracking results are shown in Fig. 3.14(e-h): it is possible to notice the long tracks belonging to
the heads and the false positive tracks. The quantitative evaluation is given in Fig. 3.16(b,d). The
improvement of the tracker with respect to the confidence map is shown in Fig. 3.16(d), where
Recall of 0.813 and Precision of 0.324 are achieved. Then, the postprocessing phase improves
the Precision rate by around 20% at the cost of a slight decrease in Recall.
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Figure 3.16: Results of the proposed tracker and person localisation methods obtained on iLids
Easy and TRECVID datasets. (a-b) Bar plots of MOTA, MOTP, Precision and Recall values by
varying the temporal window τw used in the postprocessing. (c-d) Precision and Recall rates
for the thresholded confidence map plotted along with the tracking scores that show tracking
performance with respect to the input with varying threshold. The duration of the temporal
window is indicated in frames (frs) within the legend. IDS: ID Switches.
3.5.5

Computational cost

The overall complexity of MT-TBD with N particles has an upper bound of O(N log(N)) operations. Specifically, for the motion model, the proposal distribution and the multinomial resampling (Sec. 3.2.1 and 3.2.3), the cost is O(N) as these operations are sequential on the number of
particles. For the neighbourhood search of Eq. 3.15, we give as input a set of spatially ordered
particles at the cost of O(N log(N)) and we use a method based on binary search [40] whose cost
is O(log(N)). For the Mean-Shift clustering, the operation is performed on the complete set of
N particles with complexity O(N log(N)) [56].
As far as online trackers are concerned, the difference between the computational complexity
of MT-TBD and that of a multi-particle filter is the log(N) factor. A particle filter for single target
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tracking can run with O(N) operations [34]. Multi-particle filters, where a filter is initialised
for each target [27, 159], can then run with complexity O(MN), with M being the number of
estimated targets. Therefore MT-TBD becomes more convenient than a multi-particle filter with
increasing numbers of targets (i.e. M > log(N)). There may also be methods to perform the
detection association between consecutive frames and the complexity may be O(D3 ) with the
Munkres algorithm [122], where D is the number of measurements. However, this algorithm
is unable to deal with noise. Robustness to noise can be achieved using, for example, data
association based on Multi Hypothesis Tracker [25, 139] whose complexity is O((MD)2 ).

3.6

Summary

In this chapter we presented a Bayesian method for multi-object tracking based on track-beforedetect, which utilises the Markov Random Fields applied on the particle states to perform tracking, (i) of unknown and unlimited numbers of targets and (ii) by probabilistically managing the
ID assignment with close objects. To deal with close targets, our approach does not rely on appearance information, but performs a probabilistic optimisation to keep the ID associated to the
correct targets. The proposed MT-TBD utilises measurements coming from confidence maps and
performs tracking of the noisy confidence values. The targets are assumed to be point targets with
a noise spread function modelled as a 2D Gaussian distribution. The tracking is performed using
a Bayesian recursion via prediction and update steps. The prediction is described with a linear
motion model where the unforeseen disturbances are modelled as Gaussian noise. The update is
performed through a likelihood function modelled on a particular controlled scenario and used
for all our experiments. The birth and death of the particles at each iteration of the filter is modelled with Markov Random Fields, which assumes the Markovian property. The state estimate of
a target is performed via Mean-Shift clustering and supported with Mixture of Gaussians in order
to allow an accurate assignment of IDs within each single cluster. We assessed the behaviour of
the method on surveillance and sport datasets with different perspective views, partial and full
occlusions of targets, different backgrounds and variable numbers of people. We evaluated the
performance of (i) MT-TBD without any postprocessing, (ii) track pruning on the tracks from
MT-TBD, (iii) track fusion on the tracks from the previous track pruning, and (iv) track pruning
on the tracks from the previous track fusion.
Experiments showed that the inclusion of the ID inside the particle state was effective in
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the case of partially overlapping confidence values, but was not reliable in the case of a full
overlap. The postprocessing tailored for people tracking improved the tracking performance,
especially by lowering the number of ID switches. We discovered that most of the ID switches
were due to fragmented tracks and that the track fusion allowed halving of the number of ID
switches. We analysed the sensitivity of the method by varying the buffer size and comparing
the performance with an alternative method from the state-of-the-art based on data association.
MT-TBD outperformed the other method for different buffer sizes. The comparison of MT-TBD
with state-of-the-art multi-target trackers is extensively performed in the next chapter after the
presentation of a new set of measures. The analysis is performed in the next chapter since we
first want to describe the new measures and then compare the tracking results using the proposed
evaluation framework.

Chapter 4
Performance evaluation of multi-target tracking

4.1

Introduction

In the case of extended multi-target tracking, the state-of-the-art lacks of a set of measures that
holistically evaluate target-size changes over time and that are parameter independent. These
properties are key to achieve an effective and unbiased assessment of the performance. One
should be able to quantify the assessment with a single-valued score as well as having the possibility of displaying more detailed results on a range of values. The parameter independency is
an important aspect because it enables application-unbiased assessments. Generally, parameterdependent measures need the definition of a threshold for the overlap between ground-truth and
estimated bounding boxes in order to define a correct match. This threshold has to be different
according to the type of application for which the tracking results are evaluated. For example,
the threshold used to assess head tracking applications is different from that used for body tracking [20]. The evaluation of changes in target size over time has to be quantified in order to infer
the accuracy with which a target is tracked. Also, the capability of a tracker to distinguish targets
and maintain the tracking locked on the same target has to be quantified.
In particular, the three relevant aspects to be evaluated are accuracy, cardinality and number of
ID changes [81,143]. The accuracy quantifies the closeness of agreement between estimated and
ground-truth states [8], and it can be calculated as an error score (i.e. distance [143], overlap [24,
81]) or based on true positives (correct estimations), false positives (incorrect estimations) and
false negatives (missed estimations) [110]. It is also important to calculate the accuracy at frame
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level as well as at sequence level (long-term accuracy) in order to have a broader understanding
of the performance. The accuracy error can be calculated by solving the assignment (association)
problem (e.g. Hungarian algorithm [92]) between estimated and ground-truth targets. This error
cannot be quantified when there is a mismatch in the number of estimated or ground-truth targets.
Therefore, the largest accuracy error for a target which is non-associated and either estimated or
ground-truth has to be included in. The cardinality error indicates the difference between the
number of (correctly and incorrectly) estimated and ground-truth targets, and allows the largest
accuracy error to be explicitly accounted for. ID changes measure the incorrect associations
between estimated and ground-truth targets.
In this chapter, we present three novel overlap-based measures for multiple extended-target
video trackers that evaluate tracking performance at frame level, accounting for (i) accuracy and
cardinality errors; (ii) long-term tracking accuracy using lost-track-ratio information; and (iii)
ID changes in a parameter-independent manner1 . The proposed measures aim to address the
limitations discussed in Sec. 2.6. The proposed measures are extensively validated by comparing
them with existing measures and in the form of evaluation of MT-TBD with respect to three
state-of-the-art multi-target trackers on challenging real-world datasets.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the three proposed measures,
where the multiple extended-target tracking error measure is presented in Sec. 4.2.1, the multiple
extended-target lost-track ratio measure in Sec. 4.2.2 and the normalised ID changes measure in
Sec. 4.2.3. In Sec. 4.3, the experimental validation of the measures along with the comparison of
the trackers is performed. Section 4.4 summarises the achievements.

4.2
4.2.1

Tracking error measures for extended targets
Multiple extended-target tracking error

The overlap-based Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error (METE) measure combines accuracy
and cardinality errors in a parameter-independent manner. The spatial overlap information in
METE allows us to discard OSPA parameters (Eq. 2.10), namely the penalty (p) for the estimated
states located far away from the ground-truth states and the cut-off parameter (c) that defines the
upper bound discrepancy.
1 The

work in this chapter appears in [J1] and was jointly performed with another PhD student who
was the first author of the paper. The splitting of the contribution between the first and the second author
is 60-40%.
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The accuracy error, Ak , represents the extent of the mismatch between estimated and groundtruth states at frame k and is defined as
min(g uk ,uk )

Ak =

where O(g Sd,k , Sπ(d),k ) =

min
π∈Πmax(g uk ,uk )

|g Sd,k ∩Sπ(d),k |
|g Sd,k ∪Sπ(d)k |

∑


1 − O(g Sd,k , Sπ(d),k ) ,

(4.1)

d=1

defines the amount of spatial overlap between g Sd,k and

Sπ(d),k ; and O(·) ∈ [0, 1] [110], like in Eq. 2.17. Without loss of generality, we consider here g Sd,k
and Sπ(d),k to be bounding boxes. Πmax(g uk ,uk ) is the set of permutations, each of which contains
min(g uk , uk ) elements, drawn from {1, 2, . . . , max(g uk , uk )}. The permutation that minimises the
summation term in Eq. 4.1 defines the association between estimated and ground-truth states
while contributing to the computation of the accuracy error at frame k. This minimisation is
performed by the Hungarian algorithm [92]. Ak ∈ [0, uk = g uk ] when uk = g uk ; Ak ∈ [0,g uk ]
when uk > g uk (i.e. the association is performed only for the g uk terms); and Ak ∈ [0, uk ] when
uk < g uk (i.e. the association is performed only for the uk terms). Since Ak does not account
for the discrepancy between uk and g uk (i.e. unassociated targets) in the case of uk > g uk and
uk < g uk , the accuracy error is computed for the associated pairs only. Hence, we calculate the
discrepancy between the number of estimated and ground-truth targets, namely the cardinality
error Ck :
Ck = |uk − g uk |.

(4.2)

We combine Ck with Ak to consider the unassociated targets within the evaluation procedure
[143,153] and to provide a single-score performance evaluation at frame level. METE is therefore
computed as:

METEk =

Ak + C k
,
max(g uk , uk )

(4.3)

where METEk ∈ [0, 1]: the lower METEk , the better the tracking result. We explain below the
bounds of the measure, where METEk = 0 for the best tracking case and METEk = 1 for the
worst tracking case.
Best tracking case: Ak = 0: O(·) = 1 for all the associated pairs (Eq. 4.1), and Ck = 0 since
uk = g uk (Eq. 4.2). This implies METEk = 0, using Eq. 4.3.
Worst tracking case: Ak has its maximum value, i.e. Ak = uk = g uk when uk = g uk , Ak = g uk
when uk > g uk (the association is performed only for the g uk terms) and Ak = uk when uk < g uk
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Figure 4.1: Example showing the unbounded behaviour of MODA. (a) Sample frame from ETH
Bahnhof [7] (six targets). Ground-truth and tracker’s estimates are shown as magenta and cyan
bounding boxes, respectively. The estimated bounding boxes are overlapping with corresponding ground-truth bounding boxes. (b) MODA and METE values are calculated while gradually
increasing false positives in the lower part of the frame (cyan bounding boxes). MODA decreases
without lower bound (Eq. 2.18), whereas METE ∈ [0, 1].
(the association is performed only for the uk terms). Thus the numerator of Eq. 4.3 becomes
Ak +Ck =g uk = uk : uk = g uk meaning Ck = 0; Ak +Ck = vk +|uk − g uk | = uk : uk > g uk ; Ak +Ck =
uk + |uk − g uk | =g uk : uk < g uk . Therefore, Ak + Ck = max(g uk , uk ), which implies METEk = 1,
using Eq. 4.3. The other tracking cases lie within the two bounds of METE as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Since same METE values for two trackers may be generated by different combinations of
accuracy and cardinality errors, it is useful to analyse these errors separately in order to better
understand their individual influence in the calculation of METE. Therefore, we use two error
rates, the Accuracy Error Rate (AER):

AER =

1 K
∑ Ak
K k=1

(4.4)

CER =

1 K
∑ Ck .
K k=1

(4.5)

and the Cardinality Error Rate (CER):

To conclude, METE allows the evaluation of target-size changes, whereas MODA is unable
to calculate them. METE is parameter-independent and numerically bounded between 0 and 1,
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MODA = -1.33
METE = 0.81
(a)

MODA = -1.33
METE = 0.88
(b)

MODA = -1.33
METE = 0.94
(c)

Figure 4.2: Example of MODA limitations [81]. Although the three cases are distinguishable,
MODA is unable to discriminate them [20]. Ground-truth and estimated boxes are shown as
dotted and solid lines, respectively. However, the proposed measure METE can distinguish the
three cases.
whereas MODA is parameter dependent and not lower bounded (Fig. 4.1). We observed that
the parameter dependence of MODA may limit the discrimination of different tracking results
(Fig. 4.2).

4.2.2

Multiple extended-target lost-track ratio

The Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELT) evaluates the tracking accuracy across
the sequence by using parameter-independency and enabling analysis at different accuracy levels.
Given T and g T , the association is performed at frame and by minimising the cost (1 − O(·))
computed for all pairs of estimated and ground-truth targets. The minimisation process uses the
Hungarian algorithm as in Eq. 4.1. The procedure involves a unique assignment at frame level,
whereas at track level a ground-truth track may be associated to multiple estimated tracks due to
fragmentations and/or ID changes.
The accuracy is calculated at track level by computing the lost-track ratio (λdτltr ) [110] for
each associated pair of ground-truth track d and estimated track(s) as follows:

λdτltr =

Ndτltr
,
Nd

(4.6)

where Ndτltr is the number of frames with spatial overlap O(·) ≤ τltr : τltr ∈ R(0,1] between
the associated pair and Nd is the total number of frames in the ground-truth track d. λdτltr ∈ [0, 1];
the lower λdτltr , the better the performance. We compute the lost-track ratio for a range of a
finite number of τltr values and obtain λd (τltr ) = {λdτltr }τltr ∈R(0,1] such that the total number of
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sampled τltr values is ϒτltr (required for numerical approximation). We compute λd (τltr ) for all
gU

ground-truth tracks to generate the matrix Λ:

Λ = [λdτltr ]gU×ϒτltr ,

(4.7)

where gU and ϒτltr are the number of rows and columns of the matrix, respectively. We quantify
tracking performance by defining the Multiple Extended-target Lost-Track ratio (MELTτltr ):

MELTτltr

1
=g
U

gU

∑ λdτ

ltr

,

(4.8)

d=1

which provides tracking performance at τltr such that MELTτltr ∈ [0, 1]. The lower MELTτltr ,
the better the performance. In order to enable the analysis of tracking performance at different
accuracy levels, we compute MELTτltr for different τltr values (Fig. 4.3). While the computation
of MELTτltr may be useful from an application viewpoint, the performance comparison among
trackers can be facilitated by providing the single-score average tracking performance which is
generated as
MELT =

1
ϒτltr

∑

MELTτltr .

(4.9)

τltr ∈R(0,1]

The performance of a tracker at a particular accuracy level, τltr , can be analysed by graphically showing the probability density function, Hτltr , of the lost-track-ratio values (i.e. the values
in the column τltr of the Λ-matrix (Eq. 4.7)). Each sample of Hτltr represents the percentage of
tracks with a particular lost-track-ratio (bin) at a specific value of τltr . Bins are the equal-width
intervals created by dividing the range of λdτltr , where λdτltr ∈ [0, 1]. Fig. 4.3 shows examples of
Hτltr plotted while varying the τltr values. The higher the concentration of λdτltr values towards
bin zero, the better the corresponding tracking performance at τltr .
Fig. 4.3(a) shows an ideal tracking result with zero lost-track ratio value for all g Td at all
τltr . Similarly, Fig. 4.3(b) is the worst tracking result: the lost-track ratio is 1 for all g Td at
all τltr . Figures 4.3(c), 4.3(d) show the results of the Conditional Random Field based tracker
(CRFBT) [181] and the Dynamic Programming-Non-Maxima Suppression based tracker (DPNMS) [132] on ETH Sunnyday [7] using MELT and MOTP. MELT considers CRFBT to be
better than DP-NMS and this can be seen from the highest concentration of values of CRFBT
in the bins towards zero in Fig. 4.3(c). Consequently, MELTτltr values of CRFBT and DP-NMS
computed for the variation of τltr (Fig. 4.4(c)) show that CRFBT outperforms DP-NMS. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3: The probability density function Hτltr for a variation of τltr values. (a) Ideal tracking
result: the lost-track ratio is zero for all tracks at all the values of τltr ; hence, MELT = 0. (b)
Worst tracking result: the lost-track ratio is 1 for all tracks at all values of τltr ; hence, MELT = 1.
(c-d) MELT and MOTP of the Conditional Random Field based tracker (CRFBT) [181] and
the Dynamic Programming-Non-Maxima Suppression based tracker (DP-NMS) [132] on ETH
Sunnyday [7]; (c) CRFBT: MELT=0.39, MOTP=0.75; (d) DP-NMS: MELT=0.56, MOTP=0.77.
values of MELTτltr of CRFBT are lower for all τltr than those of DP-NMS, meaning lower losttrack-ratio values and better tracking accuracy. On the other hand, MOTP ranks the performance
of two trackers differently (i.e. opposite) because it does not take into account the overlap values
of the estimated and ground-truth track pairs that are smaller than τT P (see Sec. 2.5.4), thereby
not including the complete tracking accuracy in the assessment. MELT provides a holistic performance assessment taking into account all of the tracking information.
MELT also summarises tracking performance at different accuracy levels and provides an
insight for analysis. For example, consider the MELTτltr plots of DP-NMS and the multi-target
track-before-detect (MT-TBD) tracker [J2] shown in Fig. 4.4(c). MELTτltr shows that for τltr <
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Evaluation of trackers’ results at varying levels of accuracy (τltr ) using MELTτltr
on all sequences. (a) MELTτltr of trackers on TownCentre sequence. ‘H’ and ‘P’ in the legend
indicate the use of a tracker for head or person tracking, respectively; (b) MELTτltr of trackers on
ETH Bahnhof sequence; (c) MELTτltr of trackers on ETH Sunnyday; and (d) MELTτltr of trackers
on iLids Easy sequence.
0.72 (approx.), MT-TBD outperforms DP-NMS, after which DP-NMS outperforms MT-TBD.
This analysis can be useful in selecting between these two trackers for an application that requires
tracking with average overlap (accuracy) of e.g. 80%: DP-NMS would be a more suitable choice
than MT-TBD.

4.2.3

Normalised ID changes

The Normalised ID Changes (NIDC) measure evaluates the ID changes taking into account the
track duration in which they occur. In the case of a comparison of trackers producing tracks
of different lengths, the normalisation of ID changes is preferable to simply counting the ID
changes. Such quantification emphasises the long-term tracking ability with unique IDs of track-
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ers. Moreover, since the score is normalised it can be more useful than the number of ID changes
comparing trackers across different datasets. Unlike IDC [187] and MOTA [81], NIDC is parameter independent since its assignment solution is calculated as in Eq. 4.1.
Let gUIDC be the number of ground-truth tracks with at least one ID change and

NIDCd =

|IDCd |
IDCmax
d

(4.10)

be the NIDCd value for ground-truth track d and IDCmax
the maximum number of ID changes
d
that can occur for ground-truth track d (i.e. the length of track d). NIDCd includes a contribution
of ID changes for track d that is scaled by IDCmax
d , which is proportional to the duration of track
d. This penalises the ID changes by the length of the track in the estimation of NIDC, instead of
simply relying on counting ID changes [24, 81, 187]. NIDC quantifies the number of ID changes
corresponding to all ground-truth tracks of the sequence:
g

U
1
NIDCd ,
NIDC = g
∑
UIDC d=1

(4.11)

where NIDC ∈ [0, 1]. The lower NIDC, the better the performance in terms of ID maintenance.
Figure 4.5 shows two examples that compare NIDC with TF [24] and IDC [187]. The red
ground-truth track (ID=1) and the blue ground-truth track (ID=2) shown in Fig. 4.5(a) have
different lengths (IDCmax
= 25 and IDCmax
= 50) but have the same number of ID changes
1
2
(|IDC1 | = |IDC2 | = 3). NIDC1 = 0.12 is larger than NIDC2 = 0.06 since the measure penalises
the red track (shorter length) for the occurrence of the same number of ID changes. Unlike NIDC,
TF does not distinguish these two cases as TF1 = 3 and TF2 = 3, as it does not consider track
length. Both NIDC and TF are able to distinguish ID changes of two tracks in Fig. 4.5(b) as is
shown in their listed values. Moreover, the ID changes of two different trackers are shown for
the same sequence in Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b), respectively. While IDC does not distinguish
the results of the two trackers as IDC = 6 for both of them, NIDC differentiates between them
(NIDC = 0.09 for (a) and NIDC = 0.11 for (b)).

4.3

Results and analysis

In this section, we validate the effectiveness of the proposed measures by comparing them with
state-of-the-art measures. We then compare the performance of MT-TBD (Chapter 3) with state-
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the proposed Normalised ID Changes (NIDC) measure with Track
Fragmentation (TF) [24] and ID Changes (IDC) [187]. (a) and (b) present results of two different
trackers in terms of ID changes on the same sequence. Each example shows two ground-truth
tracks; ID=1: red ground-truth track; ID=2: blue ground-truth track. ID changes are shown as
black dots. (a) The length of the red track (IDCmax
= 25) is shorter than that of the blue track
1
max
( IDC2 = 50) and |IDC1 | = |IDC2 | = 3. Thus, NIDC1 = 0.12 and NIDC2 = 0.06 penalise
the red track (shorter) more for the occurrence of the same number of ID changes as the blue
track. However, TF1 = TF2 = 3 considers both the cases to be the same. (b) NIDC and TF can
distinguish the different ID changes of the two tracks. The IDC measure considers (a) and (b) as
the same cases since IDC = 6 for both, whereas NIDC can distinguish (a) and (b).
of-the-art trackers on real-world publicly-available datasets.

4.3.1

Experimental setup

We use four real-world datasets, namely TownCenter [20], ETH Bahnhof [7], ETH Sunnyday [7]
and iLids Easy [5]. Details about TownCentre, and iLidsEasy are provided in Sec. 3.5.1. ETH
Bahnhof and Sunnyday, recorded from a human-height moving camera, are composed of 999 and
354 frames, respectively, with a frame size of 640 × 480 recorded at 14 fps. The ground truth of
Bahnhof has 95 person-tracks with an average of eight people per frame, while that of Sunnyday
has 30 person-tracks with an average of five people per frame.
The trackers used in the experimental comparison include a combination of the KanadeLucas-Tomasi tracker [168] with Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo Data Association (MCMCDA) algorithm [20], a data association algorithm with the online learned Conditional Random Field
Based Tracker (CRFBT) [181] and the Dynamic Programming Non-Maxima Suppression based
tracker (DP-NMS) [132]. Tracking includes head and person (full-body) tracks from both static
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and moving cameras. DP-NMS is tested on TownCentre, ETH Bahnhof and Sunnyday, and iLids
Easy sequences for person tracking. MT-TBD is used for head tracking on the TownCentre sequence and for person tracking on the ETH Bahnhof and Sunnyday, and iLids Easy sequences.
MCMCDA is used for head tracking on TownCentre and for person tracking on TownCentre and
iLids Easy sequences. CRFBT is tested on ETH Bahnhof and Sunnyday sequences for person
tracking. For the computation of N-MODA (Sec. 2.5.4), we use τFP = 0.50 in the case of person
tracking and τFP = 0.25 in the case of head tracking, as done in [20].
The parameter values of the state-of-the-art trackers are those used in the original papers. The
parameters for MT-TBD, in TownCentre and iLids Easy, are listed in Sec. 3.5.2. In the case of
ETH datasets, we set q1 = 2 and υmax = 14 since the datasets are recorded with a moving camera
and at low frame rate, the displacement for walking people is larger than TRECVID and iLids
Easy. We set Imin = Imax = 2 with noise q2 = 10−5 , Σ = 4, σ1 = 0.80, σ2 = 0.22 and ς = 0.05, as
in TownCentre due to the provided thresholded confidence maps. α1 = 0.2 and α2 = 0.02 as for
all the datasets.

4.3.2

Comparison of measures

We compare the proposed METE, MELT and NIDC measures with N-MODA, MOTP and IDC,
respectively. Table 4.1 shows the scores of all measures obtained for all trackers.
The evaluation results using METE and N-MODA on TownCentre with head tracking (TownCentreH) and with person tracking (TownCentre-P), and on Sunnyday show an agreement between both
measures in terms of the relative ranking of trackers. However, there are disagreements on Bahnhof and iLids Easy. On Bahnhof, N-MODA of DP-NMS and MT-TBD are the same. This is
because the normalisation in N-MODA formulation (Eq. 2.19) is with respect to the number of
false positives and false negatives of tracking only and it does not consider the number of true
positives. Since the total number of false positives and false negatives for DP-NMS (3525) and
MT-TBD (3514) is comparable, their N-MODA is comparable. Although, the number of true
positives for DP-NMS and MT-TBD are 5030 and 6222, respectively, METE ranks MT-TBD
higher than DP-NMS since it implicitly takes into account true positives, false positives and false
negatives. On iLids Easy, N-MODA ranks MT-TBD as the best tracker, which is not consistent
with METE, which ranks MCMCDA as the best. N-MODA shows the best performance for MTTBD because the total number of its false positives and false negatives (3639) is smaller than
that of DP-NMS (3843) and MCMCDA (3698). METE, as discussed above, ranks their perfor-
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Table 4.1: Overall comparison of trackers on different datasets with different evaluation measures. The coloured cells indicate the tracker’s performance: the darker the colour, the better the performance. Key: TownCentre-H: Head tracking performed on TownCentre sequence;
TownCentre-P: Person tracking performed on TownCentre sequence; METE: Multiple Extendedtarget Tracking Error; MELT: Multiple Extended-target Lost Track ratio; NIDC: Normalised
ID Changes; AER: Accuracy Error Rate; CER: Cardinality Error Rate; MLT: Mean Length of
ground-truth Tracks having id change(s); N-MODA: Normalised Multiple Object Detection Accuracy; MOTP: Multiple Object Tracking Precision; IDC: ID Changes; µ: mean value over the
sequence; σ : standard deviation of values over the sequence in the case of METE, and standard
deviation of values of accuracy error (A) and cardinality error (C) over the sequence for AER
and CER, respectively.
Tracker
MT-TBD [J2]
MCMCDA [20]
DP-NMS [132]
MCMCDA [20]
DP-NMS [132]
MT-TBD [J2]
CRFBT [181]
DP-NMS [132]
MT-TBD [J2]
CRFBT [181]
DP-NMS [132]
MT-TBD [J2]
MCMCDA [20]

Dataset
TownCentre-H
TownCentre-P

ETH Bahnhof

ETH Sunnyday

iLids Easy

METE µ(σ )
0.53 (0.08)
0.62 (0.07)
0.48 (0.08)
0.33 (0.09)
0.53 (0.13)
0.44 (0.12)
0.39 (0.12)
0.44 (0.11)
0.47 (0.11)
0.46 (0.12)
0.40 (0.26)
0.53 (0.22)
0.36 (0.26)

MELT
0.54
0.65
0.53
0.37
0.57
0.46
0.42
0.56
0.46
0.39
0.52
0.54
0.43

NIDC
0.031
0.038
0.043
0.030
0.039
0.050
0.035
0.042
0.041
0.028
0.011
0.007
0.029

AER (σ )
6.82 (2.54)
8.48 (2.74)
5.06 (1.52)
3.64 (1.54)
1.45 (0.69)
2.42 (1.19)
1.99 (0.86)
1.16 (0.55)
1.60 (0.57)
1.46 (0.52)
0.40 (0.36)
0.50 (0.36)
0.51 (0.45)

CER (σ )
2.14 (1.92)
1.82 (1.62)
2.67 (2.02)
1.81 (1.62)
3.07 (1.85)
1.56 (1.34)
1.49 (1.26)
1.34 (0.93)
1.09 (0.84)
1.06 (0.78)
0.65 (0.86)
0.96 (1.10)
0.51 (0.76)

N-MODA
0.55
0.46
0.58
0.62
0.58
0.58
0.68
0.66
0.61
0.63
0.60
0.63
0.62

MOTP
0.64
0.51
0.71
0.80
0.75
0.75
0.77
0.77
0.73
0.75
0.74
0.70
0.75

IDC
1798
1913
2637
1519
229
307
158
43
56
31
104
54
227

MLT
320.00
330.12
321.61
336.44
109.92
103.51
124.91
68.68
91.50
82.20
632.87
632.87
605.06

mance effectively by considering also the true positives (in addition to false positives and false
negatives) of 6632, 6705 and 7969 for DP-NMS, MT-TBD and MCMCDA, respectively.
While MELT and MOTP agree on their relative ranking of trackers on TownCentre-H and
TownCentre-P, they disagree on the remaining sequences (Tab. 4.1). In the case of Bahnhof,
MOTP of MT-TBD and DP-NMS are the same, whereas MELT ranks MT-TBD higher than DPNMS. The MELTτltr plots also show a better performance of MT-TBD for most of the variations
of τltr than DP-NMS (Fig. 4.4(b)). The disagreement of MOTP is due to its dependence on
the threshold value τT P . MOTP considers only the overlap values of pairs greater than τT P ,
which may lead to the exclusion of some tracking information in the performance assessment.
On the other hand, MELT uses all of the tracking information in the performance assessment to
present a comprehensive performance evaluation that can more effectively reflect the trackers’
comparison. In the case of Sunnyday, there is a disagreement between MELT and MOTP in
selecting the best tracker, as already discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. In the case of iLids Easy, MOTP of
DP-NMS and MCMCDA are comparable; however, based on their MELT scores and MELTτltr
plots (Fig. 4.4(d)), the difference in their performance is clear. The inconsistencies of MOTP in
Sunnyday and iLids Easy are due to its parameter dependency.
NIDC and IDC agree in their relative evaluation of trackers on TownCentre, Bahnhof and
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iLids Easy (Tab. 4.1). The effectiveness of NIDC can be noticed in the case of Sunnyday. IDC
considers the performance of DP-NMS to be better than MT-TBD. NIDC shows a slightly better
performance for MT-TBD than DP-NMS despite the fact that the former has produced more ID
changes than the latter. This is because NIDC provides ID evaluation while considering also
the track length. Since MLT (mean length of ground-truth tracks having ID change(s)) of the
MT-TBD is much higher than DP-NMS, NIDC penalises the ID changes of the former less.
Figure 4.6 shows the evaluation results of CRFBT on key frames of Bahnhof using METE
and MODA. All the targets are tracked in the results shown in Fig. 4.6(a), (b) and (c). The
value of METE increases from (a) to (c) because of the decrease in the amount of overlap (lower
accuracy) among the associated pairs of estimated and ground-truth bounding boxes. The cases
shown in Fig. 4.6(d) and (e) have C = 1; however, METE in (e) is higher than that in (d). In
Fig. 4.6(f), 79% of targets are correctly tracked (11 out of 14), hence its METE value (0.400) is
higher than that in (e) where 90% of targets are correctly tracked with a METE value of 0.373.
In Fig. 4.6(g), the percentage of tracked targets reduces further to 73%, hence its METE value
is higher than (f). Although the percentage of tracked targets in the case of Fig. 4.6(h) (75%) is
higher than (g), METE is slightly higher in the case of the former because of a more inaccurate
overlap in the case of (h). Likewise, METE for the cases shown in Fig. 4.6(i-l) is influenced by
the corresponding accuracy and cardinality errors. MODA does not distinguish among the cases
in Fig. 4.6(a-c) (MODA=1) despite the difference in their respective overlaps. This insensitivity
of MODA is due to the threshold (τT P ) used to determine false negatives and false positives
(Eq. 2.20). Another point to highlight is the disagreement between METE and MODA in the
cases shown in Fig. 4.6(h) and (i). Unlike METE, MODA considers the case in (i) to be better
than (h). This is because in the case of (h), MODA considers 58% (7 out of 12) of estimated
bounding boxes to be correctly associated to those of the ground truth, excluding the third and
the sixth pairs (starting from the right) that are not considered to be valid associations since their
overlap is below τT P . Differently, METE, being independent of thresholds, considers these two
pairs in the evaluation of the score and penalises them appropriately. In the case of Fig. 4.6(i),
66% of the ground-truth targets are correctly associated and there is one false positive, hence the
MODA value is higher for this case.

4.3.3

Comparison of trackers

We evaluate MT-TBD while analysing the effectiveness of the proposed measures.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the results of CRFBT on Bahnhof sequence using METE and MODA.
Subscript k is removed from the variables for simplicity in the notation. Ground truth and
tracker’s estimates are shown as magenta and green bounding boxes, respectively. Results are
ordered in terms of ascending METE values.
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Figure 4.7: Example showing the limitation of Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) [81].
Cyan tracker: MOTP=0.56, MELT=0.45; Blue tracker: MOTP=0.56, MELT=0.64. Unlike the
proposed measure MELT, MOTP does not distinguish two tracking results due to its parameter
dependence. Magenta: ground truth.
On TownCentre-H, MT-TBD outperforms MCMCDA using mean METE, MELT, NIDC and
AER (see r.2 1, 2 in Tab. 4.1), which is also confirmed in the MELTτltr plots (Fig. 4.4(a)). MTTBD has a better NIDC than MCMCDA because of its better ID management mechanism, which
involves minimising the mixing of target particles in the Bayesian state estimation [J2]. Interestingly, CER differs from the remaining measures and shows better performance for MCMCDA
compared to MT-TBD. The higher CER of MT-TBD is due to a greater number of tracking failures or missed targets. Since AER is lower for MT-TBD, this points to fewer occurrences of
tracking failures than missed targets.
On TownCentre-P, MCMCDA outperforms DP-NMS based on mean METE, MELT, NIDC,
AER and CER (see r. 3, 4 in Tab. 4.1). It is also interesting to highlight the clear improvement in
the evaluation results of MCMCDA using the proposed measures on TownCentre-P compared to
TownCentre-H, which is inline with the results of the original paper [20].
2 ’r’

refers to the row number in Tab. 4.1 not considering the row with titles.
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On Bahnhof, mean METE, MELT, NIDC and CER rank CRFBT as the best tracker compared
to DP-NMS and MT-TBD (see r. 5, 6, 7 in Tab. 4.1). This is also visible in the MELTτltr plots
(Fig. 4.4(b)). The reason for the best NIDC of CRFBT is its capability to address ID changes
using motion and appearance ‘affinities’ [181], enabling it to distinguish and separate nearby
targets. There is an inconsistency in the case of AER that ranks CRFBT as second-best tracker
after DP-NMS. Furthermore, the CER of DP-NMS is almost twice that of MT-TBD and CRFBT.
This is due to the limited capability of DP-NMS, unlike MT-TBD and CRFBT, to link fragmented
tracks that increases the cardinality error. The fragmentations in the case of DP-NMS are caused
by worse handling of long-term occlusions compared to MT-TBD and CRFBT (Fig. 4.8).
On Sunnyday, we compare MT-TBD to DP-NMS and CRFBT as on Bahnhof. Some inconsistencies can be noticed in the evaluation results on Sunnyday compared to those on Bahnhof.
Firstly, unlike on Bahnhof, the evaluation based on mean METE on Sunnyday shows a better
performance of DP-NMS compared to MT-TBD and CRFBT (see r. 8, 9, 10 in Tab. 4.1). This
is probably because the person detector [51] used with DP-NMS can better deal with the higher
scene brightness in Sunnyday than the detector [179] used with MT-TBD and CRFBT, which
results in the improved tracking performance of DP-NMS. Secondly, unlike on Bahnhof, NIDC
of MT-TBD is better than DP-NMS on Sunnyday despite the fact that IDC of the former is higher
than the latter in both sequences.
On iLids Easy, the evaluation of trackers using mean METE and MELT shows the superior
performance of MCMCDA compared to DP-NMS and MT-TBD (see r. 11, 12, 13 in Tab. 4.1).
The superior mean METE and MELT of MCMCDA over DP-NMS is consistent with their mean
METE and MELT on TownCentre-P. Moreover, the analysis of MELTτltr plots (Fig. 4.4(d)) provides an interesting insight about the performance of MT-TBD and DP-NMS, revealing that
MELTτltr of MT-TBD is better than DP-NMS for τltr < 0.5 and the reverse is true thereafter. This
suggests that DP-NMS is a more suitable choice for tracking with higher accuracy and MT-TBD
should be preferred with lower accuracy since its lost-track-ratio values are smaller at lower τltr .
Additionally, while CER of DP-NMS is the highest on the rest of the sequences, MT-TBD has
the highest CER on iLids Easy. Furthermore, the best NIDC of MT-TBD on iLids Easy is due to
its better ID management ability as discussed earlier. Interestingly, although MLT of MT-TBD
and DP-NMS is the same3 (see r. 11, 12 in Tab. 4.1), the higher IDC of the latter leads to its
3 The

same MLT is because ID change(s) for both trackers have occurred in the same tracks.
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Figure 4.8: Example of target occlusion in Bahnhof sequence. DP-NMS (green bounding box)
loses the target due to occlusion in (b); however, the other trackers successfully handle it. Yellow:
MT-TBD; cyan: CRFBT; magenta: ground truth.
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inferior NIDC.
Table 4.1 also presents the variation in the performance of the trackers in terms of standard deviation (σ ) values for different measures. In the case of METE, σ is comparable on
all sequences. As for AER, while MCMCDA has the highest σ on TownCentre and iLids Easy
(hence, the highest performance variation over time), MT-TBD has the highest performance variation over time on Bahnhof and Sunnyday. As for CER, the trend of the σ values of trackers on
each dataset is the same as the trend of the corresponding CER values.

4.4

Summary

We proposed three measures (METE, MELT, NIDC) that quantify key factors in extended multitarget tracking: accuracy, cardinality and ID changes. These measures are parameter independent, numerically bounded and account for target-size changes. METE provides a holistic error
assessment using an effective trade-off between accuracy and cardinality errors. MELT enables
the analysis of tracking performance at varying accuracy levels that can facilitate the selection of
trackers for specific applications. NIDC penalises ID changes as a function of the length of the
track in which they occur. We presented an extensive experimental validation and comparison
of these measures with the state-of-the-art measures on recent multi-target trackers using challenging real-world sequences. The proposed measures are suitable for targets that are modelled
in terms of their position and 2D image-plane-occupied area, as commonly considered in the
literature [81, 99, 124].
METE, MELT and NIDC mostly evaluated the performance of the trackers in the same way
as MODA, MOTP and IDC, but with the advantage of being parameter independent and numerically bounded. The evaluation performed on head tracking and body tracking results did not
require the setup of parameters and the ranking of the tracker’s performance was still correct.
We also showed that from METE and MELT it is possible to extract further details for a more in
depth analysis of the performance. For example, by using the different levels of accuracy with
MELTτltr we observed that in ETH Sunnyday CRFBT is the best overall, whereas MT-TBD is
better than DP-NMS only for overlap values less than 0.7. Therefore, unlike METE, the dependence of MODA on the preset overlap threshold limits its ability to clearly distinguish different
tracking results, and unlike MELT, the threshold dependency of MOTP may result in an inaccurate evaluation of tracking performance. Unlike IDS, NIDC evaluates the ID changes as a
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function of the track length in order to better understand where the errors occur.
We then extensively compared the performance of MT-TBD with state-of-the-art multi-target
trackers. CRFBT was the best tracker based on the evaluation of ID changes, followed by MTTBD. CRFBT employes an optimisation algorithm for data association where colour features
and the pairwise modelling of motion was key for the discrimination of targets during tracking.
MT-TBD had better performance than MCMCDA and DP-NMS in terms of ID maintenance
on targets. This suggests that MT-TBD produces less fragmented tracks and is more suitable
for long-term tracking than MCMCDA and DP-NMS. The overall performance of MT-TBD in
terms of METE and MELT was shown to be, on average, similar to that of the state-of-the-art
trackers with which it was compared. However, the main differences between the four trackers
is that CRFBT and DP-NMS are offline and they need the whole set of detections to extract
trajectories, whereas MT-TBD and MCMCDA can run in a shifting temporal window and extract
the trajectories on-the-fly. DP-NMS reported the lowest accuracy error and its cardinality error
was generally the highest. DP-NMS was not able to handle occlusions.
In the next chapter, we present a multi-target tracking framework employed on scenes with a
high density of targets. We evaluate the performance of different target tracking methods including MT-TBD (Chapter 3), a graph-based algorithm capable to handle point targets with challenging motion properties and state-of-the-art tracking methods.

Chapter 5
Tracking on low-SNR videos

5.1

Introduction

Target trajectories can be generated by temporally associating candidate locations with multitarget trackers [20, 73, 140, 159, 181] or directly from confidence maps [142, J2]. Common approaches address the problem of generating candidate target locations by applying thresholds,
clustering and Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS) to the confidence values [44]. Target locations can also be directly computed by thresholding and clustering intensity values from images
(target-intensity maps) [140]. Weakly-appearing targets (or barely detected parts) may lead to
intensity values (or confidence values) with multiple peaks in the target area [51]. However, values with multiple peaks can be due to adjacent targets, and hence explicit models to separately
detect targets need to be defined. In the case of high-density scenes with targets having the same
or similar appearance, multi-target tracking is addressed with strong priors on target motion [90]
and appearance [73].
In this chapter, we present a method for multi-target tracking on low-SNR videos that contain
high density of compact targets (Fig. 5.1). We initially describe a novel method to extract target locations and a graph-based data association method for multi-target tracking. The detection
method is applied on low-SNR videos and can deal with multi-peak intensities generated by adjacent targets. We use intensity gradient information and isocountours applied to target-intensity
maps (see Sec. 1.1 for the definition of target-intensity maps), which enable us to extract candidate target locations without the need for trained target appearance models [183] or temporal
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Figure 5.1: Overall block diagram for target detection and tracking. Tracking can be either
performed using candidate target locations (switch is on “a”) or on confidence maps (switch is on
“b”) (e.g. MT-TBD). Prior information (user intervention) can be used to improve the confidence
detection. The pipeline of the proposed approach has the prior information input off and the
switch on “a”. Key. MCMC: Monte Carlo Markov Chain; GGB: Greedy-Graph Based.
dependencies that might lead to drifts in the case of overlapping targets [159]. We model compact
targets with simple shape priors, such as size, and generate candidate target locations via local
maxima searching with a probabilistic model to estimate the locations of targets in high-density
scenes. We track the targets with a graph-based method that pair-wise matches short tracks [189]
and performs the backward validation of them within the shifting temporal window [155]. The
number of targets is implicitly inferred by the algorithm. Importantly, as for MT-TBD (Sec. 3),
initialisation and termination of tracks are automatically performed and they can occur in any
location of the scene, whereas with a network flow approach [189] start and end locations have
to be defined a priori. MT-TBD is tested on this scenario and compared with the graph-based
Thursday, 11 July
data2013
association

method, as well as alternative state-of-the-art methods. The proposed tracking

algorithm outperforms alternative methods on challenging datasets.
The chapter is organised as follows. Sec. 5.2 describes the feature extraction method, which
is devided into two parts, namely gradient-climbing based detector (Sec. 5.2.1) and hierarchicalisocontour based morphology (Sec. 5.2.2). Sec. 5.3 describes the graph-based data association
method for multi-target tracking. The results and the comparisons with alternative methods are
discussed in Sec. 5.4. Finally, in Sec. 5.5 we present a summary of the achievements.

5.2

Feature extraction and target detection

The detection of similar targets on high-density and low-SNR videos is performed by exploiting
target-intensity maps using the intensity-gradient information and the intensity values at different
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levels (isocontours) to generate Zk (see Sec. 1.2), as discussed below.
Let Ck be a target-intensity map extracted from the frame vk , having Ci,k as elements with
i = 1, ..., I and I the total number of pixels in a frame. Each Ci,k ∈ R[0,1] is the (feature) intensity
value of the ith pixel with generic coordinates (xi , yi ). The larger Ci,k , the clearer the target
representation. The bth target detection zb,k is represented as in Eq. 1.2:
zb,k = [xb,k yb,k Sb,k ιb,k ]T ,

where ιb,k =

q

(5.1)

2 is the energy calculated from the intensity map, with C Sb,k being the
∑i∈C Sb,k Ci,k

set of intensity values within the region defined by Sb,k . T is the transpose operator of a matrix.
Without loss of generality, we use an elliptical shape (Fig. 5.2(g,h)) [73,181] and consider Sb,k =
(r1 , r2 , θb,k ), where the scalar values r1 and r2 are the major and minor semi-axis, respectively,
and θb,k is the orientation. Given Zk for k=1, ..., K, tracking temporally associates detections to
generate trajectories. T = {Ta }Aa=1 is the set of temporally-ordered trajectories, where Ta is the
ath trajectory with an arbitrary duration and A is the total number of trajectories (Sec. 1.2). The
smaller the index a, the earlier the starting frame of the corresponding trajectory.

5.2.1

Detector based on gradient climbing

Barely visible (low intensities) and close targets are often characterised by intensities with multiple peaks. We assume that each high intensity value of the target-intensity map is a candidate
target detection and such a map usually contains broad peaks. The gradient of the (scalar) intensity values is used to localise and discriminate targets since it helps the enhancement of spatial
gaps among nearby targets. In the case of partially-overlapping targets, it can also help the fitting
of a prior shape model by exploiting visible parts of both the targets involved in the occlusion
(the occluding and occluded target). The target localisation is then achieved by using an iterative
algorithm that exploits such intensity values that, after low-pass filtering (e.g. Gaussian kernel),
tend to increase towards the centre of the targets. We aim to find the best fit between the target
shape and the target intensity, while disregarding distractors due to nearby targets and multi-peak
intensities (e.g. region 1 in Fig. 5.2(g) and 5.2(m)).
The method begins by generating detections over the intensity map while discarding those
detections located near local maxima. This step enables the reduction of the computational complexity of the subsequent steps. Since at this stage there is no knowledge about the orientation of
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Figure 5.2: Detection process using the gradient-climbing based detector and hierarchicalisocontour based morphology: (a,b) input frames; (c,d) maps representing the enhanced target
intensities (target-intensity map); (e,f) mid-level step where squared detections are initialised
using the Non-Maxima Suppression algorithm on the target-intensity map; (g,h) resulting detections obtained with the proposed approach based on MCMC. (i,j) Multi-layer isocontours on the
target-intensity maps; (k,l) hole filling and erosion followed by dilation applied on each layer;
(m,n) detections obtained evaluating shape properties on each region. (g,m) Region 1 and region
2 highlight challenging cases that can be addressed by taking into account the advantages of the
two detectors.
Wednesday, 17 July 2013
the targets and their location, detections are initialised with a square area for each pixel i (i.e. a
single detection is initialised for each Ci,k where the number of pixels I is large). The square area
allows us to begin the detection process with a simple dummy shape, which is a computationally
effective solution to get rid of a few candidate target locations with low intensity values. This
process can be achieved by formulating dummy detections as di,k = [xi yi r1 Ci,k ]T at frame k, with
Dk = {di,k }Ii=1 and r1 is the side of a squared area centred at (xi , yi ). We use the Non-Maxima
Suppression (NMS) algorithm [51, 132] to skim detections from the set Dk with an overlapping
area greater than a value τnms . The set of skimmed detections is defined as Z̃k1 = {z̃1j,k }Jj=1 , with
J( I) the number of detections surviving after NMS.
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The skimmed detections Z̃k1 are subsequently made to align on the actual target locations
with MCMC [142], exploiting the prior shape information Sm,k . In the case of high densities of
targets, MCMC can probabilistically reach equilibrium for a large-state spaces with an unknown
M1

k
distribution. Let Zk1 = {z1m,k }m=1
be the subset of resulting detections z1m,k obtained after applying

MCMC, where Mk1 is the number of detections at k. z1m,k has the same elements as Eq. 5.1. Each
z1m,k is associated to a distribution p(z1m,k ), which is computed using the intensities of Ck with the
µ P ,Σ
ΣP ),
intensities expected by the prior intensity distribution of a single target P(z1m,k ) = N (µ
1 , y1 ) is the mean location and the covariance Σ is a function of the target
where µ P = (xm,k
P
m,k
1 ). Although in our case P(·) follows a 2D Gaussian distribution, it can be
shape (r1 , r2 , θm,k

substituted with another function in the case of different intensity distributions. Therefore, the
detection alignment with MCMC is specifically performed iteratively by picking each z̃1j,k ∈ Z̃k1 ,
proposing a move and validating it using a likelihood function in order to create Zk1 . This can
be achieved using Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm [142], which enables inference of the
global distribution p(Zk1 ) by sampling from an unknown multi-dimensional distribution with
th
states that have many dimensions. Let z1,h
m,k define the h iteration (move) of a proposed detection

and H the total number of iterations. The initialisation of M-H, i.e. h=0, is done for each m such
1,h
1,h+1
1
that z1,0
using a proposal density
m,k = z̃ j,k . M-H moves the detection zm,k to a new detection zm,k
1,h
q(z1,h+1
m,k |zm,k , Ck ), only if γ ≤ α, where γ ∼ U[0, 1] and α is the acceptance probability

α = min 1,

p(z1,h+1
m,k |Ck )

!

p(z1,h
m,k |Ck )

,

(5.2)

with
1,h+1 1,h
1,h+1
p(z1,h+1
m,k |Ck ) = p(Ck |zm,k )q(zm,k |zm,k , Ck ),

(5.3)

where p(Ck |z1,h+1
m,k ) is the likelihood function.
The proposal density q(·) defines the dynamic model
h 1,h
h
z1,h+1
m,k = Fm,k zm,k + wm,k ,

(5.4)

h is a linear transformation
Σw ) with Σ w the covariance of the noise and Fm,k
where whm,k ∼ N (0,Σ
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(5.5)

1,h 1,h
where (ẋm,k
, ẏm,k ) is a translation vector. This vector is defined as the spatial translation from
1,h 1,h
(xm,k
, ym,k ) towards the maximum value of the normalised cross-correlation [58] between P(z1,h
m,k )

and Ci,k for i=1, ..., I, within the squared domain r1 × r1 of z1,h+1
m,k . 0n0 ×m0 is a matrix of zeros and
In0 ×m0 is the identity matrix with n0 rows and m0 columns.
The likelihood function p(Ck |z1,h+1
m,k ) is calculated through Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
1,h+1
by varying the orientation θm,k
within the interval Θ=[0, π] of the translated detection z1,h+1
m,k .

p(Ck |z1,h+1
m,k ) employs (i) the 2D gradient ∇Ck and (ii) Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence dK-L (·||·)
[130]. The former is calculated as

∇Ck =

∂ Ck
∂ Ck
x̂ +
ŷ,
∂x
∂y

(5.6)

where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors defining x and y directions, respectively. Equation 5.6 enables
directional alignment of the local vectors of ∇Ck for each target to the normal vectors of the
perimeter of Sk (Fig. 5.3). The latter enables us to find the orientation within Θ that minimises
the divergence between the local intensity distribution of Ck at iteration h + 1 and the rotated
version of P(z1,h+1
m,k (θ )). Specifically, we have
1,h+1
p(Ck |z1,h+1
[ p(Ck |zm,k
(θ ))] =
m,k ) = max
θ ∈Θ



! 
 1 E(∇C(z1,h+1 (θ )), ~E(θ )) 2 
 1
m,k
max exp −
· exp −
 2

 2
σC
θ ∈Θ

1,h+1
µ L ,Σ
ΣL )||P(zm,k
dK-L (N (µ
(θ )))

σK-L

!2 

,

(5.7)

where, with a simplified notation, the argument θ indicates the rotated version of the state.
∇C(z1,h+1
m,k (θ )) is the 2D gradient of Ck corresponding to the pixels adjacent to the perimeter
E(θ ), ~E(θ ) are the normal vectors of the θ -rotated ellipse perimeter (Fig. 5.3), and σC and σK-L
are constants. µ L and Σ L are the components obtained by fitting a 2D Gaussian [3] in the domain
r1 × r1 of z1,h+1
m,1 on Ck . E(·) is a function that quantifies the orientation error of the ellipse with
respect to the direction of the gradient. The goal is to minimise the error between ∇C(z1,h+1
m,k (θ ))
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Example of detection alignment using the error between the vectors of the gradient on
the ellipse perimeter (black vectors) and normal vectors to the ellipse perimeter (white vectors).
The goal is to minimise the error between the two sets of vectors: (a) case with a larger error due
to misalignment; (b) case with a smaller error.
and ~E(θ ):
1,h+1
~
~
E(∇C(z1,h+1
m,k (θ )), E(θ )) = ||∇C(zm,k (θ )) − E(θ )||2 ,

(5.8)

where || · ||2 is the `-2 norm. When all the iterations are performed by M-H, multiple detections
may converge to the same target. As last step, in order to suppress these detections, NMS is again
applied but on the converged detections using τnms on the overlap to obtain Zk1 (Fig. 5.2(g,h)).
5.2.2

Detector based on hierarchical-isocontour and morphology

Targets can appear at different intensity levels within the same frame (e.g. due to illumination
changes) and a single intensity level may not be enough to separately detect all the targets. In
fact, the gradient-climbing based detector can be inaccurate in the case of multi-peak intensity
over the target (see detections in region 1 of Fig. 5.2(g) and Fig. 5.2(m)). Therefore, in order
to distinguish adjacent targets with different intensity levels, we exploit the intensities at which
a target appears as a single object. Since it is generally challenging to distinguish them at lowintensity levels (see adjacent targets in the middle of Fig. 5.2(k)), we detect targets by “slicing”
the intensity map at different intensity levels (isocontours). Each level is then used to infer size
M2

k
and shape properties of the target. Let Zk2 = {z2m,k }m=1
be the subset of detections z2m,k that is

finally inferred with this method, where Mk2 is the number of detections at k. z2m,k has the same
elements of (Eq. 5.1).
Let Iτiso ,k = gτiso (Ck ), with τiso ∈ [0, 1], be the isocontours extracted from the target-intensity
map Ck at layer τiso , where the function gτiso (·) computes the isocontours [91] on Ck . Values of
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τiso close to 0 might provide large regions encapsulating multiple adjacent targets, whereas values of τiso close to 1 might provide small regions with high intensity values, with the chance of
discarding targets with low intensity values. In order to detect the targets appearing at different
intensity levels, isocontours are computed by ranging τiso in the interval Ω (multiple layers) and
the discretisation of the values within Ω can be manually chosen. To separate regions connected
by thin segments and to filter out background clutter, each layer Iτiso ,k is processed with morphological operators, which include hole filling [158] followed by erosion and dilation [58]. At each
τiso , we select the connected regions taking into account shape information [120]. We use eccentricity for the elliptic model. In order to select reliable target regions, we choose an eccentricity
of 0.75. The selected regions are then used to determine the detections of the initial set Z̃k2 . Each
z̃2m,k has the same elements as those in (Eq. 5.1) and their values are defined according to the
2 , ỹ2 ) is defined by the region centroid, θ̃ 2 is the region orientation,
following properties: (x̃m,k
m,k
m,k
2 is initialised at zero value and r , r are defined a priori.
ι̃m,k
1 2

Extracting regions at multiple layers of isocountours may lead to multiple spatially-close detections for each target. Hence, we cluster detections in order to remove redundant information.
We use Mean-Shift (MS) [39] to cluster neighbouring detections by using the position information of the detection of Z̃k2 , without any prior knowledge on the number of clusters and with a
fixed kernel size.
th
k
Let the kernel size be r2 and the set of clusters Ψk = {ψr,k }R
r=1 , with ψr,k the generic r

cluster and Rk the set of cluster indexes. For each ψr,k , we generate a detection z2m,k whose
2 , y2 ) of the cluster. The orientation θ 2 is
position coincides with the centroid position (xm,k
m,k
m,k
2 is calculated
calculated as the circular median [22] of the states belonging to the cluster and ι̃m,k
2 ) centred in (x2 , y2 ).
as defined in Sec. 5.2 within the area defined by the ellipse (r1 , r2 , θm,k
m,k m,k

Fig. 5.2(i,k,m) and Fig. 5.2(j,l,n) show examples of the method on bee and ant datasets,
respectively. Fig. 5.2(i,j) show the levels of isocountour applied to the target-intensity maps.
Fig. 5.2(k,l) shows results after applying morphology to the isocontours with τiso = 0.7 and 0.6,
respectively. The respective final outputs of hierarchical-isocontour based morphology before
MS clustering is shown in Fig. 5.2(m,j).

5.2.3

Pruning and fusion of candidate detections

After merging the detections of gradient-climbing based and hierachical-isocontour based deteck
tors, Žk = Zk1 ∪ Zk2 = {žb,k }B̌b=1
, where each žb,k of Žk is obtained by the intersection operation,
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we aim to eliminate the remaining false positives and repeated detections of the two methods.
As done in Sec. 5.2.2, we cluster neighbouring detections of Žk using MS with a kernel of size
k
equal to the minor semi-axis r2 . Let Ψ̌k = {ψ̌r,k }Ř
r=1 be the resulting set of clusters, where Řk is

the number of clusters at frame k. For each cluster ψ̌r,k , a single detection zb,k is selected with
the highest ι̌k , such that
b = arg max(ι̌b∗,k ),

(5.9)

b∗ ∈ψ̌r,k

where ι̌b∗ ,k is the ι̌k term defined within each ψ̌r,k . Zk will therefore be composed of the detections
žb,k with largest ι̌b∗ ,k from each cluster.
The block diagram depicting the main steps of the target detector is shown in Fig. 5.1.

5.3

Graph-based association

The association process enables the linkage of detections over time, the generation of detections in frames with miss-detections, and the pruning of isolated and false detections. We use
only target-position information as a feature for the generation of tracks. In order to reduce
the complexity of the association process, we initially generate and subsequently link short
tracks [73, 189].
Let the set of initial tracks, T = {tl }Ll=1 , be generated by a tracking algorithm such as MTTBD or a different algorithm that performs a sequential association of detections. In the latter
case, a widely used method optimally associates consecutive detections using the Hungarian
algorithm (HA)1 [36, 73, 189]. Short tracks are generated by enforcing high similarity between
detection in order to ensure that the initial association is performed without errors while reducing
the complexity of the overall problem. The sequential association is performed while keeping
unique identities to the associated detections. Thus for each pair (Zk , Zk+1 ) we calculate the
cost Ck,k+1 ∈ RBk ×Bk+1 using the `-2 norm between each position state in frame k and k + 1,
0

0

n,n
T
T
cn,n
k,k+1 = ||(xn,k , yn,k ) − (xn0 ,k+1 , yn0 ,k+1 ) ||2 , where ck,k+1 is the element of Ck,k+1 on the row n

and column n0 .
Longer tracks T = {Ta }Aa=1 are generated by sequentially linking short tracks as a MAP
problem [189],
T ∗ = arg max p(T |T),

(5.10)

T
1 http://csclab.murraystate.edu/bob.pilgrim/445/munkres.html,

last accessed: December 2013.
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with T ∗ the set of tracks with the highest probability. The direct maximisation of (Eq. 5.10) is
computationally expensive because the number of combinations of the elements of the set T is
large [73]. Methods exploiting dynamic programming, such as the Viterbi algorithm [178], can
find the global optimal solution that maximises the problem by dividing the overall problem into
simpler subproblems. The Viterbi algorithm for multi-target tracking assumes that all the nodes
(in our case the short tracks) of a graph should be linked to each other and the links should be
unmerged. Since the graph we are going to built may contain many false positive nodes, the use
of the Viterbi algorithm would lead to the association of nodes that should not be associated. An
example can be when all the good nodes are connected and only false positive nodes are left.
The Viterbi algorithm would also connect these false positive nodes which would result in an
increase in false positive tracks. Therefore, we propose a greedy graph-based (GGB) method
that enables the linkage of short tracks by introducing latency and by discarding false positives.
We decompose the problem as

p(T |T) = p(T1 |T)·
p(T2 |T r T1 )·
p(T3 |T r T2 , T1 )·
...
p(TA |T r TA−1 , ..., Ta , ..., T1 ),

(5.11)

and we maximise each probability term iteratively with a greedy process. This enables us to
perform tracking within a short temporal buffer and, unlike [155] or [73], once a trajectory is
computed within the buffer, we do not change the solution afterwards. The advantage of this
formulation involves the possibility of employing the tracking algorithm for time-critical applications, where online trajectory solutions (with a short delay) are needed. On the other hand, the
main disadvantage involves the impossibility of refining tracking solutions once the association
is performed within the shifting temporal window.
Let G = (E, T) be a graph, where E is the set of edges whose weights are calculated via
a link probability and T are the nodes. Each node is composed of a sink (child) and a source
+
(parent), denoted as t−
l and tl , respectively. We define a function g(·) that links short tracks

by performing a non-linear interpolation of the positions in order to generate detections among
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Algorithm 1 Greedy graph-based association
T: set of temporally-ordered short tracks. `(tl 0 |tl ): link probability.
τ` : threshold for negligible link probabilities. (B, b): buffer size and temporal shift.
T proc : processed short tracks. LB : number of short tracks within the buffer B.
T ← ∅; T proc ← ∅
for l ← 1 to LB do
Ttemp ← ∅; tl ← T
if tl 6∈ T proc then
Ttemp ← tl
while (1) do
+
Tτ` ← findnodes s.t. {`(t−
f |tl ) > τ` , t f 6∈ T proc ,t f ∈ T, f > l}
if Tτ` 6= ∅ then
while 1 do
+
tl 0 = arg maxt f ∈Tτ `(t−
f |tl )
`

if (arg maxt f ∈Tτ `(t+f |t−
l ) = tl )||(tl 0 = ∅]) then
`
Ttemp ← tl 0 ; tl ← tl 0
break while
else
Tτ` ← Tτ` \ tl 0
end if
end while
else
break while
end if
end while
T proc ← Ttemp ; T ← g(Ttemp )
else
T proc ← tl ; T ← g(tl )
end if
end for

linked short tracks and to smooth tracks T . Equation (5.11) can be solved by formulating the
problem with a graph and using the concept of parents and children. A parent is a short track
that ends before the start of another one, which in turn is defined as a child. A parent can be
associated with a child when the likelihood (weight) from the parent to the child is the biggest
for the parent and also the biggest for the child with respect to other competitive (or candidate)
parents. We aim to associate parents and children with a forward association and a backward
validation, in order to achieve the best association between two short tracks with respect to the
competing candidates. Hence, we iteratively and pair-wisely match parents and children over
time until there are no alternative pairings in which the single best match is found between each
parent and child.
Equation 5.11 assumes that each track is temporally dependent on another track conditioned
upon their initial state: sl ≤ sl+1 ≤ . . . ≤ sL , where sl denotes the frame of the initial state of a
generic tl and likewise for el denoting the frame of the last state. In fact, the calculation of Ta
depends on T, except those used for the calculation of Ta−1 , which in turn depends on T, except
those used for Ta−2 , and so on. Each probability term of (5.11) is maximised via a recursive
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process using a link probability `1 (·) between short-track pairs (tl , tl 0 ), with l 6= l 0 ,

`1 (tl 0 |tl ) =





βl 0 ,l 2

(s −e )2

exp − 1
+ l0 l

if el − sl 0 < τl



0

otherwise

2

2σ1

2σ2

(5.12)

where τl is the temporal interval permitted between the end of a short track and the start of
another, βl 0 ,l is a normalised `-2 norm

βl 0 ,l =

1
||(xl,el , yl,eb )T − (xl 0 ,sl0 , yl 0 ,sl0 )T ||2 ,
r1

(5.13)

and σ1 , σ2 are constants. We use a normalised distance over the shape model, so that σ1 is
target-size independent.
The linking process is performed within a buffer of duration B frames, implemented as a
sliding window approach with b overlapping frames and with τl > 0. The linkage method is
described in Algorithm 1.
Temporally-overlapping tracks for short periods of time can occur when concurrent and multiple detections are generated for a single target. This is a well known problem that is usually
addressed with NMS at the detection stage [51]. Sometimes NMS can fail if the overlap of the
detections is below the threshold set in the algorithm. Hence, by employing this additional analysis in GGB, we can reduce the risk of track fragmentation2 due to concurrent detection on the
same target. Hence, after having generated the set T , we reapply Algorithm 1 using T = T and
the likelihood function

`2 (tl 0 |tl ) =


(
2 )

β̄l 0 ,l

1

if τo ≤ sl 0 − el ≤ 0
exp − 2
2σ1



0

(5.14)

otherwise

where τo ≤ 0 is the number of overlapping frames and

β̄l 0 ,l =

1
1
·
|sl 0 − el | r1

|sl 0 −el |−1

∑

||(xl (el − ρ), yl (el − ρ))T − (xl 0 (sl 0 + ρ), yl 0 (sl 0 + ρ))T ||2 . (5.15)

ρ=1

Finally, we prune tracks within the buffer B with a shorter duration than a threshold τD .
2 It

occurs when the track of a same target terminates in a frame and restarts with another identity after
few frames.
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Results

We evaluate the performance of the proposed detection approach, which is the combination (Fusion) of the gradient-climbing based detector (GCD) and hierarchical-isocontour based morphology (HIM). We then evaluate the performance of the greedy graph-based association (GGB). We
also assess the sensitivities of detection and tracking by changing the parameters, such as the
ellipse size, isocontour thresholds, buffer size, likelihood standard deviations and temporal gap
permitted to merge short tracks.

5.4.1

Methods for comparison

We compare the detector with four detection approaches (D) and the trackers with four alternative trackers (T). D1: threshold based plus Mean-Shift clustering applied on Ck (similar to [84]).
D2: D1 followed by Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS). D3: template matching on grayscale
frames via normalised cross-correlation [58] using eight target patches at different orientations
cropped from the videos. D4: D3 followed by NMS. D5: maximally stable extremal regions
(MSER) [115] with MS clustering and NMS. T1: a baseline hierarchical detection association [1]
where the detections are associated frame-by-frame with the Hungarian algorithm in order to generate short tracks, which are further globally associated using the nearest neighbour algorithm in
order to generate longer tracks. T2: a multi-particle tracker that employes the Brownian motion
as prior knowledge on the target motion [42]. The detection association is done by maximising
the probability of finding each target from one frame to the next. T3: based on multiple Kalman
filters used to predict and update the locations of the targets [64]. The prediction is performed
with a linear motion model, and the association between detections and trackers is performed
with the Munkres algorithm. T4: formulated as an energy minimisation problem between piecewise polynomials (B-splines) and target trajectories [15]. We compare T1, T2, T3 and T4 with
combinations of the proposed trackers: MT-TBD, MT-TBD+postprocessing (MT-TB+PP), MTTBD+GGB, HA and HA+GGB. MT-TDB+PP is used with a buffer of 50 frames, as that of the
GGB.

5.4.2

Experimental setup

We use a bee dataset (B-D) and an ant dataset (A-D). B-D is composed of 28400 frames of
size 640×350 and recorded at 29.97 frame-per-second (fps). We use two clips of video footage
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extracted from B-D to quantitatively evaluate the detector and the tracker3 , namely B-D1 (frames
500 to 999) and B-D2 (frames 25500 to 25999): the former contains a higher density of targets
compared to the latter. A-D is composed of 10400 frames of size 720×480 recorded at 29.97 fps
and we use the whole sequence for the quantitative evaluation.
In B-D, the target-intensity map is the equalised red channel (RGB colorspace) of the frames
with a Gaussian filter applied to it. In our experiments, the red channel is found to be a reliable
feature since most of the information about the colour of bees lies on this channel. By observing
the size of the objects on the image plane we set the ellipse prior size to r1 = 42, r2 = 18. The
threshold used for NMS is τnms = 0.3. The number of iterations for MCMC is H = 10 and the
likelihood function used for its computation has variance parameters set as σC = 1 and σK-L = 0.7;
these iteration values and standard deviation provide an accurate shape alignment. Smaller values
of σC , σK-L and larger number of iterations do not further improve the fitting accuracy, whereas
larger values of σC , σK-L and smaller number of iterations might provide less accurate alignments.
τiso values range in the interval Ω = [0.5 0.8] with a step size of 0.05. The link probability of
(Eq. 5.12) has σ1 = 0.3 to penalise detections outside the area of the target, and σ2 = 10, to link
detections for short temporal gaps. The buffer is B = 50 frames with a temporal shift b = 5
frames, τl = 10 τo = −10 and τD = 15. In A-D the target-intensity map is the grey-level image
and is filtered with a Gaussian function. The parameters are the same as for B-D apart from the
ellipse size prior, r1 = 16, r2 = 7, and τD = 30. A sensitivity analysis of the detector and tracker
parameters is performed later in the section.

5.4.3

Evaluation measures

We evaluate the performance of the detection and tracking methods in terms of Precision (P),
Recall (R) and robustness to ID switches. P and R are calculated as defined in Sec. 2.5. A true
positive happens when the distance between the estimated location of a target and its ground truth
is smaller than a threshold τT P . In our experiments we use τT P = 30 pixels for B-D and τT P = 10
pixels for A-D.
We introduce a new measure to quantify the robustness of a tracker to ID switches by using
a two-element vector measure IDSR = [Γ Λ] (ID Switch Rates). IDSR enables us to measure the
3 Video results of the full sequence can be found here:

ftp://motinas.elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/bee results/bee 28400.zip
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Table 5.1: Detection results. The threshold on the distance used to define a detection result as
a true positive is 30 pixels for B-D1 and B-D2, and 10 pixels for A-D. Key: D: Dataset; P:
Precision; R: Recall. F: F-Score. D1-D5: alternative detectors.
Target detector
D1 ( [84]+MS)
D2 (D1+NMS)
D3 ( [58])
D4 (D3+NMS)
D5 ( [115]+MS+NMS)
GCD
HIM
Fusion

P
.63
.80
.63
.73
.73
.80
.92
.81

B-D1
R
.90
.71
.59
.52
.81
.89
.73
.88

F
.74
.75
.61
.61
.77
.84
.81
.84

P
.61
.76
.70
.82
.79
.86
.96
.89

B-D2
R
.81
.66
.64
.57
.84
.90
.71
.89

F
.70
.71
.67
.67
.83
.88
.82
.89

P
.60
.91
.89
.91
.98
.98
.98
.99

A-D
R
.93
.88
.78
.77
.91
.97
.93
.97

F
.73
.89
.83
.83
.94
.98
.95
.98

ID switches per frame, Γ, and ID switches per track, Λ. Γ is defined as
IDS
,
K

Γ=

(5.16)

where IDS is the total number of ID switches that occurred in the sequence and K is the total
number of frames (see Sec. 5.3). Λ is defined as
K

Λ=

ik

∑ ζk ,

(5.17)

k=1

where ik is the number of ID switches and ζk is the maximum number of ID switches that can
occur at frame k. A small value of τT P is more suitable to correctly evaluate IDSR. A large τT P
may lead to errors in the evaluation procedure when the optimal association between ground-truth
and estimated tracks is computed.

5.4.4

Target detection

We compare the results obtained with the proposed detector and those obtained with alternative
approaches (Table 5.1).
Quantitative results
Table 5.1 shows that on average the gradient-climbing based detector (GCD) has higher Recall
(R) than the other methods. Hierarchical-isocontour based morphology (HIM) provides the highest Precision (P) compared to the other methods. The fusion operation provides the highest F. By
fusing the results we can improve P of GCD, since some of the false positives are discarded by
(Eq. 5.9). This fact is visible on B-D1 and B-D2, but is not clear on A-D since the overall values are already high. Morphological operators can be very accurate because they can effectively
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filter out clutter, but they might not be able to provide reliable detections in the case of adjacent
targets. Even if D1 and D2 provide reasonable results, e.g. D2 reaches F=0.89, which does not
contain as challenging situations as B-D, their performance is still lower than those provided by
the proposed method. Interestingly, NMS on D2 effectively prunes spurious detections in A-D,
but not in B-D1 and B-D2 because NMS suppresses valid detections in the case of adjacent targets when their detected areas overlap. Overall, template-based approaches (D3 and D4) have
the lowest performance compared to the other methods. This is because in the case of a high
density of targets, template matching is not reliable due to its inability to discriminate adjacent
targets, especially when dealing with low-SNR sequences (B-D). The same problem occurs in
the case of D5, where MSER features are unable to generate separate regions when targets are
close to each other.
Finally, we employ the detector proposed in [84] (only for A-D) followed by Mean-Shift
clustering in order to obtain a single detection for each target. This method provides good P=0.98
and R=0.94, but the performance remains lower than that of the proposed method, which reaches
P=0.99 and R=0.97. Overlapping and adjacent targets are, in fact, difficult to separate with the
method proposed in [84].
Qualitative results
Fig. 5.4 shows sample results containing targets detected with correct orientations. There can be
some challenging situations, such as the miss-detected targets in the white bounding box. Firstly,
the top-left one has a low intensity compared to the others and it is likely that the detection is
converged to one of those neighbours. Secondly, for the target at the bottom of the white box,
the detection cannot converge and align to it as it is partially occluded by the neighbouring target
and partially outside the frame. Moreover, the morphological operations struggle to detect the
target since its intensity values are connected with those of the right-hand-side target. When
this last target moves upwards and the neighbouring one moves slightly farther away, it gets
detected (Fig. 5.4(b)). In both Fig. 5.4(a) and (b) there is a target (under the top-left corner of the
white box) with intensity values more spread out than the others (a bee with open wings) and the
orientation of the state incorrectly matches with that of the real target. However, the estimated
orientation is aligned to the distribution of the highest intensity values. Indeed, the error in the
detection estimation is caused by the fact that we are not using any complex prior knowledge
about the targets, unlike [127], other than that they are approximated as elliptical shapes.
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(a)

(b)

Thursday, 18
18 July
July 2013
2013
Thursday,
Thursday,
18 July 2013

Figure 5.4: Sample detections on low-SNR images (B-D) superimposed on the target-intensity
maps and on the respective original frames. Most of the targets are correctly detected on the lowSNR images: (a) a failure of detected targets can be spotted in the white box; this is due to its
weak intensity with respect to the other targets; the target on the bottom is not detected because
it is partially outside the frame. (b) When the target becomes more visible it gets detected.
Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the detector is assessed by changing the size parameters of the ellipse (r1 , r2 ).
The experimentation is performed on B-D1 and B-D2 since these are more challenging sequences than A-D as they contain a higher density of targets performing sudden motion variations. Fig. 5.5(a) shows that smaller (r1 , r2 ) leads to higher R and lower P. This is due to the
multiple detections that are converged on single targets, and since they are not accurately aligned
to them, they are not pruned by NMS. While increasing the values of (r1 , r2 ), R does not decrease
as fast as the increase of P, meaning that the fitting process aligns the shape while enabling an
effective pruning with NMS. Small variations of the size, between r1 = [39 44] and r2 = [17 21]
do not affect the performance considerably. Interestingly, R in B-D2 increases faster than that
in B-D1 due to the lower density of targets, as the detector is less biased by intensity values of
adjacent targets. P follows a similar trend for both cases.
Moreover, we assessed the sensitivity of HIM on B-D1 for different values of Ω and τiso
(Fig. 5.5(b,c)). P is the highest for τiso >0.5, whereas R remains at low levels (below 0.60)
throughout all the variations of τiso . R is greater than zero for τiso >0.4 and τiso <0.9, and it
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity of the proposed detector (Fusion) by changing (a) shape parameters
(r1 , r2 ) on B-D1 and B-D2, and isocontour-based approach by changing values of (b) the interval Ω and (c) applying single values of τiso .
reaches the highest value (0.54) for τiso =0.7. This is the reason we employed a multilayerisocontour approach with Ω=[0.5 0.8]. Indeed, values outside this range (e.g. [0.3 0.9]) do not
further improve the performance. In particular, for τiso <0.5 HIM would mainly outline clutter
and big regions would be discarded by the shape constraint (eccentricity). On the other hand, for
τiso >0.8 isocontours would outline small and negligible regions.
5.4.5

Target tracking

We analyse the performance of GGB and compare it with alternative trackers (Sec. 5.4.1). The
trackers are tested on bee (B-D) and ant (A-D) sequences using detections generated by the
proposed detector.
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Table 5.2: Tracking results. The threshold on the distance used to consider a tracking result as a
true positive is 30 pixels for B-D1 and B-D2, and 10 pixels for A-D. The results for T4 in A-D
are not provided due to implementation limitations with long sequences. Key: D: Dataset; P:
Precision; R: Recall; IDSR: ID Switch Rates. T1-T4: alternative trackers.
Trackers
T1 ( [1])
T2 ( [42])
T3 ( [64])
T4 ( [15])
MT-TBD
MT-TBD+PP
HA
MT-TBD+GGB
HA+GGB

P
.81
.83
.59
.76
.83
.81
.81
.83
.82

R
.88
.86
.93
.82
.84
.85
.88
.87
.89

B-D1
F
IDSR
.84
[.60 9.53]
.84
[.42 6.67]
.72 [.80 12.74]
.79 [2.2 35.40]
.84 [1.35 21.68]
.83
[.29 4.70]
.84 [1.97 31.53]
.85
[.22 3.51]
.85
[.22 3.55]

P
.89
.91
.81
.87
.90
.90
.89
.90
.90

R
.89
.88
.93
.90
.86
.87
.89
.88
.91

B-D2
F
IDSR
.89
[.43 6.55]
.89
[.26 3.92]
.87 [.68 10.50]
.88 [1.05 16.16]
.88 [1.15 17.52]
.88
[.21 3.18]
.89 [1.69 25.94]
.89
[.17 2.61]
.91
[.14 2.14]

P
.98
.98
.95
.96
.97
.98
.98
.99

R
.97
.97
.98
.98
.97
.97
.97
.98

A-D
F
IDSR
.98 [.09 44.50]
.98 [.07 34.65]
.96 [.08 42.00]
.97 [.21 109.55]
.97 [.13 66.50]
.98 [.26 135.05]
.98 [.06 30.50]
.99 [.03 14.00]

Bee sequence
Tracking results on B-D1 and B-D2 are shown in Table 5.2, and we can see that overall the
proposed method (HA+GGB) outperforms the other methods: on average F is the highest and
ID switches are fewer. T3 has the lowest P in both B-D1, B-D2 and A-D, due to the prediction
step of the Kalman filter (KF) when no detections are available for the update. Specifically, in
situations of abrupt motion changes of the targets, KF is unable to correctly predict the future
location, and when no detections are available for the update, the filter has to use the prediction as
a valid state (Fig. 5.6(a-c)). Then, KF keeps predicting incorrect states until the error covariance
becomes big enough to consider the target lost. Following that, the lost target is re-initialised
with a new track. Therefore the tracks generated from spurious predictions increase the false
positive rate. T2 has higher P than that of T3 since the prior on the target motion looks closer
to the actual movement of the targets (Fig. 5.6(h-j)). However, on average T1 has the same F
of T2, but T2 is more accurate at correctly distinguishing target identities. Similarly to T3, MTTBD uses a linear motion model to predict target locations. However, the update is performed
using intensity values instead of detections. This enables more flexibility for the tracker to determine whether detections belong to noise or not; P is in fact higher, while R is lower, which
means that correct detections are sometimes considered clutter. The postprocessing applied on
MT-TBD (MT-TBD+PP) dramatically improves the performance by getting very close to that
of HA+GGB, especially in terms of IDSR. Although MT-TBD shows better performance than
HA, when GGB is applied to MT-TBD (MT-TBD+GGB) the performance does not achieve that
of HA+GGB. The main reason is the lower R of MT-TBD with respect to that of HA, in fact
also MT-TBD+GGB does not achieve an R as good as that of HA+GGB. Finally T4 has very
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 5.6: Example of an abrupt motion change of a target where (a-c) a Kalman filter-based
method can fail. The failure occurs on (a) the green track, where the tracked target is moving from
top to bottom and (b) suddenly changes direction. The green track will keep going straight on,
while the red track is initialised. (c) The track survives for a few steps before being terminated.
(e-g) Multi-particle tracker based on Brownian motion and (h-j) the proposed approach can deal
with abrupt motion changes. Different rows and different trajectory colours represent different
tracker results.
poor performance compared to the others. From the quantitative results we can observe good
performance when the Brownian motion is assumed, but even better performance when a greedy
association and simple heuristics (Gaussian models) are employed.
IDSR of the GGB is ten times better than the sequential linking performed with the Hungarian algorithm (HA). Results show that GGB can deal with highly fragmented tracks and reliably
associate them while keeping a low ID switch rate. Additionally, GGB, as opposed to PP applied
to MT-TBD, provides the best results except in B-D1 where their scores are comparable. Both
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GGB and PP account for candidate false-positive short-tracks during the linking and discard them
if considered spurious. However, GGB does not use colour as discriminative feature. In situations where a candidate link is likely to be uncertain because spatio-temporal features provide a
low weight, the colour feature in PP might increase the weight and lead to an erroneous linking.
In fact, the major strength of GGB is its ability to discard false-positive short-tracks during the
association process. T2 performs better than T1, T3 and T4. T2 associates track-measurement
by maximising the probability (defined by the Brownian diffusion probability) of finding a measurement in the neighbourhood of a track. The ID association of T2 is found to be more reliable
than the association with HA (i.e. T1, T3): T1 performs the association of detections iteratively
with HA, whereas T3 uses the HA to associate predicted target locations with the measurements.
Lastly, T4 does not perform an explicit association, but produces trajectories via the fitting of
spline functions that minimise the error in the regression process. Hence a regression method
cannot be applied to such a cluttered scenario with targets performing sudden motion variations.
Fig. 5.7 shows targets tracked in highly-populated frames with poor illumination and low
resolution (trajectories are truncated at 50 frames to make the visualisation clearer). On the left
hand side of Fig. 5.7(a), where there is a high density of targets and the resolution is low, the
frame appears as a dark patch and presents artifacts due to image compression. In this region
we can spot a few tracking failures that are recovered in the subsequent frames when targets get
farther apart (Fig. 5.7(b,c)). These figures also show a case of ID switch between the red identity
in the centre of Fig. 5.7(b) and the grey identity on the same path (magenta arrow). The bee
with the red identity is moving from left to right and when she passes over the other bee, the
grey identity passes to the red one and the red identity gets lost. This is a challenging situation
because when the detections of the overlapped bee become available, GGB associates those of
the flying bee to those of the still bee. Fig. 5.7(d) shows a case with an abrupt motion change,
that is when the camera is moved by the operator. The targets remain tracked and new tracks of
targets in the lower part of the image are initialised. In Fig. 5.8 we can notice how the central
bee is tracked for more than 200 frames. Similarly to the previous case, the camera is moved
by the operator and we can notice it by looking at the position of the dark-orange trajectory in
Fig. 5.8(a) and (b). An example of the density of trajectories is shown in Fig. 5.9.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7: Sample tracking results on dataset B-D in challenging situations. (a) High density
of bees on the left-part of the frame; (b-c) ID switch of the red trajectory in the middle of the
frame and grey trajectory on its path (magenta arrow); (d) Robustness of the method to camera
movements. The trajectories are truncated to the last 50 frames to make the visualization clearer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Sample tracking results on the bee dataset (B-D) with long term visualisation. Abrupt
motion changes are successfully dealt with the proposed tracker. The trajectories from (a) to
(b) are all shifted on the top-right because the camera has been moved by the operator. The
trajectories are truncated to the last 200 frames to make the visual representation clearer.
Ant sequence
Results of A-D are quantitatively reported in Table 5.2 and qualitative examples are shown in
Fig. 5.10. Even if the same sequence is already used in [84] and [174], we cannot compare the
results since they employ ground-truth information to initialise the target locations and in the case
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.9: 3D visualisation of trajectories from (a) B-D1, (b) B-D2 on 250 frames and (c) A-D
on 500 frames. Graphs show the trajectories of insects on the image plane (x-y axes) over time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10: Sample tracking results on the ant dataset (A-D). ID switches can be due to (a,b)
multiple detections on a single target (top-right corner), or (c,d) crossing/overlapping targets
(middle). The trajectories are truncated to the last 200 frames to make the visual representation
clearer.
of tracking failures. Whereas, we do not use any manual intervention and we let the tracker run
throughout the sequence. The results for T4 in A-D are not provided due to its implementation
limitations with long sequences [15].
As we can see from the results, HA+GGB has the highest P and R, and lowest IDSR compared to the other methods. The proposed method has the lowest IDSR and the few ID switches
are due to two reasons: first, multiple detections are generated on the same targets when they are
close to borders (Fig. 5.10(a,b)) and we can see that it happens because of the reflection of the
ant in the glass; second, when targets cross each other (Fig. 5.10(c,d)) there can be track interruptions, which is mainly due to the fact that occlusions have not been explicitly modelled in GGB.
Likewise on B-D, T2 has closer performance to HA+GGB, but the quantity of ID switches is still
approximately double. Similarly to B-D, the performance of T3 is closer to that of T2 and better
than T1. This is due to the different motion of the targets, which can be better approximated with
a linear model. Moreover, with the same buffer size as MT-TBD+PP (50 frames), HA+GGB is
more robust at keeping the correct identities associated to the targets, even without employing
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prior dynamics.
Sensitivity
Similarly to the postprocessing stage presented in Sec. 3.4, we assess the sensitivity of GGB. In
particular, we use B-D1 and range (i) the buffer duration B in the interval [10 100] frames with
step size 10, (ii) the temporal interval permitted to merge short tracks τl for values {5, 10, 20}, and
(iii) {σ1 , σ2 } used for the computation of the likelihood function (Eq. 5.12) for values {0.15, 5},
{0.3, 10}, {0.45, 15}. The performance are shown in Fig. 5.11. From the graphs we can observe that the variation of the buffer duration does not largely affect P and R for same values of
{σ1 , σ2 }. The results show that the tracking algorithm does not largely decrease its performance
with short buffer durations (e.g. 10 frames) and has stable performance at large buffer durations;
P and R vary within an interval of 0.02. The robustness to ID switches increases with increasing
buffer duration and decreases with shorter buffer durations. In fact, a larger buffer enables the
algorithm to process more data in order to generate more accurate trajectories. We decided to use
a buffer size of 50 frames since it provides a good trade-off between tracking latency and performance. The smaller the τl , the higher the P. In fact, many false detections are not linked and get
discarded because they generate short trajectories. However, R is lower compared to the other
cases because true detections are also discarded in the pruning process. A similar behaviour can
be spotted when values of {σ1 , σ2 } are small, which is expected since the algorithm does not link
short tracks with large spatio-temporal gaps between an end and a start. This is also a constraint
for the linkage of short tracks in the case of fast moving targets; small values of {σ1 , σ2 } provides a steep decreasing trend of the likelihood function (Eq. 5.12) and hence low probabilities
for linking short tracks. On the other hand, large values of {σ1 , σ2 } lead to a higher R, but a
lower P. The last observation is related to the robustness to ID switches as a function of {σ1 , σ2 }.
Fig. 5.11(c,d) show the poor performance of the algorithm when {σ1 , σ2 } are either too small
or too large. On the one hand, with small values of {σ1 , σ2 } each target is likely to have highly
fragmented trajectories (multiple identities due to continuous track re-initialisations). On the
other hand, larger values of {σ1 , σ2 } provide longer trajectories, but more ID switches between
neighbouring targets since the kernel for the linkage is larger (a less steep likelihood function).
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Figure 5.11: Tracking results on B-D1 at varying parameters of GGB. (a) Precision, (b) Recall,
(c) Γ and (d) Λ are calculated for different buffer durations (horizontal axis), different τl values
(dark blue, light blue and green bars) and different {σ1 , σ2 } values (light blue, orange and brown
bars). Please see (5.12) for details about the variables.

5.5

Summary

We presented a framework for multi-target target tracking on low-SNR insect datasets. We described a novel detection method to extract features from videos with high-density of targets and
a graph-based data association method for multi-target tracking. The detection stage generates
candidate target locations relying on gradient information and intensity levels extracted from
target-intensity maps. The features are processed using the combination of a method based on
Markov Chain Monte Carlo and one based on hierarchical isocontours. Moreover, we used a
greedy tracking algorithm that recursively associates detections within a short temporal buffer.
The performance of the proposed framework is validated on low-SNR videos and on a publicly
available dataset of ants.
Experiments showed that standalone morphological operators [86], threshold-based [51] or
template-based algorithms are not accurate enough to detect interacting targets from targetintensity maps. We compared different combinations of MT-TBD with the postprocessing stage
presented in Sec. 3.4 and with that proposed in this chapter (GGB). In the case of targets with
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indistinguishable appearance and unpredictable motion, a greedy-graph based model based on
position features is more reliable than models based on linear motion models (e.g. Kalman filter)
and appearance features (e.g. MT-TBD+PP). The combination of MT-TBD+GGB showed better
performance than HA+GGB in terms of robustness to ID switches in a scenario with high-density
of targets.

Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1

Summary of methods

In Chapter 3, we presented a Bayesian method for multi-object tracking based on track-beforedetect (MT-TBD), which utilises Markov Random Fields applied to the particle states to perform
tracking of unknown and unlimited number of targets and by managing probabilistically the
identity assignment with close objects. To deal with close targets, our approach does not rely on
appearance information, but performs a probabilistic optimisation to keep the identity associated
to the correct targets. The tracking is performed using a Bayesian recursion via prediction and
update steps. The prediction is described with a linear motion model where the unforeseen
disturbances are modelled as Gaussian noise. The update is performed using a likelihood function
modelled on a particular controlled scenario and used for all our experiments. The particle birth
and death at each iteration of the filter is modelled with Markov Random Fields, which assumes
the Markovian property. The state estimate of a target is performed via Mean-Shift clustering
and supported with Mixture of Gaussians in order to allow an accurate assignment of identities
within each single cluster. The sensitivity and experimental analysis were performed on sport
and surveillance datasets with variable numbers of moving people, different perspectives, partial
and full occlusions, different backgrounds, and moving and static cameras.
In Chapter 4, we presented three measures namely Multiple Extended-target Tracking Error
(METE), Multiple-Extended-target Lost-Track Ratio (MELT) and Normalised Identity Changes
(NIDC), which quantify accuracy, cardinality, long-term tracking and identity changes for ex-
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tended multi-target trackers. These measures are parameter independent, numerically bounded
and account for target-size changes. METE provides a holistic error assessment using a tradeoff between accuracy and cardinality errors. When trackers have comparable METE values, we
showed that accuracy and cardinality error rates can be used separately to analyse more in detail their performance. MELT enables the analysis of tracking performance at varying accuracy
levels that can facilitate the selection of trackers for specific applications. NIDC penalises identity changes as a function of the length of the track in which they occur. We compared the new
proposed measures with widely used measures for multi-target tracking (Multiple Object Detection Accuracy, Multiple Object Tracking Precision and Identity changes) and we performed
an extensive evaluation of MT-TBD comparing its performance with respect to state-of-the-art
methods using real-world sequences. MT-TBD showed good flexibility in utilising input coming
from different target localisation methods, and by obtaining comparable or superior results with
respect to the other methods.
In Chapter 5, we presented a novel feature extraction method and a graph-based detection association algorithm to localise targets in low Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (low-SNR) videos with high
density of compact targets (i.e. bees and ant). The detection stage relies on gradient information
and intensity levels of target-intensity maps to extract candidate target locations. The features
are processed frame-by-frame by using the combination of two methods: one based on Markov
Chain Monte Carlo and the other based on hierarchical isocontours. The former exploits the
intensity gradient to iteratively align detections on each object. The latter slices the intensity
map at different intensity values in order to obtain compact and consistent object shapes through
different levels. We then presented a greedy tracking algorithm that recursively associates detections within a short temporal buffer. The performance of the proposed framework is validated
on low-SNR videos of bees and on a publicly available dataset of ants. The graph-based tracker
is compared with MT-TBD and alternative state-of-the-art tracking methods, such as based on
Brownian motion estimation, Kalman filter, energy minimisation via fitting of splines and iterative association based on the Hungarian algorithm.

6.2

Summary of achievements

In this thesis, we addressed three main problems regarding tracking on videos with a high density
of targets and the performance evaluation of trackers for extended targets.
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The first problem involves the implicit assignment and management of target identities within
a tracking framework in order to improve the distinction of targets that move close to each other.
We showed a situation of partial overlap of targets where the method can reliably keep the identities separate, whereas in the case of full overlap the method was not able to keep track of the
occluded target. The track was terminated at the beginning of the occlusion and reinitialised when
the target became visible again. In order to improve the performance we used a postprocessing
stage that exploits target colour and dynamics to link fragmented (short) tracks into longer ones.
The second problem involves the development of three parameter-independent measures capable of evaluating multi-target tracking accuracy, long-term tracking ability and identity changes
as a function of the track length. We showed that in comparison with state-of-the-art measures the
proposed measures can be used without setting any parameters and that across different applications the evaluation remains consistent. The latter measures also allow one to further analyse the
tracking performance in terms of overlap accuracy and cardinality error as two separate pieces of
information, as well as lost-track-ratio at different accuracy levels (i.e. overlap values).
The third problem involves the formulation of a detection and tracking algorithm that deals
with a high density of compact targets. The detector requires the targets all to have the same
shape, which is provided as prior information at initialisation. We showed that the proposed
detection method achieves better performance than alternatives from the state of the art. However, when targets do not follow the prior shape, the detector may provide incorrect results. An
example was observed on the bee dataset, where a bee with opened wings was not detected
correctly. We also showed that the greedy-graph based tracking method outperforms state-ofthe-art approaches, especially in terms of identity switches. We motivated the choice of using
a greedy algorithm over a dynamic programming based one (e.g. Viterbi) since the association
is performed on noisy data. In fact, an optimal algorithm would have performed an exhaustive
association without accounting for noise.

6.3

Future work

Open challenges in multi-target tracking include the effective extension of feature selection for
target-background separability from offline [160] to on-line approaches [148], defining motion
models that are flexible to deal with different dynamics of a scene [145], and predicting tracking
failures by identifying image regions where trackers are likely to fail [80]. These failures can be
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detected by employing interaction models based on track information [83] and potentially solved
by strengthening trackers with methods for the self-tuning of parameters [100] (e.g. a resampling
strategy for particle filter [142]). Removing the dependence of user interaction is also desirable
to make the environment learning stage flexible to context changes [82, 114] and independent
from user feedback [109].
The future directions of our work are summarised below:
1. The multi-target track-before-detect presented in Chapter 3 can be improved by including a multi-dynamic switching model [142] to deal with different motions of the observed
targets and by developing an automatic method for estimating the filter parameters, such
as the noise surrounding the measurement of each point target, the motion model and the
likelihood function.
2. The evaluation measures presented in Chapter 4 (METE, MELT and NIDC) can also be
applied to other sensing modalities when a 2D target model is used. Given the increasing
number of applications employing other target models for 2.5D and 3D tracking [134, 161,
177], future research directions could investigate the extension of the proposed tracking
evaluation approaches for these higher-dimensional target models.
3. The detection method for compact objects presented in Sec. 5.2 can be extended by adding
a complementary shape-fitting detector [58] or by employing a method for the automatic
selection of shape parameters (ellipse) in the case of targets with different sizes.
4. The graph-based association method for tracking presented in Sec. 5.3 can be extended
by including appearance and velocity information in the case of targets with potentially
different appearance (e.g. people). It can also be extended to real-time applications by
performing the association directly on detections (i.e. without precomputing short tracks)
by using linear programming.
Finally, there is a growing interest in tracking targets using multiple cameras for increasing
the overall field of view [166]. In this case, the target discrimination and identity association
techniques need to consider the appearance variability of targets among view-points and across
cameras due to changes in illumination, pose and colours.
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